From: Steven Taber [mailto:staber@calairlaw.com]
Sent: Monday, December 28, 2009 3:45 PM
To: cayla.morgan@faa.gov; airsewiceeacomments@snoco.org.
Cc: ‘Barbara Lichman’
Subject: Public Meetings for For Draft EA for Paine Field Commercial Air Service
Dear Ms. Morgan and Mr. Waggoner,
Mukilteo appreciates your extension of the deadline for public comments for the draft
environmental assessment to pertaining to four projects involved in initiating commercial air
service at Paine Field. However, your failure to re-schedule the public meetings, currently
scheduled for January 4 and 5, 2010, flies in the face of the letter and intent of the National
Environmental Policy Act requirement of public participation in the NEPA process.
As you are well aware, January 4 and 5, 2010, are the first business days back not only from a
long weekend, but, for many people, the extended holiday season. As such, we would expect the
FAA to be sensitive to the public and their schedules in order to ensure public participation at the
public meetings. Thus, we are renewing our request that you reschedule the public meetings to
later in the month.
Yours very truly,
Steven M. Taber
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Response to Comment
Dear Steven Taber, on behalf of Chevalier, Allen & Lichman:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-12:

Adequacy of public involvement and release of the Draft EA and Public
Hearings
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—Original Message-

From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2010 12:50 PM
To: Dolan, Bill
Subject: Fw: Public Meetings for For Draft EA for Paine Field Commercial Air
Service
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>-

IRE: Public Meetings for For Draft EA for Paine Field Commercial Air
Service
>

Thank you for your quick response.

Steven M. Taber
Chevalier, Allen & Lichman,
llp
695 Town Center Drive, Suite 700,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
T 714.384.6526
I F 714.384.6521
staber@calairlaw.com I www.calairlaw.com
I
www. aviationairportdevelopmentlaw. corn
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named
above, and may be privileged. The information herein may also be protected
by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510—2521. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in
error,
please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.
Original Message
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2009 2:19 PM
To: Steven Taber
Cc: Patricia.Deem@faa.gov; Carol.Suomi@faa.gov;
dave.waggoner@co.snohomish.wa.us; Camp, Peter; Caroline.CTR. Poyurs@faa.gov;
Roland.J.McKee@faa.gov
Subject: Re: Public Meetings for For Draft EA for Paine Field Commercial
Air
Service
Dear Mr. Taber,
Attached is our response to your request.
Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
(See attached file: 12—29—O9TaberResponse.pdf)
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I—>
>—

IPublic Meetings for For Draft EA for Paine Field Commercial Air Service

>

Dear Ms. Morgan and Mr. Waggoner,
Mukilteo appreciates your extension of the deadline for public comments for
the draft environmental assessment to pertaining to four projects involved
in initiating commercial air service at Paine Field. However, your failure
to re-schedule the public meetings, currently scheduled for January 4 and
5, 2010, flies in the face of the letter and intent of the National
Environmental Policy Act requirement of public participation in the NEPA
process.
As you are well aware, January 4 and 5, 2010, are the first business days
back not only from a long weekend, but, for many people, the extended
holiday season. As such, we would expect the FAA to be sensitive to the
public and their schedules in order to ensure public participation at the
public meetings.
Thus, we are renewing our request that you reschedule the
public meetings to later in the month.
Yours very truly,
Steven M. Taber

(Embedded image moved to file: pic22190.jpg)CAL LogoSteven M. Taber
Chevalier, Allen & Lichman,
llp
695 Town Center Drive, Suite 700,
Costa Mesa, CA 92626
T 714.384.6526
I F 714.384.6521
staber@calairlaw.com I www.calairlaw.com
Slog
www. aviationairportdevelopmentlaw. com
The information contained in this electronic mail message is confidential
information intended only for the use of the individual or entity named
above, and may be privileged. The information herein may also be protected
by the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 USC Sections 2510—2521. If
the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this message in
error, please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer.
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C

Northwest Mountain Region
Seattle Airports District Office
1601 Lind Avenue SW., Suite 250
Renton, Washington g8o57-3356

U.S. Department
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

December 29, 2009
Steven M. Taber
Chevalier, Allen and Lichman, LLP
695 Town Center Drive, Suite 700
Costa Mesa, California 92626
Request for Rescheduling the Public Hearings: Draft Snohomish County Airport
(Paine Field) Environmental Assessment
Dear Mr. Taber:
This is in response to your December 28, 2009, request to reschedule the public hearings
presently scheduled for January 4 and 5, 2010, to later in the month.
Although we have not rescheduled the public hearings on January 4 and 5, 2010, for reasons
outlined in our December 18, 2009 letter, we have decided to hold a third public hearing on
January 21, 2010, at the Lynnwood Convention Center. The public comment period will also
be extended from January 29, 2010, to February 5, 2010. This information will be presented
in a public notice as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

Cayla D. Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
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Response to Comment
Dear Steven Taber:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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—Original Message—
From: Cayla.Morgan~faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2010 11:43 AM
To: Ryk Dunkelberg; Ryan Hayes; Waggoner,
Subject: Fw: Paine Field

Dave;

Dolan,

Bill

Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 01/25/2010 10:41 AM
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(Embedded image moved to file: pic27644.jpg)
Cayla, attached is a letter of my support for commercial airline flights at
Paine Field.
Sparky Taft
Dynamic Results
425—353—3265 Cell 425—359—8888
www.dynamicresultsadvertising.com
Advertising with RESULTS!
(See attached file: FAA Paine Field flights.doc)
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Advertising Marketing Promotion
Office: (425) 353-3265
Cell: (425) 359-8888
Fax: (425)353-1144
U.S. Toll Free: (800) 578-9892
Email: dynamicresults~comcast.net
Web: dynarnicresultsadvertising. corn
8028

53rd

Ave. W. #E, Mukilteo, WA 98275

January 20, 2010
TO:

Cayla Morgan
Federal Aviation Administration

FROM: Norman F. “Sparky” Taft
RE:

Commercial Flights from Paine Field

Dear Ms. Morgan:
I have lived in Mukilteo for almost 20 years and observed how the area has
grown. I strongly SUPPORT commercial airline flights from Paine Field. I
am a frequent flyer on business and pleasure and I would welcome
commuter andlor destination flights from this airport.
I believe such
airline service is badly needed in the north Puget Sound area to better
service the huge and growing population.
I believe the addition of a few commercial flights from Paine Field would
NOT even be noticed by area residents. I believe the concerns of Mukilteo
area residents about “noise” and congestion are just a smoke screen for
anti-growth. Paine Field is a well used EXISTING airport and will NOT
negatively impact the noise levels of residents or cause adverse property
values. If anything, property values will INCREASE.
Paine Field is seriously NEEDED as a commercial airport.
Sincerely,
Norman F. “Sparky” Taft
President
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Response to Comment
Dear Sparky Taft:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA; they have been noted.
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From: RCAA [mailto:rcaa@earthlink.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 1:36 PM
To: Air Service Comments
Cc: TalboLChas; Creighton.Stuart J.
Subject: Paine Field Commercial Service Proposal
Dear Staff:
We are reviewing the draft environmental assessment (EA) dated December 2009
& published on your website. We do NOT find an actual proposed action.
We DO find a very short summary of what surely must be a far-more
detailed proposal a proposal which surely must exist in writing (& most
likely, as one or more electronic files as well).
--

Would you, could you, transmit to us the actual text of what the BA refers to
as the Preferred Alternative? Assuming that the document exists in electronic
fbrmat, you could simply e-mail it to us.
Thanking you in advance for your assistance,
Yours very truly,

Chas Talbot
Operations Manager
Regional Commission on Airport Affairs
19900 4th S.W.
Normandy Park, Washington 98166-4043
ph: 206.824.3120
cell: 206.310.4873
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Response to Comment
Dear Chas Talbot, on behalf of Regional Commission on Airport Affairs:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the following
general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-10:
General Response 3-1:

Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers
What is the purpose and need for the action or project?
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From: RCAA [mailto: rcaa@earthlink.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 13, 2010 6:08 PM
To: Air Service Comments
Subject: unanswered request
Importance: High
Dear Staff:
May I call to your attention our e-mail sent on the 6th of the month,
which remains unanswered? The text of that message follows.

We are reviewing the draft environmental assessment (EA) dated December 2009
& published on your website. We do NOTfind an actual proposed action.
We DOfind a very short summary of what surely must be afar-more
detailed proposal a proposal which surely must exist in writing (& most
likely, as one or more electronicfiles as well).
--

Would you, could you, transmit to us the actual text of what the EA refers to
as the Preferred Alternative? Assuming that the document exists in electronic
format, you could simply e-mail it to us.
Thanking you in advancefor your assistance,

Chas Talbot
Operations Manager
Regional Commission on Airport Affairs
19900 4th S.W.
Normandy Park, Washington 98166-4043
ph: 206.824.3120
cell: 206.310.4873
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Response to Comment
Dear Chas Talbot, on behalf of Regional Commission on Airport Affairs:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the following
general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-10:
General Response 3-1:

Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers
What is the purpose and need for the action or project?
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—Original Message—
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2009 11:49 AM
To: Waggoner, Dave; Dolan, Bill; Ryan Hayes; Ryk Dunkelberg
Cc: Patricia.Deem@faa.gov; Caroline.CTR.Poyurs@faa.gov;
Michael.L.Kelly@faa.gov; Roland.J.McKee@faa.gov
Subject: Fw: Paine Field

comment on PAE EA
Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 12/29/2009 10:48 AM
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I support commercial air service at Paine Field.
Regards,
Nicholas Taluburri
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Response to Comment
Dear Nicholas Tamburri:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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—Original Message—
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2010 5:53 PM
To: Waggoner, Dave; Dolan, Bill; Ryk Dunkelberg; Ryan Hayes
Cc: Patricia.Deem@faa.gov; Caroline.CTR.Poyurs@faa.gov;
Roland. J.McKee@faa . gov
Subject: Fw: AIR TRAVEL AT PAINE PROVIDE CHANGES AT A HIGH FIELD BUILT FOR
THE U.S.A. AIR FORCE & MORE.

Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 01/20/2010 04:48 PM
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Dear Faa. Government.
Today, Paine Field has a “Huge Need”-—-so the TRAVELER can use many to beat
the mess of Seattlie.
We could save much time; and be smart with an outstanding Airport built
before World War 11.
The U.S. Air Force moved in for the protection of tne Pacific Northwest.
Now , fast growing has many areas of Snohomish County with many CITIES of
much needed faster for
travel to other Airports.
Bellingham, WA Internationl has many Airlines
to support their area——many miles
from the easy Everett Paine Field locally.
Service at PAINE FIELD would
be the best to benefit everyone.
Also.travel time would be predictable, that has Greenhouse changes to
reduce emissons & 1—5 accidents.

Truly.

Gary 0. Tapert/Retired Business.
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Response to Comment
Dear Gary Tapert:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA; they have been noted.
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PAINE FIELD has “a unique history”, since it has always provided jobs back to THE
FDR PLAN to make available jobs. It was built because of the site had space for a long
Run way to place THE U.S.A. AIR FORCE; for Wor~d War II protection. Also, Paine
had Passenger Service & Commerical Planes for the Pacific Northwest Military. Time
has proved PAINE FIELD AIR BASE is the highest Puget Sound base with less fog.
CHANGES began to happen after the War; Paine Field lost the AIR FORCE to other
Northwest Bases: ALASKA AIR and PAN AMERICAN continued to provide service
before moving entirely to Bow Lake (SEA-TAC). These changes took were rough on
Everett, since Waterfront OPERATIONS & LARGE PLANTS closed. “The City of
Smokestacks” also lost natural production of its resources, and the distribution—that
made the area famous with outstanding jobs by owners and workers,
EVEREH GETS THE WORLD’S BIG PRODUCTION PLANT: Boeing Airplanes.
Paine Field Boeing at Everett, WA. Rolled-out the 747 Jet; which changed aviation as
Boeing made styles and types for its customers. I have lived in and near Everett for 67
Years, where 1 had a variety of homes to watch THE BEAUTIFUL BOE1NGS. My
Business would support THE PAINE FIELD AIR FAIR,with other companies.
The recent $450,000 environmental study was funded by a grant from the Federal
Aviation Administration; that covered noise testing, flight patterns, convenience, jobs
and local potential economic benefits. The NEW CHANGES should help maintain
our PAINE FIELD BUSINESSES. Public Passenger service will be a savings to us.
Also, “a recent freeway study of Seattle’s Interstates “ has the WORST-RATING to
Travel —compare to L.A. The Environment Impact gets bad depending on the weather
and condition of Highways & Streets. Seattle will have to do their Green —house. Most its
neighbors from the north want less stress, clean air, many parks, mountains, & peace.
Monroe, Whidbey Island, Lake Stevens, Tulalip. and Paine: “The Boeing Freeway”Everett made getting easier to work at ALL PAINE FIELD companies and stores.
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Response to Comment
Dear Gary Tapert:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
1601 Linci Avenue, SW
Renton, Washington 98057-3356
Email. Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov

Thank You!
T.25

Response to Comment
Dear Amy Tapper:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the following
general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 6-4:

What are the quality of life impacts?
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From: res12v3ec@verizon.net [mailto: res12v3ec@verizon.net]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 5:27 PM
To: cayla.morgan@faa.gov
Cc: Air Service Comments
Subject: Draft EA Paine Field comments
Cayla Morgan, Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office,
Federal Aviation Administration,
1601 Lind Avenue S.W.,
Renton, WA 98057-3356
2010

Feb. 4,

Subject: Comments on the Draft EA for Commercial Air Service at Paine Field
Dear Ms. Morgan,
We are submitting our written comments to you as part of the public hearing process for
the above-named proposed project at Paine Field, Everett, WA. After careful review of
the draft EA and evaluation of information from various local sources including the
consultant at the public hearing in Mukilteo, we have concluded that the document is
incomplete and biased, and thus, inherently flawed.
The geographic and temporal scope of the proposed project is much too Ilinited.
The project area, as delineated in the draft EA, is ridiculously small. The direct and
indirect effects of the project, particularly impacts to noise levels, and air quality, will
extend well beyond the limits ofthe currently proposed project. Additionally, these
impacts will extend well beyond the 5-year time period chosen for analysis. The negative
effects of the proposed project will not stop at the project boundaries as currently drawn,
nor will they stop after 2016 when the current planning horizon of the proposed project is
reached.
NEPA requires a fill and equal consideration of the project altematives. It also requires
that cumulative impacts from the proposed project be evaluated. These were not a part of
the draft EA. There was no consideration of other reasonably foreseeable future
projects/actions in the analysis area, such as changing the airport role to allow service
for greater than the 2 proposed airlines or for allowing more than the proposed low level
of flights.
Overall, the draft EA had a flawed scope; it failed to fully assess the direct and indirect
impacts associated with the proposed project; and it did not include a comprehensive
evaluation of a reasonable, worst-case scenario. We respectfully request that the FAA
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order a new Environmental Assessment, one that thoroughly and properly analyzes
the impacts of changing Paine Field’s current role and operating certificate to allow
scheduled air service.
Sincerely,
John and Susan Tarpley
13425 51st Ave W. Edmonds, WA 98026
jsetarpley~verizon.net
cc:

Dave Waggoner, Director, Snohomish County Airport, Everett, WA
Snohomish County Executive Aaron Reardon and County Council Members
State Representatives Jay Inslee and Rick Larsen
State Senators Patty Murray and Maria Cantwell
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Response to Comment
Dear John & Susan Tarpley:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA; they have been noted. Please refer to the following general
responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-9:
General Response 1-10:
General Response 1-11:
General Response 1-13:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 3-14:
General Response 5-5:
General Response 9-2:
General Response 11-8:

Roles of consultant and their qualifications
Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers
Flawed/inadequate/biased EA
Additional study should be conducted
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
What actions will require additional environmental review?
Study Areas
Indirect/induced traffic effects
Cumulative impacts

Please also refer to the following individual response.
Suggest Additional Alternative/Levels of Activity:
A number of suggestions for additional alternatives and/or additional levels of activity were included in the
comments. Many of these comments suggested that lower activity levels at Paine Field and/or higher activity
levels at either Sea-Tac or Bellingham would be a better or an environmentally preferred alternative that meets
the purpose and need for the proposed actions. However, since the deregulation of the airline industry in 1978,
certificated U.S. air carriers are free to fly routes of their choice and serve airports of their choice. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) cannot require a certificated air carrier to schedule more flights or less flights at
an airport included in that carriers operations specifications. Consequently, these suggested additional levels of
activity and/or alternatives are not considered reasonable and do not meet the purpose and need.
Does Not Include Reasonable and Worst Case:
A number of commenters requested consideration of one or more alternative growth scenarios using growth
rates higher than what was considered in the Chapter B of the Environmental Assessment (EA), including a
“worst case scenario.” An EA examines those impacts that are reasonably foreseeable and is not required to
look at a “worst case scenario” if that scenario is not reasonably foreseeable. Neither the County nor the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has received any indication of interest to provide passenger service at
Paine Field beyond that proposed by Allegiant Air and Horizon air. Therefore it is not reasonably foreseeable
that service would be expanded (either by these two carriers or any other carrier).
However, in response to comments received on the Draft EA, an analysis was conducted of the impacts of the
theoretical maximum operating capability of the proposed terminal building. Appendix P presents that analysis.
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From: County Executive [mailto:county.executive@co.snohomish.wa.us]
Sent: Monday, February 08, 2010 5:11 PM
To: Waggoner, Dave; Air Service Comments
Subject: FW: Draft EA Paine Field comments

Amy Ockerlander
Executive Analyst
Snohomish County Executive Office
3000 Rockefeller, MIS 407
Everett, WA 98201-4046
Dir. Phone: 425-388-3090
Main Phone: 425-388-3460
Fax: 425-388-3434
Email: amv.ockerlander(asnoco.org
~w.snoco.org
From: jsetarpley@verizon.net [mailto:jsetarpley@verizon.net]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 4:36 PM
To: County Executive
Subject: Fwd: Draft EA Paine Field comments
Mr. Reardon,
We are forwarding our email letter to you regarding our position on the Draft EA for
Commercial Air Service at Paine Field. Our conclusion that the Draft EA is flawed, biased, and
incomplete mirrors the conclusions reached by the majority of residents and businesses in our
region. We are expecting you and the other county council members to represent the views of
the people of Snohomish County. We are not opposed to expansion at Paine Field that
is COMPATIBLE with the residents, schools, businesses etc. in the surrounding area. However,
the proposed Commercial Air Service project is not the right one!!!
John and Susan Tarpley
Forwarded message
From: resl2v3ec@verizon.net
Date: Feb 5, 2010
Subject: Draft EA Paine Field comments
To: cayla.morgan@faa.gov

Cayla Morgan, Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office,
Federal Aviation Administration,
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1601 Lind Avenue S.W.,
Renton, WA 98057-3356

Feb. 4, 2010

Subject: Comments on the Draft EA fbr Commercial Air Service at Paine Field
Dear Ms. Morgan,
We are submitting our written comments to you as part of the public hearing process for the
above-named proposed project at Paine Field, Everett, WA. After careful review of the draft EA
and evaluation of inthrmation from various local sources including the consultant at the public
hearing in Mukilteo, we have concluded that the document is incomplete and biased, and
thus, inherently flawed.
The geographic and temporal scope of the proposed project is much too limited. The
project area, as delineated in the draft EA, is ridiculously small. The direct and indirect effects
of the project, particularly impacts to noise levels, and air quality, will extend well beyond the
limits of the currently proposed project. Additionally, these impacts will extend well beyond the
5-year time period chosen for analysis. The.negative effects of the proposed project will not stop
at the project boundaries as currently drawn, nor will they stop after 2016 when the cunent
planning horizon of the proposed project is reached.
NEPA requires a full and equal consideration of the project alternatives. It also requires that
cumulative impacts from the proposed project be evaluated. These were not a part of the draft
EA. There was no consideration of other reasonably foreseeable future projects/actions in
the analysis area, such as changing the airport role to allow service for greater than the 2
proposed airlines or for allowing more than the proposed low level of flights.
Overall, the draft EA had a flawed scope; it failed to fhlly assess the direct and indirect impacts
associated with the proposed project; and it did not include a comprehensive evaluation of a
reasonable, worst-case scenario. We respectfully request that the FAA order a new
Environmental Assessment, one that thoroughly and properly analyzes the impacts of
changing Paine Field’s current role and operating certificate to allow scheduled air service.
Sincerely,
John and Susan Tarpley
13425 5Vt Ave W. Edmonds, WA 98026
jsetarpley~verizon.net
cc:

Dave Waggoner, Director, Snohomish County Airport, Everett, WA
Snohomish County Executive Aaron Reardon and County Council Members
State Representatives Jay Inslee and Rick Larsen
State Senators Patty Murray and Maria Cantwell
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Response to Comment
Dear John & Susan Tarpley:
Thank you for your comments to Snohomish County; they have been noted. Please refer to the following
general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-9:
General Response 1-10:
General Response 1-11:
General Response 1-13:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 3-14:
General Response 4-1:
General Response 5-5:
General Response 6-1:
General Response 9-2:
General Response 11-8:

Roles of consultant and their qualifications
Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers
Flawed/inadequate/biased EA
Additional study should be conducted
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
What actions will require additional environmental review?
Alternative airports should be used
Study Areas
Significance of Project Effects
Indirect/induced traffic effects
Cumulative impacts

Please also refer to the following individual response.
Suggest Additional Alternative/Levels of Activity:
A number of suggestions for additional alternatives and/or additional levels of activity were included in the
comments. Many of these comments suggested that lower activity levels at Paine Field and/or higher activity
levels at either Sea-Tac or Bellingham would be a better or an environmentally preferred alternative that meets
the purpose and need for the proposed actions. However, since the deregulation of the airline industry in 1978,
certificated U.S. air carriers are free to fly routes of their choice and serve airports of their choice. The Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) cannot require a certificated air carrier to schedule more flights or less flights at
an airport included in that carriers operations specifications. Consequently, these suggested additional levels of
activity and/or alternatives are not considered reasonable and do not meet the purpose and need.
Does Not Include Reasonable and Worst Case:
A number of commenters requested consideration of one or more alternative growth scenarios using growth
rates higher than what was considered in the Chapter B of the Environmental Assessment (EA), including a
“worst case scenario.” An EA examines those impacts that are reasonably foreseeable and is not required to
look at a “worst case scenario” if that scenario is not reasonably foreseeable. Neither the County nor the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has received any indication of interest to provide passenger service at
Paine Field beyond that proposed by Allegiant Air and Horizon air. Therefore it is not reasonably foreseeable
that service would be expanded (either by these two carriers or any other carrier).
However, in response to comments received on the Draft EA, an analysis was conducted of the impacts of the
theoretical maximum operating capability of the proposed terminal building. Appendix P presents that analysis.
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From: Scott Teerink [mailto:scott@teerink.org]
Sent: Monday, February 01, 2010 10:12 AM
To: cayla.morgan@faa.gov
Cc: Air Service Comments; scott@teerink.org
Subject: Response to Paine Field Draft Environment Assessment
Dear Ms. Morgan,
Attached you will find my response the Paine Field Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) prepared as a
requirement to change Paine Field to a Class I airport.
Unfortunately after analysis of Draft EA I found it to be woefully inadequate and amateurish in its
analysis.
It is my hope the FAA Regional Director and Paine Field’s Director will devote as much effort in resolving
each and every issue raised in my response as they do resolving issues with the privileged few who curry
their favor (such as the CEO of the Bank of Everett).
Sincerely,
Scott Teerink
Attached: Teerink_ea_response.pdf

Sent from teerink.org
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Response to Paine Field Draft
Environmental Assessment (EA)
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Figure 1 ‘Silent” aircraft at treetop level (approximately 100 feet AGL) violating FAR Part 91.119 while terrorizing
neighborhood NW of Paine. These aircraft are routinely vectored away from noise monitoring equipment to avoid detection.
~ll era aircraft are also not included in baseline noise calculations in the EA.

The worst sort of business is one that grows rapidly, requires significant capital to engender the
growth, and then earns little or no money. Think airlines. Here a durable competitive advantage has
proven elusive ever since the days of the Wright Brothers. Indeed, if a farsighted capitalist had been
present at Kitly Hawk, he would have done his successors a huge favor by shooting Orville down.
Warren Buffett, annual letter to Berkshire Hathaway shareholders, February 2008.

This lndustiy attracts more capital than it deserves.
—

Stelios Haji-loannou, founder of Easyiet, reported in Aviation Week & Space Technology’ 5

October2009.

People who Invest in aviation are the biggest suckers In the world.
David G. Neeleman, after raising a record $128 million to start New Air (the then working name for
what became ietBlue Airways), quoted in ‘Business Week,’ 3 May 1999.

—
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Introduction
This document was prepared in response to a Draft Environmental Assessment (EA) prepared by
Paine Field Airport as prerequisite to becoming an FM designated Class I airport.
In February 2009, FM Regional Director Carol Suomi told Michael Deller, president and chief
executive of the Bank of Everett, that funding for some projects would be withheld until an
agreement is reached with Horizon. Deller, who supports scheduled passenger flights at the airport
called her to confirm a rumor he’d heard. He said. “She was quite open and quite direct with me
about the status and the direction.”
One has to wonder why a federal employee (Ms. Suomi) would engage in conduct that is at best
unethical, and quite possibly a violation of the United States Code (18 USC 35, 18 USC 872 and
others) while using a banker to relay threats to the Snohomish County Council. I believe this is part
of a pattern.
After reading the Draft EA it is very clear that the FM is following a pattern of preferential prejudice
towards airlines and commercial air service. This pattern discriminates against property owners and
citizens living near the airport.
fl’ IS TIME FOR THE FM TO STOP UNLAWFUL DISCRIMINATION AND REPRESENT THE INTERESTS OF
PROPERlY OWNERS WHO STAND TO HAVE SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE DONE TO THEIR PROPERTY AS A
RESULT OF THE FM’S CLEAR DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THEMI
The EA does not mention the word apollution once. It skews every figure possible to paint a rosy
picture of the wholesale destruction of community and property of Paine Field’s neighbors’ (victims?).
The EA contains dozens of prejudicial and discriminatory statements. The EA:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Uses ‘guesstlmates for baselIne aIr, noIse and lIght pollution measurements.
Ignores API), OSE, and taxiway noise pollution.
IntentIonalb~ low balls the number of flIghts and Ignores The capacity and potential gate
turns of the facIlities they are proposIng.
Falls to mention compatible land use as planned for the last 30 years.
Disregards the culture of local communities.
Disregards the destruction of property done by commercial aIrports.
Fails to mention the health Impacts of the pollution at Paine.

The Findings of Fact and Mandates Section of this document outlines steps needed to be taken by
the airport and FM to eliminate the prejudice shown in favor of commercial air service at Paine, and
to end discrimination against citizens in surrounding communities.

Teerink Response to Draft EA
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Land Use Incompatibility
The Paine Environmental Analysis fails to mention the Mediated Role Determination (MRD). Written
in 1979, an era when the Growth Management Act did not exist, the MRD has stood as the de-facto
land use management document for property near Paine Field. It assured tens of thousands of
property owners that their property would not suffer the same fate as do property values near
commercial airports. It protected local citizens against the harmful health effects of the air, noise,
and light pollution of Paine Field.
In the 1970s, ‘SOs, and ‘90s other local airports such as Sea-Tac and Bellingham used funds to
minimize property damage to their neighbors. Paine Field assured its neighbors (behind the veil of
the MRD) that their property would be safe and encouraged growth right up to the property lines of
Paine Field.
The MRD allowed the airport to grow without obtaining Avigation Easements (RCW 14.12.220)
would allow for the air, noise, and light pollution resulting from Commercial Air Service at Paine.
In the decade starting in the year 2000 wealthy local businessmen such as the President of the
Bank of Everett (who evidently commands a private audience with the FM) began to make large
political contributions in order to get the county to disregard local planning documents and the
property rights of those affected by the MRD. The airport began to plan for commercial air service
while the government entity that supposedty manages the airport assured the public that they would
comply with land use as described in the MRD.

Teerink Response to Draft EA
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The false promise of economic development
Oddly some feel that commercial air service drives a local economy. This is a false premise. In fact
nothing could be further from the truth.
In the early 1980s the city of Bellevue decided to close its airport. Now they have a multitude of
21st Century industry booming on what was once the wasteland of an airport. Microsoft, Boeing
Computer Services, Verizon Wireless and several other high tech firms are creating thousands of
high paying jobs where once there was only a hand full of low paying airport service jobs.
Another example would be Moffet Field in Sunnyvale California. Instead of providing commercial air
service the local community decided quality of life will attract business, not commercial air service.
Indeed quality of life does attract business. Dozens of successful high tech companies have
flourished in the area around Moffet Field, otherwise known as Silicon Valley.
This is a new era. This is an era where business travel is not a preferred use of company’s or
shareholders funds. Profitable companies have adapted no and limited travel policies. Instead they
invest in modern P telephony technologies. Technologies such as Internet Teleconferencing. This is
an era when companies use the quality of life to recruit talent Airports are never used to recruit
talent.
The costs associated with commercial air service (reduced property values, crime, traffic etc) far
outweigh any financial benefit to the surrounding communities.

Teerink Response to Draft EA
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Socioeconomic impacts
The Draft EA sugar coats and does not fully examine the socioeconomic impact resulting from a
commercial airport.
The Draft EAs optimistic noise pollution calculations (see EA Noise Analysis section) states it will
affect 4.0 acres in 2011 and 17 acres by 2016. This noise analysis concludes that noise pollution
resulting from commercial air service will QUADRUPLE every 6 years~. As we extrapolate this out:
•
•
•
•

68 acres (.106 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2021.
272 acres (.425 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2026.
1088 acres (1.7 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2031.
4353 acres (6.8 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2036.

Even by using the unreallslically optimIstic noise figure the town of Mukliteo (6.3 square miles) wIll
be rendered uninhabItable by 2036. These numbers are totally In line wIth the envIronmental
damage done by other Class I airports such as Sea-Tac. Thousands of property owners wIll suffer
HUNDREDS OF MIWONS OF DOLLARS IN DAMAGES AS A RESULT OF UNEEDED COMMERCIAl.. AIR
SERVICE.

4

Figure 2 Houses near Sea-Tao. This will be what the entire city of Mukilteo looks like by 2036, This is the socioeconomic
impact of commercial air service.
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Figures More houses near Sea-Taos third runwaythat demonstrate the socioeconomic impact of commercial air service.

Not to mention the increase in crime in neighborhoods near airport. Airports are magnets for
prostitution and other vice related crimes. Citizens do not want to have prostitutes roaming the
streets like they do near commercial airports. We do not want to have one of the worst crime rates in
the country as cities near commercial airports have.

Figure 4 Prostitution flourishes
near commercial airports.
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Purpose in Need Section”
Paine Field is attempting to become a Class I Airport. Sea-Tac, LAX, and JFK are examples of Class I
aIrports. All large passenger aIrports in the United States are Class I airports.”
Drawings show TWO passenger terminals: The “Proposed Modular Terminal Addition” and a much
larger “Future Passenger Terminal”.’~ The environmental effects of the Wuture Passenger Termlnal
and It’s ~Access and Parklng have been Intentionally omitted from thIs report.
A two gate 225 passenger terminal is capable of handling FAR MORE than one MD-80 and four
Dash-8’s a day. v Not to mention the ‘future Passenger Termlnal beIng planned.
The airport wants tax payers money to buIld the aIrlIne termInals and to help subsIdize Horizon and
Allegiant operatlons.vI This comes at a time when record government deficits are occurring.
Spending money on commercial air service at Paine Field will only serve to show that government
spending is totally out of control.

Teerink Response to Draft EA
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Alternatives Sectiorn1’
The “No Action Alternative’ is the alternative that should be chosen. The ‘Proposed Alternative’
seeks taxpayer funding to destroy the cities near the airport and destroy hundreds of millions of
dollars in property, whereas the ‘No Action Alternative’ will not affect ANYTHING?”
The report claims “no expansion of service or facilities beyond those proposed is reasonably
foreseeable” yet Is shows a ‘Future Passenger Terminarl x This report shows service steadily
increasing.3
Horizon claims 6 10 flights a day of 76 seat aircraft and Allegiant claims 2 to 10 flights per week of
150 seat aircraft. Obviously a 225 seat terminal Is capable of carrying far more passengers than the
supposed ‘estimates’. In addition the ‘Future Passenger Terminai’ the airport Is planning Is not
mentioned.’
The report says the number of enplanements will Increase 120% from 112,000 in 2010 to over
238,200 by 2016. Yet this report states no future expansion is planned? ~
The reports states “as a result of these considerations, the use of another airport for the proposed
scheduled commercial passenger air service is not a reasonable alternative to the proposed action”
How on earth can the EA state that when they also state “there has been no indication from these
airlines that should the proposed project not be Implemented that they would initiate service to any
other area airport beyond those used today”? A change of the status quo FUNDED BY TAXPAYERS is
obviously not needed.
The noise analysis is based on Dash-8s and MD-80s” yet the planned two terminals are capable of
handling a variety of aircraft far larger. In fact the Noise Analysis says A330’s will be using the new
terminals. Again the report states “neither the FAA nor the Airport sponsor has the authority to
instruct either carrier to provide service using a different aircraft”. The use of any lype of aircraft is
notJust plausible, It is guaranteed. Yet this report omits All t’pes of aircraft except those they pick
and choose to study.””
The report states the larger ‘Future Terminal’ is ‘premature’ and not “warranted and not the best
use of public funds at this time”. Yet the report obviously PLANS expansion because they show the
drawings and state Future Passenger Terminal’ will ‘continue to be shown on the AlP as a future
reservation of space. The statement that It is ‘premature” to study this planned expansion yet
reserve space for the expansion is nothing more than an attempt to minimize the environmental
damage they feel they should report atthis time. If the best use of public funds is an issue why are
taxpayers being asked to pay to build airport facilities to transport gamblers to the casinos and
prostitutes of Las Vegas?dii
The report states “the airlines anticipate that some of the enplanements will be “new demand””. The
airlines are obviously planning for expansion, as is the airport, yet the report omits the effects of this
expansion and new demand in an effort to hide the truth.””'
The report states a potential gain of 27 Jobs, although most of those jobs would be jobs that already
exist. Millions of taxpayers’ dollars spent to subsidize 27 Jobs. ~‘
Teerink Response to Draft EA
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Noise Analysis Sectlon~
Table 2 shows 0 flIghts by A330s in 2008. Then it shows 420 flights by A330s in 2010, and 538
flights by 2016. Yet the A330 flights, which are obviously planned, are omitted from this report and
not included In ~Current Project Totals used to calculate noise. instead, the use of A330’s Is
included in BASELINE calculations despite the fact that they do not fly out of Paine!xv This is done to
falsely show that noise from A330’s will occur WITHOUT passenger operations, thus minimizing the
actual impact of noise pollution from commercial air service?
DNL calculations do not include measurement of MD-80, Dash-8, and A330 operations at night If
one of the new “project” planes takes off during the hours between 7AM and 10PM it will
dramatically change DNL calculations. THERE IS NO WAYTO RESTRICT FIJGHTTiMES. Nlghtflights
are being INTENTIONALLY omitted.xviiI
Oddly the number of flights given in the EA was Immediately adjusted downward to reduce the
number of flights because of Boeing decision to relocate a 787 line to South Carolina.’” Yetthe EA
FAILS to mention the INCREASE in flights resulting from the large Air Force Tanker contract Boeing is
expected to win.
Table 5 shows between 40% and 60% of flights leaving Paine on the only runways capable of
carrying commercial aircraft occur at night. Yet again the report states there will be NO nighttime

flights.
Which aircraft have been substituted in the INM model?’°’ What aircraft are they being substituted
for? What are the effects of the substation? I think we know the answer to that Obviously they would
follow the clear pattern of deception in this report and be substituted to lower environmental
damage being reported.
The tables also show flights of MD-80’s increasing from 0 In 2008, to 208 In 2010, to 1040 in
2016. Yet the ‘alternatives” section says Allegiant Air will have “departures ranglngfrom 2 to 10
per week over 365 days”. 1040 flights per year equal 20 flights per week. This is another
exampie of this report to hide the truth by mlnImlzingthe environmental damage done by the world’s
most environmentally destructive aircraft, the MD-80.
in addWon the BA does not Include ground support equipment and auxiliary power units in baseline
noise caiculatlons.

Fught tacks are not shown although they are supposedly used.cd The reason this is done is because
Paine vectors aIrcraftAWAY from monitorIng stations instead instructing them to fly OVER
NEIGHBORHOODS (particularly over the Olympus Terrace neighborhood). Since there are not noise
monitoring stations in any neighborhoods (unlike other Class I airports) this allows Paine to skew
baseline figures and falsely report minimal noise damage.
In addWon Paine Field has no noise pollution monitoring equipment on its grounds. instead it has
moved them approx. 2 mIles away from the north and south ends of the main runway to artificially
reduce noise measurements. This allows for the majority of flights from Paine to NOT BE included in
noise measurements.
Teerink Response to Draft BA
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Loud WW11 aircraft have also been omitted in baseline noise pollution calculations.

-A

:1

Figure 5 Aircraft at approximates’ 150 AOL NW of Paine violating FAR Part 91.119 vectoring low over neighborhood NW of
Paine to avoid noise measurement
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Figure 7 Formation of supposedly silent WWII fighters at approximately 200 feet AGL violating FAR Part 91.119 over
neighborhood NW of Paine.
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Environmental Conclusions Section~”
Air Quality calculations (Table 5 shows commercial air service will contribute 1200 tons of toxins to
the air in 2010, and 1300 tons of toxic emissions in 2016) are all based on 4-6 flights per day.
Since there is no way to limltthe amount of commercial traffic the air quality figures are truly low ball
guesses.
Compatible Land uses incorrectly calculated noise figures (see Noise Analysis). The actual effects of
the noise pollution resulting from Paine Field are much higher.
The Light emissions and Visual Environment does not mention that the only visual barriers to the
blight of the proposed terminals are trees to the westthat have been removed. In addition it
discusses a “slight change” in the light environment. Moonlight is the natural light In most
neighborhoods any light increase atthe airport would be destructive. The report does not base any
of Its “light affects on sclencei-’~’~
As stated in the Socioeconomics section of this report the incorrectly calculated noise pollution (see
Noise Analysis section) states it will only affect 4.0 acres in 2011 and 17 acres by 2016. Even this
overly optimistic noise analysis concludes that noise pollution resulting from commercial air service
will QUADRUPLE every 6 yearsx~v. As we extrapolate this out:
•
•
•
•

68 acres (.106 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2021.
272 acres (.425 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2026.
1088 acres (1.7 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2031.
4353 acres (6.8 square miles) rendered uninhabitable by 2036.

Even by using the unrealistically optimistic noise figure, the town of Mukilteo (6.3 square miles) will
be rendered uninhabitable by 2036. These numbers are totally in line with the environmental
damage done by other Class I airports. Thousands of property owners are about to suffer HUNDREDS
OF MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN DAMAGES AS A RESULT OF UNNEEDED COMMERCIAL AIR SERVICE
The report also fails to mention how much solid waste will be produced by the 238,000 passengers
expected atthe two new terminals at Paine Fieid.~v In addition it does not discuss where this solid
waste will go or how the addition of this solid waste will affect existing waste treatment facilities. The
airport is passing the ball, making local ratepayers responsible for the sewage treatment facility
upgrade. This will cost local rate payers MILLIONS of dollars.
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Flawed statements in the EA ~Hirsch Report”
The Hirsch report intentionally omits the “Future Passenger Terminal”. It uses a 4-6 flights a day
figure as the maximum capacity for the modular terminal~vi.
The turnaround time for aircraft atthe terminal Is not mentioned (why not?). Nor are the number
of flights out of each terminal building at other Class I airports such as LAX and Sea-Tac.
Clearly two large commercial aircraft can be serviced at each of the two terminalsnvu.
There is absolutely no evidence the Alaska Air Group will NOT USE Paine as its regional hub. To
the contra,y, two terminals would only be needed If the plan WAS to use Paine as a hub. This is
In contradiction to Hirsch’s assertion that Paine will not be a hub for Horizon AND Allegiant ~v~i
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Findings of Fact and Mandates
After perlorming an in depth analysis the following are findings as fact in the Draft EA:
•

The FM NW Regional Office has shown preferential prejudice towards commercial air service
at Paine.
• The “No Action Alternative” is the only alternative that does not do environment damage and
result in property destruction. It also does NOT affect either airline proposing subsidies at
Paine. In addition the “No Action Alternative” indemnifies citizens against lawsuits by
maintaining the status quo.
• The “Proposed Action or Project” IS NOT the “The Preferred Alternative”. No action that would
result in lawsuits, property and health damage, and damage to the environment should ever
be construed as a “Preferred Alternative”. Doing so only demonstrates contempt, negligence
and sheer incompetence.
• Paine is planning for two new terminals. At no point do they ever realistically quantify the
number of flights, gate turns or number of passengers that will utilize these two terminals.
• The number of flights cannot be legally limited. Limited commercial air service is an outright
lie.
• By not specifying realistic use of TWO airline terminals, Paine is intentionally not specifying
how many airliners will be in operation in 1,5, 10, or 15 years.
• The FA makes statements that minimize the future number of flights such as reduced
operations at Paine resulting from losing the Boeing 787 line, while failing to mention future
aerospace manufacturing opportunities such as the Air Force tanker contract. This is done to
skew any future airport usage in order to falsify noise pollution figures.
• The FM and Paine Field think using taxpayer money to provide air terminals for gamblers
flying to the casinos and prostitutes of Las Vegas are a proper user of taxpayer funds.
• Baseline Noise Analysis is flawed. It purposely omits night flights and actual or maximum
capacity of the two planned terminals. It also omits Flight Path information to skew noise
measurement.
• Noise pollution from loud WWll era aircraft is intentionally omitted from the Draft EA. In most
cases these aircraft are vectored away from noise monitoring equipment to keep noise
pollution reported low and routinely fly at dangerously low levels over neighborhoods.
• Violations of FAR Part 91.119 happen daily and are the norm. Flight tracks data is
intentionally omitted to hide these violations.
• GSE and APU noise pollution has been omitted from the Draft EA.
• At best millions of taxpayer dollars will result in approximately two dozen (27) low paying
service jobs.
• Commercial Air service does not encourage economic development Airports such as
Bellevue, WA and Moffet Field, CA are proof of this.
• In depth solid waste studies have not been performed on the effects of millions of air
passenger on municipal utilities.
• Using flawed and intentionally low noise pollution numbers supplied in the EA, property
damage will occur to neighborhoods within 10 years.
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•

•
•
•

Usingflawed and intentionally low noise pollution numbers supplied in the EA, within 20
years the ENTIRE City of Mukilteo will be uninhabitable due to noise and air pollution from
commercial air service at Paine.
The omissions and misstatements in the report are a clear attempt by the airport and airlines
to deceive the public in an attempt to not mitigate damages from their operations.
The Draft EA demonstrates dontempt and disregard for current and past land use.
The Draft EA ignores the negative socio economic impacts of airports that provide
commercial air service.

Mandates:
1. The FM MUST immediately stop preferential prejudice towards commercial air service and
discrimination against local residents who are going to suffer property and health damage
due to commercial air service at Paine. In the interest of faimess and transparency The FM
NW Regional Office MUST immediately excuse itself from any determination as to Paine
Fields future role.
2. The prejudicial term Preferred Aiternatlve~ must be removed from this or any EA.
3. A full blown environmental impact study of Paine Field MUST be performed.
4. Air traffic patterns at Paine must be examined and mod ified to eliminate dangerous and
harmful flight activities including violations of FAR Part 91.119 BEFORE ~assumlng” they are
not taking place.
5. The current or any future EA or study must include the effect of BOTH new terminals and
their MAXIMUM capacity. The environmental effect of two large terminals in operation 24
hours a day seven days a week MUST BE studied. GSE and APU noise and air pollution
MUST also be included.
6. The current or any future EA or study MUST study the solid waste requirements of the
MAXIMUM capacity of two airportterminals.
7. Paine Field MUST move noIse pollution monitoring stations to the north and south end of the
main runway, not two miles away from these locations. These stations will use science, not
flawed estimates, to calculate the baseline noise pollution currently done at Paine Field.
8. Paine Field MUST install equipment to generate Flight Tracks (the ACTUAL flight paths of
aircraft). This will enable the public to see where noise and air and noise pollution occur
outside the property line of Paine Field. Flight Tracks MUST be used for placement of
additional noise monitoring equipment FlightTracks MUST also be used to monitor for
violations of FAR Part 91.119.
9. Paine Field MUST install air pollution monitoring stations to the north and south end of the
main runway. This will allow for scientific calculations (not flawed estimates) to be used to
calculate the baseline air pollution currently done at Paine Field.
10. Paine Field MUST install light pollution monitoring stations to the north and south end of the
main runway. This will allow for scientific calculations (not estimates) to be used to calculate
the baseline light pollution currently done at Paine Field.
11. Any current or future EA5 or studies MUST include land use planning around the airport and
the socioeconomic damage that will be done to the City of Mukiiteo and neighboring
communities as a result of commercial air service.
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12. Snohomlsh County governmental agencies MUST NOT spend taxpayer funds on subsidizing
commercial air service. This includes requesting federal funds. My current requests for
federal dollars MUST be immediately withdrawn. Any publicly funded agencies such as the
Snohomlsh County Economio Development Council MUST NOT spend taxpayer funds to
subsidize commercial air service.
13. The FM and the operators of Paine Field MUST take every possible step to INDEMNIFY
taxpayers agaInst civil and punitive actions (such as Plaintiff v. Sea-Tao) by ABIDING tome
MRD, the only existing and tie-facto L4ND USE documentfor Paine Field. Failure to do so
should be construed as contemptible and neglIgent behavior by public employees.
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determined that approximately 18,000 square feet would be needed with two aircraft “boarding
gates”, and these would be sized to accommodate 225 people in the gate boarding area.
Approval of Airport Improvement Program (AlP) funding for the construction of modular

vi

terminal building sufficient to accommodate the proposed passenger service.
vu

viii

http~/www.painef~eIcLcom/ea/Stitched%2OChapters/Chapter%20B%2OAIternatives.pdf
The use of other area airports by both Horizon Air and Allegiant Air instead of Paine Field is

reflected in the No Action alternative because Horizon Air already offers scheduled commercial air
service at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, approximately 30 miles south of Paine Field, and
Bellingham, located approximately 74 miles north of Paine Field. Allegiant Air offers scheduled
commercial air service currently at Bellingham International Airport.
IX

Therefore, no expansion of service or facilities beyond those proposed is reasonably foreseeable.

Horizon Air will utilize the 76 seat Q400 aircraft with a predicted load factor (percentage of
available seats filled) ranging from 61 to 63% with departures ranging from 6 to 10 per day for
approximately 350 days per year. Allegiant Air will utilize the MD83 aircraft with 150 available seats
with a predicted load factor of 90% with departures ranging from 2 to 10 per week over 365 days.
This would result in approximately 112,000 enplanements (people boarding aircraft at Paine Field) in
2010 increasing to approximately 238,200 enplanements in 2016.
xl

Preferred Alternative (Proposed Action or the Project). The proposed action is for the FAA to approve

an amendment to Horizon Air and Allegiant Air Operating Specifications pursuant to 14 CFR Part
119 and amendment to the airport operating certificate pursuant to 14 CFR Part 139. This would
allow both airlines to provide scheduled commercial service to PAE with the Bombardier Q400
Dash 8 (with the CRJ700 as the substitute) and the Boeing MD83 aircraft, respectively, if all
safety, operational, and environmental issues are satisfied.
xh As discussed above, neither the FAA nor the Airport sponsor has the authority to instruct either
carrier to provide service using a different aircraft if the proposed aircraft can safely operate at the
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proposed airport in compliance with all statues. Additionally, public use airports such as Paine Field
cannot deny access to an aircraft operator if they can safely operate at that facility.
Construct a Large Permanent Terminal as Shown on the ALP. Consequently, this alternative is not

xui

warranted and not the best use of public fundsat this time. As such, it will not be considered in
detail but will continue to be shown on the ALP as a future reservation of space.
The airlines anticipate that some of the enpianements will be “new demand” although some

XIV

passengers now using Sea-Tac and Bellingham may opt for Paine Field due to closer proximity and
shorter travel times.
This demand would generate the need for six to ten additional airline employees, several which

xv

may be contracted from existing Fixed Base Operators. An additional seventeen employees;
including TSA employees, security, rental car and maintenance workers are anticipated.
http~/www.painefieId.com/ea/Appendix/Appendix%20D%2ONoise%2oAnaIysis.pdf
The study evaluated the existing 2008 baseline conditions (actual operations) and the future years
2010 and 2016.
~‘

~“

xviü

In the DNL metric, any operations that occur after 10 p.m. and before 7 a.m. are considered

more intrusive and are weighted by an additional 10 dBA. Therefore, accurately estimating the
number of nighttime operations is very critical in determining the DNL noise contour.
x~x

It is important to note, that the forecasts were revised in October of

2009 (and a new FAA approval issued) based on a news release from Boeing
indicating that some of the B-787 final assembly would take place in Charleston,
South Carolina instead of Paine Field. Both the original forecasts and approval letter, and the
October 2009 revised forecasts and associated approval letter are
included in Appendix G.
Because some aircraft are not in the INM database, the INM model will reflect a substitute aircraft
that is a close approximation in terms of noise.
~-~‘

The FAA has established flight paths for aircraft arriving and departing from PAE. Flight tracks

are established for each runway end, and the use of each flight track by aircraft type is used as an
INM input. These ifight paths are not precisely defined ground tracks, but represent a path along the
ground over which aircraft generally fly.
xxN

httpv/www.painefield.com/ea/Stitched%2ochapters/Chapter%20D%2oEnvironmental%2oconsequencespdf
There would be a slight change in the light environment around the Airport due to increase
lighting in the vicinity of the modular terminal expansion. However; due to the mostly industrial
land use in the area, neither the No Action Alternative nor the Preferred Alternative would result in
any significant impacts relating to the lighting and visual environment of the Airport.
In the first year of commercial service operations (2010), the change in the noise contours
compared to the No Action Alternative would be approximately 4.0 acres larger. By 2016,the change
in the noise contours compared to the No Action Alternative would be approximately 17.0 acres
larger.
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Solid Waste. Increases in solid waste generation and disposal as a result of the Preferred
Alternative can reasonably be expected due to the increased use of the terminal building by arriving
and departing airline passengers, as well as additional airport employees.
XW

Maximum capacity A typical spoke (non-hubbing) airport will average 4-6 departures
per gate per day. So PAE could have a daily capacity of 900-1,350 departing seats per day if
both gates were used for the largest aircraft they are sized for.
itxvl

-

For PAE, the gates have a design capacity of one 75 seat regional aircraft plus one 150
seat mainline aircraft for a total of 225 seats.
~

Maximum capacity A typical spoke (non-hubbing) airport will average 4-6 departures
per gate per day. So PAE could have a daily capacity of 900-1,350 departing seats per day if
both gates were used for the largest aircraft they are sized for.
-
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Response to Comment
Dear Scott Teerink:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-3:

An independent investigation is needed because the FAA pushed the County to
approve the terminal
General Response 1-8:
Adequacy of FAA guidance and use of FAA guidance
General Response 1-11: Flawed/inadequate/biased EA
General Response 1-16: How will the proposal be funded?
General Response 2-1:
MRD document
General Response 3-5:
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
General Response 3-10: What is the capacity of the airport?
General Response 3-11: What is the capacity of the terminal?
General Response 3-12: What is the relationship of the two terminals?
General Response 3-13: What is a Class I Airport? Explanation of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR)
Part 139
General Response 6-1:
Significance of Project Effects
General Response 7-2:
Noise Measurements and Supplemental Metrics requested
General Response 7-3:
Noise analysis methodology
General Response 7-4:
Flight tracks should be shown
General Response 7-6:
What are the existing and future noise impacts?
General Response 7-12: How are the potential noise impacts compatible with surrounding residential
land uses?
General Response 9-1:
What is the impact upon property values?
General Response 9-3:
Socioeconomic Impacts
General Response 9-6:
What is the impact of the project on crime?
General Response 9-8:
What are the health and quality of life effects associated with the project?
General Response 10-2: Air quality conformity
General Response 11-4: Effect on culture of local community
General Response 11-11: Light pollution
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Please also refer to the following individual response.
A330 Activity Shown in Tables:
In response to your comments regarding the presence of the A330 aircraft in modeling tables, the Federal
Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Integrated Noise Model (INM) Version 7.0a software does not include the
Boeing 787 Dreamliner as an aircraft type. FAA Headquarters currently recommends substituting the Airbus
A330 for the B-787 which is why the A330 is listed in future year operations tables in Appendix D of the
Environmental Assessment.
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Larry & Anne Temple
217 5th Ave. North #0
Edmonds, WA 98020

To: Cayla Morgan,
Environmental Protection Specialist,
Seattle Airports District Office,
Federal Aviation Administration.
1601 LindAve.SW.
Renton, WA 98057-3356
Dear Ms. Morgan,
I have read about plans for Horizon and Allegiance Airlines to begin limited commercial
passenger service at Paine Field in the near future. The Environmental Assessment released in
December 2009 apparently concluded that adding these limited services at Paine Field will have
no significant impacts. I have also read about the public hearing held at Meadowdale High
which we unable to attend. In the event we are unable to attend the next public hearing at
Kamiak High on January 21, we wanted to write to share our opinion.
Apparently the FM will decide by March if the EA Is adequate. If there is anything more that
could be done for an Environmental Impact Study, we think it is important that all aspects of the
study should be done, with no shortcuts, before reaching a decision.
We agree with those who have said that most likely no one bought their home within 10 or 15
miles of Paine Field hoping there would be commercial airline service available. For those that
think it would be more convenient to have this air service at Paine Field, we wonder why they do
not move closer to SeaTac if they desire that convenience? They should move closer to SeaTac
rather than the airlines move closer to their home! That will not create any NEW environmental
concerns. Those who live near SeaTac already KNOW the environmental impact. We are quite
familiar with that impact every time we visit my brother lMng in Auburn. His house cats even
duck at times as planes land and take off. He would never be able to get as much money
where his beautiful home is located compared to the home being situated further from SeaTac.
We have two sons who are captains that work for the airlines. Neither of them live near the
airports they use. Neither would take their best vehicle to park at the airport while they fly.
The fuel pollution is detrimental to the finish on their cars.
We also pay a lot of money for our property taxes as Edmonds residents. If the airlines were to
start using Paine Field, the ambience with that air traffic will certainly be distracting and the
value of our property will plummet. Taxes will go down and the city will have a budget shortfall.
I remember going to SeaTac back in the beginning when we could pull up front and plug the
parking meter. Look at how that site has sprawled and acquired so many neighborhoods and
the numerous parking lots for all that traffic. Does this Environmental Assessment really look
into the future? If limited service is allowed, it Is only a matter of time before the flood gates
open. Everyone should be able to see what will happen to Paine Field in the future with or
without an Environmental Assessment. We strongly urge the proposed commercial airline
service at Paine Field be voted down.
Sincerely,

~7J.
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Response to Comment
Dear Larry Temple:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-13:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 4-1:
General Response 9-1:
General Response 10-4:

Additional study should be conducted
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
Alternative airports should be used
What is the impact upon property values?
Would there be an increase in fuel dump/fuel smell/residue?
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From: Jim Terry [mailto:clearmerc@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, December 07, 2009 12:22 AM
To: Air Service Commenis; cayla.morgan@faa.gov
Subject: Paine Field Air Service
To whom it may concern:
I just read the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, and I’m mostly satisfied with the
details. Please see my comments below.

•
•

•
•

As a frequent flier, I have experienced terminal setups similar to the one
proposed... at Long Beach Airport in Long Beach, CA the airport is set up almost
exactly the same as the (proposed) preferred alternative, with an infrastructure
terminal supplanted by modular areas for security and gates. In Southern
California it makes perfect sense to have a breezeway connecting the two
buildings. The breezeway at LGB also serves as the security waiting line when
the line gets longer than maybe 10 people. I believe this design may be an issue if
it’s implemented in Washington State.
o I don’t lmow if it’s been accounted fbr in the proposed design, but I believe
it will be important to have a reasonable amount of queue space inside the
building so that people will have a chance to prepare for screening (i.e. a
warm place, far enough from the entrance to not get big drafts when the
doors are opened) to take off their jackets and shoes in advance of the
screening process. If people refuse to take offjackets and shoes until right
at the metal detector, that will slow down the security line.
There should at least be a news stand/snack bar/espresso cart inside the sterile
portion of the gate area.
I’m concerned that parking may be an issue. I did not see anything more in the
document than “there is adequate parking for a building of this size.” As a
commuter airport, I would think the parking requirements exceed that of a typical
building. This is crucial because, nearly as I can tell, there is currently no
alternative to on-airport parking at PAE. Unlike SeaTac, where considerable offairport infrastructure is in place to handle overflow parking, when PAE runs out
of parking, where are the travelers going to park? I believe there needs to be
plenty of on site parking, and an established back-up plan in the event of a full lot.
o What about car rental agencies? I believe PAE will be a popular incoming
destination with incoming business travelers, and Car Rental facilities and
parking need to be addressed.
Community Transit bus service would be a bonus...
Based on Southwest Airlines’ proposal a few years ago to expand service to
Boeing Field, I believe it would be prudent for PAE to have a plan in place to deal
with Southwest and their potential desire to move it’s operations to PAE. While I
believe the airfield has plenty of capacity for that, I’m certain it would be an issue
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•

•

for the terminal infrastructure, not to mention the surrounding communities. I
think it’s just a matter of time until Southwest comes knocking...
I believe it would be prudent to consider the proposed terminal setup an interim
solution pending the design of a permanent terminal facility. Most metropolitan
areas the size of Seattle have more than one airport, and it makes logical sense to
me that PAR will eventually become the secondary regional airport of the Seattle
area. Expansion will eventually become necessary, and a permanent terminal
building with 4-10 gates would be a prudent investment once PAE gains
popularity and flights.
Any chance there are any empty nearby hangar buildings that could be used for
remote “indoor” parking? I believe that could be very popular if so.

As far as the noise is concerned: I believe the people who chose to move into a house in
or near the flight path of an airport that can and does land 747s on a regular basis, need to
take responsibility for their decision. These people are hiding behind an ill-conceived
statement made 30 years ago in a totally different environment (the statement that PAR
would NEVER have commercial service). I have a hard time believing that someone
buying a home in Harbour Pointe can fail to recognize the potential that this airport may
expand someday. I believe these folks are simply trying to be a big enough nuisance to
kill the project. While they need to share their input, they can not be allowed to rule the
process. We cannot afford to let the NIMBYs to rule this process, so please count me
among those in favor of this plan moving forward.
Thank you for taking the time to complete the process. I am looking forward to enjoying
my first take-off out of PAR.
Jim Terry
360-863-1999
clearmercc~gmail. com
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Response to Comment
Dear Jim Terry:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 2-1:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 3-7:
General Response 3-8:
General Response 3-9:
General Response 3-10:
General Response 5-1:
General Response 6-1:

MRD document
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
Parking capacity
Increase in rental cars/rental car agencies
Public transportation options should be considered
What is the capacity of the airport?
Existing aircraft noise concerns
Significance of Project Effects

Please also refer to the following individual response.
Concessions/Terminal Design:
Your comment suggested a number of terminal design considerations for the proposed modular terminal
expansion. The sizing for terminal facilities of various functions was done in accordance with peak hour
projection of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved forecasts and after discussions with airlines
and the TSA. This is discussed in Appendix K of the Environmental Assessment (EA). From an environmental
impact standpoint, only the footprint of the proposed building is analyzed as shown in Figures A3 and B2 of the
EA.
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—Original Message—
From: Neal & Carolyn [mailto:cmfnet@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 12:44 PM
To: cayla.norgan@faa.gov; Air Service Comments
Cc: carolyn@grovestreetclinic. corn
Subject: Paine Field Service
We live on 8th St in Mukilteo on the edge of the Japanese Gulch. As it
stands now, we have serious noise pollution issues with all north approaches
and take offs.
Luckily, Boeing tends not to fly late in the evening or
early morning. Commercial flights will definitely increase this noise, our
quality of life, and property values regardless of what your report shows.
The report is seriously flawed because it doesn’t account for the likely
scenerio of flights quickly increasing in frequency and number.
It also
doesn’t account for the very likely loss of some or most of the Japanese
Gulch as a buffer to all of old town Mukilteo.
The environmental impact
would also be huge if just one plane has to dump fuel into the very fruitful
fishing, crabbing, and diving areas of Puget Sound in this approach area.
can also not imagine how they can say the traffic will not increase when as
it stands the traffic is a mess near airport road, on HWY 526, and I—S
during school start/stops and Boeing shift changes.
I hope this report gets
some serious review and scrutiny as this will cause Mukilteo to become
another crime riddled SeaTac and in the end will cost Snohomish County more
losses in taxes than it can imagine when we all sell our houses at a big
loss and move to another area.
Thanks for your time.
Neal Thatcher & Carolyn Freed
1010 8th St
Mukilteo, WA 98275
P.S.
Have the people that did this report drive to the end of our street
during a North takeoff/landing and try to read this report to us. .we won’t
be able to hear them!
•
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Response to Comment
Dear Neil & Carolyn Freed Thatcher:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-6:
General Response 1-15:
General Response 2-2:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 5-1:
General Response 6-1:
General Response 6-4:
General Response 8-1:
General Response 9-1:
General Response 10-2:
General Response 10-4:

What are the FAA and County roles in this EA and has a decision been made
to move forward?
EA did not reflect the opposition of the community
Boeing reaction to the Proposed Project and effect of the Project on Boeing
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
Existing aircraft noise concerns
Significance of Project Effects
What are the quality of life impacts?
Traffic analysis
What is the impact upon property values?
Air quality conformity
Would there be an increase in fuel dump/fuel smell/residue?
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—Original Message—
From: Waggoner, Dave [mailto:Dave.Waggoner@co.snohomish.wa.us]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 6:01 PM
To: County Executive; Camp, Peter
Cc: Air Service Comments
Subject: RE: Paine Field Commercial Flights
Thanks, it will go in the EA record.
Dave
Original Messag
From: County Executive
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 5:00 PM
To: Camp, Peter; Waggoner, Dave
Subject: FW: Paine Field Commercial Flights
Please see e—mail below regarding Paine Field.
respond.

Executive Office will

Thanks,
I~my Ockerlander
Executive Analyst
Snohomish County Executive Office
3000 Rockefeller, MIS 407
Everett, WA 98201—4046
Dir. Phone:
425—388—3090
Main Phone:
425—388—3460
Fax:
425—388—3434
Email: amy.ockerlander@snoco.org
www. snoco org
.

Original Message
From: Neal & Carolyn [mailto:cmfnet@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 12:52 PM
To: County Executive
Subject: Paine Field Commercial Flights
Dear Mr Reardon,
We are hearing that you now support commercial flights into Paine Field?
am hoping that this is not the case and that you will do everything you can
to prevent these flights from happening. We live on the edge of the
Japanese Gulch and expereince enough air traffic now without this never
ending expansion which we all know will happen if this idea is not killed
now.
Commercial flights will definitely increase this noise, our quality of
life, and decrease property values regardless of what your report shows.
The report is seriously flawed because it doesn’t account for the likely
scenerio of flights quickly increasing in frequency and number.
It also
doesn’t account for the very likely loss of some or most of the Japanese
Gulch as a buffer to all of old town Mukilteo.
The environmental impact
would also be huge if just one plane has to dump fuel into the very fruitful
fishing, crabbing, and diving areas of Puget Sound in this approach area.
can also not imagine how they can say the traffic will not increase when as
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it stands the traffic is a mess near airport road, on Hwy 526, and 1—5
during school start/stops and Boeing shift changes.
I hope this report gets
some serious review and scrutiny as this will cause Mukilteo to become
another crime riddled SeaTac and in the end will cost Snohomish County more
losses in taxes than it can imagine when we all sell our houses at a big
loss and move to another area.
Thanks for your time.Please insure us that you are doing everything possible
to kill this plan or we will do everything we can to make sure you are not
in office next time we vote for County Executive.
Thanks!
Neal Thatcher
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Response to Comment
Dear Neil & Carolyn Freed Thatcher:
Thank you for your comments to Snohomish County; they have been noted. Please refer to the following
general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-6:
General Response 1-15:
General Response 2-2:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 5-1:
General Response 6-1:
General Response 6-4:
General Response 8-1:
General Response 9-1:
General Response 10-2:
General Response 10-4:

What are the FAA and County roles in this EA and has a decision been made
to move forward?
EA did not reflect the opposition of the community
Boeing reaction to the Proposed Project and effect of the Project on Boeing
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
Existing aircraft noise concerns
Significance of Project Effects
What are the quality of life impacts?
Traffic analysis
What is the impact upon property values?
Air quality conformity
Would there be an increase in fuel dump/fuel smell/residue?
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From: Jont3000 [mailto:jont3000@aol.com]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 5:56 PM
To: Air Service Comments
Subject: commercial service at paine field
Count me as in favor of commercial flights.
I live about two miles from the tip of the runway. If I don’t have the TV or boom box on, I can
hear the planes coming and going. lam 100 % in favor of bringing in Horizon and 44jlegient for
commercial flights. I think it absolutely insane that we have not had such service for years.
We built the necessary automobile infrastructure forty years ago to accomodate the Boeing
plant. I can see the increase in traffic in front of my house when there is a shift change at
Boeing. Automobile traffic from the commercial flights will be way less than that.
I have two kids and a grandkid who live in Las Vegas. When I go to visit them, I drive to
SeaTac and leave my car in the airport garage for several days. If I could fly from Payne Field,
one of my siblings could just drop me off, or I could take Community Transit.
I live on Glenwood Avenue, not far from the fire station. I don’t complain about their noise
either. I like having them nearby. I do not see any way that commercial flights could be
detrimental to our property value. We bought this house because of its closeness to things we
might need or want to use. I want to use Payne Field.
Jon Thiessen
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Response to Comment
Dear Jon Thiessen:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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From: Lance Thomas [mailto:seattleconserv@live.com]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 9:47 AM
To: cayla.morgan@faa.gov
Cc: Air Service Comments
Subject: Everea air service.

hello Cayla,
I for one am very excited about expanded air service
in Everett. It would be very convenient for me to fly
out of there--as opposed to Seatac.
And hopeflilly Allegiant will become more userfriendly. I mostly fly Horizon right now.
thanks, Lance G. Thomas
1332 192nd St. SE #48

Mill Creek, WA 98012
Hotmail: Free, trusted and rich email service. Get it now.
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Response to Comment
Dear Lance Thomas:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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—Original Message—
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 04, 2010 12:43 PM
To: Dolan, Bill
Subject: Fw: Paine field airport

Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 03/04/2010 11:43 AM

I
I

>

I

From:

>
>

I “Mindy Thompson” <mmb@whidbey.com>

>

I
I To:

>

I

>

I

>

I Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA@FAA
>

I
I Date:
I

>

I
>

>

01/04/2010 11:41 AM
>
>

Subject:

I

I
>

>

Paine field airport
>

Dear Ms Morgan,
I am writing to you on behalf of my husband and myself regarding our
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feelings on the possibilty of air flights from Paine field.
We live on South Whidbey Island and have been here for more than 40 years
and we are VERY concerned regarding the possible flights from paine field.
We are very aware of the noise that already cones from Paine field, when
they test the engines at night it is very loud, it carries accross the
water and wakes us up at night ( we live a mile up from the beach)
We are
greatly concerned about the noise, enviormental impact on the area, future
flight patterns and the traffic. This is a very congested area with very
heavy traffic at times and already is very unpleasant to drive in. What
also concerns us Is that once theses small airlines go in what is next,
large commercial flights. We have a very good quality of life here on
S.Whidbey and our property values are good and steady. What willi happen to
those if this is allowed to happen and why are we having this shoved down
out throats whether we want this here or not. We have watched hotels go up
next to Paine fleid in the last couple years and have wondered why as its
not really a place where anyone would stay, now we think that this has
maybe been the plan all along, and this has been in the works long before
any of us new, we hope thats not the case. Please stand behind us who live
in the area that will be affected by theses flight and say no.
.

Thank you so much,
Sincerely Mike and Mindy Thompson
4418 E Glendale Rd
Clinton, WA 98236
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Response to Comment
Dear Mike & Mindy Thompson:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA; they have been noted. Please refer to the following general
responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-1:
General Response 5-1:
General Response 6-1:
General Response 6-4:
General Response 8-1:
General Response 9-1:

Why can't the County limit or restrict operations?
Existing aircraft noise concerns
Significance of Project Effects
What are the quality of life impacts?
Traffic analysis
What is the impact upon property values?
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From: Brian Thorngate [mailto:4tgates©earthlink.net]
Sent: Thursday, January 21, 2010 11:43 PM
To: Air Service Comments; cayla.morgan@faa.gov
Subject: Commercial Air Service at Paine Field Enviornmental Assessment Community Feedback
I would like to add this email to the official record regarding the Public Hearing feedback associated with
the Environmental Assessment that has been done in support of the request to add commercial air
service to Paine Field.
After sitting through the meeting at Kamiak High School this evening I am dismayed by the process by
which the Hearing Examiner is driving this flawed Environmental Assessment report through the required
(and quite possibly inconvenience of) gathering public comment on the report. The attendance at the
meeting exceeded the capacity of the auditorium and accommodations were not made for the people that
were not able to get into the presentation and public comment forum. The concession of the moderator
was that if people want to wait for others to leave then they may be able to take their seats. With over
100 people to sign up for three minute slots the potential to participate in the public meeting was
obviously limited. When asked if there would be a possibility to add another meeting to accommodate
people that showed up but were unable to get access to the auditorium for the presentation the answer
was a clear “no”. Furthermore, during the presentation the presenter from Barnard Dunkelberg Company
was asked by an audience member if she could ask a question and she was told succinctly “No, M’ am”.
What I saw this evening was not transparency in government and made a mockery of the intent of public
comment! public hearings. Clearly there is a perception within our community that the Environmental
Assessment was just another item to checkoff the preconceived decision of the FAA to force public policy
which will have SIGNIFICANT impact to the citizens and environment around Paine Field. It is my opinion
that the Environmental Assessment does not meet the required federal standards and should be
dismissed and redone.
Specific feedback that I have is as follows:
1. The Environmental Assessment addressed incremental impact over 6 year period of time based
solely upon the projections of the airlines for flights. My understanding is that the requirement for an EA
is to evaluate impacts over 20 year time period. Additionally reliance upon the airline projections contains
a significant amount of risk which was not quantified in any way. At a minimum there should be a worst
case scenario in which commercial air service at 100% utilization should be assessed.
2. There was significant discussion surrounding noise impact and there was no consideration given to
the impacts of the addition of commercial air service to small regional airports. There were no benchmark
comparison to address the actual noise impacts and the anticipated cost to the community to mitigate
noise impacts.
3. There was nothing in the entire EA assessment that addressed the residue from jet fuel that falls to
the earth and coats our yards, external furniture, cars, schools etc. There is significant data available
regarding the makeup of this residue and the fact that there is scientific evidence linking this residue to
cancer. In speaking with a colleague of mine that lives in the flight path by John Wayne Airport in Orange
County, CA. he has to clean up this residue every week and is reluctant to have his kids play outside until
the yard has been cleaned. He “jokingly” commented that we need not worry too much about cleaning
the residue as the Northwest rain will wash the majority of it into our forests and water tables. Does this
have a significant impact on the community? I believe that it has a major impact but at minimum it should
be investigated in a report that supposedly investigates potential Environmental Impacts.
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4. I am extremely concerned about the ongoing use of the same consulting organization by the FAA to
support their requests. My understanding is that one of the federal requirements for the an agency to
provide an Environmental Assessment is that there be a disclosure statement of any previous activities
that may impact upon the consultants ability to provide an unbiased assessment of potential
environmental impacts. In this case, I would like to formally request a copy of the required disclosure that
Barnard Dunkelberg Company provided to qualify them for the completion of the Environmental
Assessment.
5. The Environmental Assessment that was completed failed to address other studies and historical
data that is now publically available. An example of such is the 2007 report to Congress which I have
attached.
For the reasons that I have listed I request that Snohomish County and the FAA reject the EA that
Barnard Dunkelberg Company presented and contract with a separate unbiased agency to compile a
detailed Environmental Assessment that addresses the incremental impacts of commercial air service at
Paine Field over a 20 year period of time. I believe that the finding will differ from the “No Significant
Impact” findings that the flawed Barnard Dunkelberg Company report concludes.
I appreciate the opportunity to voice my concerns and I look forward to a response on my request for a
copy of the disclosures that were provided by Barnard Dunkel berg Company.
Respectfully,
Brian Thorngate
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Response to Comment
Dear Brian Thorngate:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-5:
General Response 1-8:
General Response 1-9:
General Response 1-10:
General Response 1-11:
General Response 1-12:

Mitigation
Adequacy of FAA guidance and use of FAA guidance
Roles of consultant and their qualifications
Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers
Flawed/inadequate/biased EA
Adequacy of public involvement and release of the Draft EA and Public
Hearings
General Response 1-13: Additional study should be conducted
General Response 1-15: EA did not reflect the opposition of the community
General Response 6-1:
Significance of Project Effects
General Response 10-4: Would there be an increase in fuel dump/fuel smell/residue?
General Response 11-10: Water quality impacts
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—Original Message—
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 1:02 PM
To: Waggoner, Dave; Dolan, Bill; Ryan Hayes; Ryk Dunkelberg
Cc: Patricia.Deem@faa.gov; Caroline.CTR.Poyurs@faa.gov;
Roland.J.McKee@faa.gov
Subject: Fw: apologies
Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 01/06/2010 12:01 PM

I
I From:
I

>

I
>

>

I “Greg Tisdel” <greg2@tizdoors.com>

>

I
I To:
I

>

I
>

>

I Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA@FAA
>
>

I

Date:

>
>

01/05/2010 02:55 PM
>
>

Subject:

I

I
>

>

apologies
>
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As a Snohomish county tax payer and citizen for over 54 years I want to
apologize for the way some of the crowd treated you last evening at the
hearings.Please be assured that we value the job and service your position
at the FAA plays in our safety and security.I hope the facilftator controls
the crowds like she should have so the debate could have been civil and
meaning full for a good out come which ever that means in the end.Greg
Greg Tisdel
President
Tiz’s Door Sales
greg2~tizdoors .com
o 425 258—2391
C 425 231—7401
F 425 303—8738
P Please consider the environment before printing this e—mail
This e—mail may contain confidential information which is legally
privileged.
The information is solely for the use of the addressee named
above.
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying,
distribution or other use of the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited.
If you have received this e—mail in error, please notify us by
return e-mail and delete this message.
Thank you.
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Response to Comment
Dear Greg Tisdel, on behalf of Tiz's Door Sales:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA; they have been noted.
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From: mfan001@comcast.net [mailto:mfanool©comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2010 7:43 AM
To: cayla.morgan@faa.gov
Cc: Air Service Comments
Subject: Paine Held Support

Dear Cayla Morgan,
I am writing to you as a show of support for commercial air service to Paine
Field in Everett. Paine Field already has some of the largest aircraft in the world
taking off. Boeing 747, 767,777, and 787 along with aircraft being serviced at
ATS take off daily. The service will be more of a benefit to the people of
Snohomish and surrounding counties than the hindrance a few that moved to the
area seem to think.
Thankyouforyoutime.
Robert Tobias
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Response to Comment
Dear Robert Tobias:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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HANS T00RENS
14919 239th Dr. S.F.
Monroe, WA 98272 USA

Phone: +1(360) 794- 6998
Fax: +1(360)863 -8658
hanstoorens@comcast.net

Ms. Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
1601 Lind Avenue, SW
Renton, Washington 98057-3356

Mr. Dave Waggoner
Director
Snohomish County Airport
3220 100th Street Southwest, Suite A
Everett, Washington 98204

Hand delivered to Paine Field Office: Hard copy plus CD

Ref: DRAFT Environmental Assessment regarding proposed passenger air service at Snohomish
County Airport Paine Field.
—

Date: January 5, 2010
Dear Ms. Morgan and Mr. Waggoner,
Please accept this writing as my inputs and observations regarding the aforementioned DRAFT
Environmental Assessment and the subsequent hearings on this subject. Besides reviewing the
Draft EA in its entirety, I personally attended the public hearings on Jan 5 and Jan 21 in Everett
and Mukilteo respectively.

ISSUES
Key issues addressed in the Draft EA, as well as in the public hearings include:
Mediated Role Determination (MRI))
Noise
Pollution
Health
Traffic
Property Values
Coastal resources
Compatible land use and zoning
Fish, wildlife and plants
Floodplains
Hazardous materials, pollution prevention, and solid waste
Historical, architectural, archeological, and cultural resources
Light emissions and visual environment
Natural resources, energy supply, and sustainable design
Socioeconomic environment
Water quality
Wetlands
“What if” the airport were to be used to its maximum capacity?
“Reasonable Alternatives”
-
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MRD
The Mediated Role Determination (MRD) was mentioned again. Reference is made to the
fmdings on the MRD in the fmal report, dated May 16, 2007 (Copy attached):
http://www.co. snohomish.wa.us/documents/County Services/IVIRD/MRDReport.pdf
For the record: When Imoved to the FNWin 1987 to join Fluke in Everett, WA, Iwas “pushed”
by a local Real Estate broker into new developments in Mukilteo. I did not like the area and I did
not like the immediate proximity to an airport.
The MRD never came up and was never mentioned in an effort to change my mini

Noise
Noise is inherent in all traffic systems: Airports, highways, railroads and ports (ferries).
ANCA enforced major changes in noise footprints for commercial transport aircraft passenger
and freight but not for airplanes below 75,000 lb GTW, such as mostly used in General
Aviation.
Effective January 2000, all commercial transport equipment seMng destinations in the
contiguous USA meets Stage 3 or Stage 4 requirements.
Paine Field also has effective Noise Abatement procedures in place.
—

—

See further under “What U?

“—

below.

Pollution
The EA addresses several pollutants but not CO2. CO2 is believed to be a major emission
responsible for greenhouse effects on global warming and climate change.
CO2 is the inevitable byproduct of combustion of any type of hydrocarbons such as wood,
paper, plastics, coal, propane, methane, ethanol, methanol, butane, diesel, gasoline, kerosene, jet
thel etc. As such, airplanes do produce CO2. as well as CO as do ferries, diesel locomotives,
automobiles, trucks and SUVs.
—

—

—

On a “seat mile” or “ton-km” basis, airplanes consume less fuel and therefore produce fewer
pollutants than road transportation. In addition, passengers flying out of, or into Paine Field will
reduce their individual polluting footprints by not having to drive to SeaTac or Bellingham.
—

A recent article in the Seattle Times of January 8,2010 describes the causes and effects of air
pollution. The Puget Sound area is described as unique in that air pollution and resulting smog
levels are mostly caused by: Automobiles.
—

A copy of this article is attached for the record and a direct link to the article is provided below:
http://seattletimes.nwsource.comlhtml/localnews/201 0738336 smog08.html

Health
Health issues were raised as they might relate to pollution and noise. See above link to the smog
article in the Seattle Times.
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Traffic
In May of 2001, the Seattle-Everett area was reported to be the second-worst traffic congested
area in the nation. Copy of this article is attached and a direct link is provided. See:
http://www.seattlepi.comJtransportationj2 1902 congestweb.shtml
More recently, in December of 2009, the Seattle area has been reported as the nation’s worst
traffic area. Copy of this article is attached and a direct link is provided. See:
http://seattle.bizjournals.conijseaffle/stories/2009/l 1/30/dailyl 4.html
Traffic congestion leads to lost productivity and air pollution. See under “Pollution” in the
previous section.
—

Property values
Property values are affected by the economic health of the area in which the property is located.
Economic development of the region served by Paine Field will be positively affected by
passenger service at the airport providing access to the nation’s air transportation system thus
retaining and attracting high-value businesses providing high-paying employment.
Misleading and negative misinformation provided by SOC is more likely to negatively affect
property values in the area until such time that the tangible positives outweigh the hype.
—

—

—

Coastal resources, compatible land use and zoning
Adding passenger air service to present and future General Aviation operations at Paine Field
including ATS and Boeing operations does not affect the geographical footprint of the airport.
No expansion of the airport is necessary.
—

—

Passenger flights are not unlikely to have any impacts on water run-off and drainage as
compared with present and future operations of General Aviation, passenger and freighter
aircrafl operating at Paine Field.

Fish, wildlife, plants and floodplains
Since the airport will not undergo expansion to allow for passenger air service, and since
proposed passenger terminal and parking solutions will be situated on existing hardened surfaces
such as concrete and asphalt, no impact on fish, wildlife and plants are to be expected.
One exception is a small pad of grass approximately 1,000 sq. ft. surrounded by existing
building and hardened surface. The proposed wallcway connecting the existing terminal with the
proposed new, modular terminal will have no effect on fish, wildlife, plants or water
management on, or near the airport.
—

—

Hazardous materials, pollution prevention, and solid waste
The Draft EA states that the airport has extensive hazardous materials, pollution prevention and
solid waste management systems in place. It is very unlilcely that adding proposed passenger
flights to the existing operations at the airport will have any negative impact on any of these
issues.
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Historical, architectural, archeological, and cultural resources
The airport was constructed in 1936 and has been a military airport twice since then: During
World War II and the Korea conflict.
Major expansions in support of the Boeing Company were completed in 1966 in the form of the
extension of runway 16R134L. Just north of airport proper, Boeing has constructed the largest
building on Earth (by volume) in which B-747, B-767, B-777 and B-787 aircraft are assembled.
In addition, Boeing operates two paint hangars south of the Boeing Expressway, on airport
property.
—

—

Two of the original four runways are in use: 16R/34L and 11/29, of which the lengthening of
1 6R/34L to 9,050 ft was completed in support of the B-747 operations by the Boeing Company.
The two other original runways have resorted to becoming ramps to the main runway: A-5 / K-5
and A-6 / K-6.
A third runway has been added (16L/34R) in support of light general aviation.
Using the existing airport as-is, with the addition of a passenger terminal facility and parking on
existing, hardened airport property, is unlilcely to affect any historical, architectural,
archeological or cultural resource on, or anywhere near the existing airport.

Light emissions and visual environment
Paine Field is surrounded by commercial and industrial buildings including strip malls to the
West and Southwest on the Mukilteo Speedway.
To the North, Northeast and South, there are numerous buildings some of which are tall and
well illuminated in support of existing aerospace industrial and maintenance activities.
—

—

—

It is very unlikely that the addition of a small passenger terminal and parking on existing
hardened and illuminated airport property will have any effect on light emissions or visual
environment anywhere near the existing airport.

Natural resources, energy supply, and sustainable design
The addition of a small passenger terminal and parking are likely to have a negligible effect on
energies supplied by Snohomish PUD and Puget Sound Energy certainly as compared by
energy used by existing airport tenants.
—

Since the airport has the capacity to fuel big aircraft even for their first-ever flights as well as
intercontinental delivery flights it is to be expected that fuel capacity at Paine Field is sufficient
to refuel equipment proposed by Horizon Air and Allegiant Air, if necessary.
—

—

Socioeconomic environment
Like is the case at airports in other locations, the socioeconomic impact of passenger air service
to Paine Field can only be expected to be positive in that it makes the region more accessible to
visitors and businesses, thereby retaining and attracting high-value enterprises, providing highpaying jobs to the region.
—
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Furthermore, the reduction in road traffic along the 1-5 and 1-405 corridor by passengers being
able to fly out of or into Paine Field in lieu of driving to SeaTac or even Bellingham, Portland
and Spokane, will shorten travel times along these corridors and reduce air pollution associated
with road traffic.

Wetlands
The airport is at or above 500 ft over sea level and contains no wetlands. Existing airport
permeability will not be changed by a small terminal and passenger parking being proposed on
top of existing hardened surface thereby having no effect on wetlands anywhere near the
airport.
—

“WHAT IF” THE AIRPORT WERE TO BE USED TO ITS MAXIMUM CAPACITY?
“Maximum capacity” needs to be defined in this context.
Opponents use misleading information such “The proposed expansion ofSnohomish County
Airport’C and argue that changing the operating certificate of the airport to include passenger air
service may lead to a “SeaTac North”.
Based on projections from Horizon Air and Allegiant Air, the Draft EA includes an outlook to
the year 2016, whereas the Long-term Air Transportation Study (LATS) recently performed by
WSDOT uses an outlook till 2030.
—

The FAA is a facilitator of air transportation not an airline.
It is therefore unreasonable to expect the FAA to predict market developments and how air
carriers and passengers will respond to opportunities outside the indications provided by
carriers that have expressed an interest in serving Snohomish County at Paine Field.
Therefore, the projections provided by Allegiant and Horizon Air are the only data points to
define the scope of the EA.
—

—

PRoPOsED NEXT STEPS
Acknowledge “issues” in the Draft EA as reported in the hearings on Jan 4, 5 and 21, 2010:
1. Add CO2 concerns to the BA calculating the amount of CO2 generated by passenger flights
while at the same time calculating the reduced CO2 emissions by reduced road traffic to and
from SeaTac, Bellingham, Portland and Spokane.
Road traffic is the single largest polluter and smog generator in the Puget Sound region.
2. Compare airport-related emissions with other sources of pollutants: I-S traffic, railroads,
ferries and cars idling while waiting for ferries.
3. Acknowledge possible additional passenger traffic beyond the routes, equipment and
frequencies projected by Allegiant Air and Horizon Air at this time.
Baseline for such expanded projections should be the data presented during the Mediated
Role Determination Panel Meeting on May 4, 2006 including the following scenarios:
a Baselillc 2021 forecast
No passenger service at Paine Field.
Annual operations: 339,700 GA, plus 6,000 for Boeing and 2,000 Military for a total
of 348,000 annual operations.
—

—
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o “Regional Service Low” forecast 2021
Passenger service with only regional destinations at up to 500 miles with equipment
offering 60 seats or less.
Approx. 153,000 passengers in 2021 and 11,462 passenger operations for a total of
359,000 annual operations.
o “Regional Service High” forecast 2021
Passenger service with only regional destinations at up to 500 miles with equipment
offering 60 seats or less.
Approx. 239,000 passengers in 2021 and 17,975 passenger operations for a total of
366,000 annual operations.
—

—

o “National Service Low” forecast 2021
Passenger service with regional and national destinations.
Approx. 996,000 passengers in 2021 and 27,858 passenger operations for a total of
375,500 annual operations.
o “National Service High” forecast 2021
Passenger service with regional and national destinations.
Approx. 1,560,000 passengers in 2021 and 43,678 passenger operations for a total of
391,000 annual operations.
—

—

Notes:
A copy of the presentation before the Mediated Role Determination Panel Meeting on May 4,
2006 is attached for the record. It can be downloaded here:
http://www.co.snohomish.wa.us/documents/CounryServices/MR]JfRyk Dunkelberg noise pre
sentation.pdf
In “Regional Low and High” scenarios, Dash-8 Q200 and Q400 equipment is projected
with a few CU 700 modeled in. It should be noted that Q200 is all but retired and has been
replaced by the Q400 having twice the seating capacity of the Q200.
This should reduce the number of operations required to move the same number of
passengers assuming similar load factors.
In “National Low and High” scenarios, the same Q200 is mentioned. This should be replaced
by the Q400 in addition to CU, B-737 and A-320 series equipment.
-

—

—

—

—
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Noise and population
Following table was copied from the aforementioned MEl) Panel Meeting of May 4, 2006:
There is zero population under the 65 DNL contour

—

even in the “National High “scenario.
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Noise Footprints
Illustrations on the next two pages are comparing the 65 DNL footprint for the year 2000 as
forecast in 1980 with the 65 DNL footprints with the addition of Regional Low and National
High scenarios as presented during the May 4, 2006 MRD Panel meeting.
The second image is a “blown up” section of the first showing more detail.
—

—

The reduction of the noise footprint is stuniiing and clearly demonstrates the effect of ANCA.
The 65 DNL line does not exceed airport property. This was also the correct conclusion of the
2009 Draft EA.
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“R~soNABLE ALTERNATIVES”
It was mentioned in hearings that no “reasonable alternatives” had been presented in the Draft
EA findings. This is true and outside the scope of the EA.
However: Alternatives have been evaluated in LATS, performed by WSDOT.
The Executive Summary of LATS is attached for the record and it can be downloaded here:
http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/NRlrdonlyres/969C5583-739E-4C65-9FC86989271 DAD34/OfWASystemPlanChayterl .ydf
Specific to alternative airports, a copy of Chapter 9 of LATS is attached for the record and it can
be downloaded here:
http://www.wsdot.wa.govfNRlrdonlyres/698CFDC8-397l-4C58-8E2283841 34OCD1A/O/WASystemPlanChapter9.pdf
Airports South of the Ship Canal / Lake Union / Lake Washington barrier such as Boeing Field,

Olympia and Bremerton could be considered as alternative destinations to SeaTac. Modifications
would be required.
North of the Ship Canal I Lake Union / Lake Washington barrier, airports such as Arlington
Municipal and Harvey Field (Snohomish) were mentioned in addition to Paine Field.
Arlington and Harvey Field have insufficient runway length and width, taxi ways, ramp and
terminal facilities. In addition, Arlington and Harvey Field have no Control Tower, nor do they
have electronic navigation facilities for safe operation of commercial air service.
—

Rail
In the Executive Summary of LATS provided above, key fmdings from the high-speed rail
assessment are as follows:
High-speed rail is not an adequate option for relieving airport congestion.
o Analysis results showed that feasible high-speed systems will not alleviate airport
congestion levels by a significant amount, even though high-speed ground
transportation systems offer the potential to enhance the mobility of Washington
residents and visitors traveling between the state’s cities and other nearby cities
and activity centers in Washington, Oregon, and British Columbia.
o Intercity passenger rail service in Washington State is currently limited to statesupported Amtrak Cascades service between Vancouver (BC), Seattle, Portland
(OR), and Eugene (OR) and nominal Amtrak east-west service on long-distance
oriented trains.
-

-

Improvements to intercity rail service are limited by rail network capacity.
o Potential fhture improvements in intercity rail service are limited by the state’s
rail network capacity issues, particularly for east-west routes, and by the
geographic distances between major population centers.
o The Department of Transportation has developed an ambitious long-range plan
for service improvements in the Amtralc Cascades corridor. The proposed
improvements are projected by the Department to attract significantly more riders
than the current service, and the LATS ridership analyses generally support these
forecasts.
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However, the number of Seattle-Tacoma International passengers diverted to the
improved rail system represents only a very small percentage of the overall
number of air passengers that will use the airport.
o Rail service levels are not sufficient to shift airport choice patterns.
o Even though the Amtrak Cascades Corridor improvements, coupled with ongoing
transit improvements in Vancouver (BC), Seattle, and Portland (OR), will provide
for potential improvements in air-rail connectivity and in passengers’ abilities to
use alternative airports, the service levels that will be offered will not be
sufficiently superior to existing auto based airport access options to produce
significant shifts in airport choice that will not otherwise occur with a congested
aviation system.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
As it is unlikely that Snohomish County will have the same population and industrial base as
King County and Pierce County combined in any foreseeable future, Paine Field is very
unlilcely to become a “SeaTac North” in any foreseeable future.
65 DNL noise footprints do not exceed the airport property and there is zero-population
under the 65 DNL footprint if “National High” estimates for passenger flights are added to
the projected use of the airport as a General Aviation and Industrial airport.
Even in “National High” estimates for 2021, passenger ifights will make up 11.2% of
projected annual operations reducing trips to SeaTac by 1,560,000.
Based on the phasing out of the smaller Q200, the number of operations is likely to be less to
serve the same number of passengers.
Air pollution and smog development in the Puget Sound area are mostly caused by road
traffic (and woodstoves). Even in the Los Angeles basin, airports are not the leading
polluters: Seaports are along with associated trucking and rail activities.
Traffic congestion in the Puget Sound area has been reported repeatedly as being amongst the
nation’s worst. Consequently, Snohomish County is “isolated” from the nation’s air
transportation system limiting economic well-being of the County and adding to the
already bad air pollution in the area.
It should be recognized that Paine Filed is an existing airport, that no expansion is necessary
and that the airport is presently being used for GA and Industrial purposes at around 40%
of the airport’s capacity.
Environmental Assessment should include the economic health of the community served by
the airport including the retention and attraction of high-tech, aerospace, bio and medical
high-value businesses, resulting in high-paying jobs.
EA should also include an assessment of the reduction in pollution by reduced road traffic to
and from SeaTac airport.

-

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

—

-

Based on extensive and repeated evaluation of market data, BA and growth projections for
Snohomish County, it is my recommendation to change the operating certificate for Paine Field
to allow regular passenger flights to commence before summer of 2010.
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APPENDIX 1—OPERATORS AND EQUIPMENT OPERATING AT PAINE FIELD
With reference to the slide to the left— from
the Draft EA hearing on January 21, 2010 in
Mukilteo, WA, it should be noted that at the
present time, the following operators are
operating at Paine Field:

Federal Actions that May
Require Further Environmental
Review Include:
~ Operations Specifications Amendment
Request by Another Airline to Begin Service
to Paine Field
• Introduction of a New Aircraft Type
4 Additional City Pestinations Not Currently
Covered by Horizon’s or Allegiant’s
Operations Specifications
~ FAA Funding for New or Expanded Terminal
Building

Operators
-

-

General Aviation including ATS, Boeing, Castle & Cooke Aviation, Crown Aviation,
Flying Heritage Collection and others.
Operations include taxi tests, flight testing, pilot training, “missed approach” exercises,
touch-and-go exercises, practice landings, cargo flights, delivery flights and equipment
coming in for maintenance at America’s largest MRO: ATS.
—

Equipment operating at Paine Field
-

-

-

—

as of 2009 /2010:

Single propeller, piston and turbine.
Twin-propeller, piston and turbine.
Business jets: Twin-jet as well as triple-jets, such as Lear, Citation, Falcon 20, Falcon 30,
Gulfstream and others.
Antonov An- 124 heavy cargo aircraft (as depicted on the SOC web site), operated for
Boeing.
Boeing B-737 series (Boeing Company touch-and-go, ATS maintenance)
Boeing B-747 series (Boeing Company production, flight tests, delivery, maintenance)
Boeing B-757 series (ATS maintenance)
Boeing B-767 series (ATS maintenance and Boeing-production, test flights, delivery)
Boeing B-777 series (Boeing Company production, test flights, delivery and maintenance)
Boeing B-787 series (Boeing Company future production, test flights, future deliveries)
Boeing B-747 Large Cargo Freighter (Boeing Company in support of the 787 program)
—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—

Stage lengths of these flights vary and can be (have been recorded to be in the IFR database)
within WA, coast-to-coast as well as intercontinental.
—
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APPENDIX 2—LIST OF ATTACHMENTS FOR THE RECORD AND

URLs.

1. Final MRI) Report May 16, 2007
http://www.co. snohomish.wa.us/documents/Count-v ServicesllvfflD/MRDReyort.ydf
—

2. Article in the Seattle Times of January 8, 2010
http://seattIetimes.nwsource.com/htm1/1oca1news/2O1 0738336 smog08.html
3. Article in the Seattle PT of May of 2001
http://www. seattleyi.com,’transportation/21902 congestweb.shtml
4. Article in the Puget Sound Business Journal of December of 2009
http://seattle.bizjournals.com/seattle/stories/2009/l 1/30/dailyl 4.html
5. Presentation before the Mediated Role Determination Panel Meeting on May 4, 2006
http ://www.co.snohomish.wa.us/documents/County ServiceslMRDlRyk Dunkelberg noise
yresentation.pdf
6. Executive Summary of LATS
http://www.wsdot.wa.govJNR/rdonlyres/969C5583-739E-4C65-9FC86989271DAD34/0/WASystemPlanChapterl .pdf
7. Chapter 9 of LATS
http://www.wsdot.wa.govfNRJrdonlyres/698CFDC8-3971-4C58-8E2283841 34OCD1AIO/WASystemPlanChapter9.ydf

HansToorens

Responses to Paine Field DRAFT Environmental Assessment 2009
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Response to Comment
Dear Hans Toorens:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 2-1:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 3-6:
General Response 3-10:
General Response 4-1:
General Response 4-2:

MRD document
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
There should be an alternative future activity scenario
What is the capacity of the airport?
Alternative airports should be used
What is the relationship of the Proposed Project to WSDOT's Long-Term Air
Transportation Study (LATS)
General Response 4-3:
What is the demand for this proposal and how does it fit with regional
planning?
General Response 4-5:
Other modes of transportation may be better alternatives
General Response 5-1:
Existing aircraft noise concerns
General Response 5-4:
Existing Traffic
General Response 5-6:
Sources of existing air pollution
General Response 7-5:
Proposed commercial fleet mix
General Response 7-6:
What are the existing and future noise impacts?
General Response 8-1:
Traffic analysis
General Response 8-2:
Why weren't diverted trips accounted for?
General Response 9-1:
What is the impact upon property values?
General Response 9-8:
What are the health and quality of life effects associated with the project?
General Response 10-1: Greenhouse gas/climate change
General Response 11-1: What is the impact on wildlife?
General Response 11-10: Water quality impacts
General Response 11-12: Wetlands
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Comments to
Barnard Dunkelberg >) Company
BridgeNet International
Synergy Consultants
Gibson Traffic Consultants

Pave Waggoner
Director

>

snohomish County Airport
3220 100th Street Southwest

or

Everett Washington 98204
Email. airserviceeacomments@snoco.org
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Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
1601 Lind Avenue, SW
Renton, Washington 98057-3356
Email. Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov

Response to Comment
Dear Dan Torney:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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RECEIVED

Februarys, 2010

FEB 5 2010

Dave Waggoner, Director
Snohomish County Airport
3220 100th Street SW, Suite A
Everett, WA 98204

BY SNUHOMISH COUNTY AIRPORT

Cayla Morgan, Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office, FAA
1601 Lind Avenue SW
Renton, WA 98057-3356
Subject:

Snohomish County Airport
Part 139 Operating Certificate and Airline Operating Specifications
Draft Environmental Assessment, December 2009

Mr. Waggoner and Ms. Morgan,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above referenced Draft Environmental
Assessment (EA) regarding proposed commercial air service at the Snohomish County
Airport (Airport). I appreciate the effort that Snohomish County and the FAA have made
in addressing the relevant environmental issues, communicating well with the public and
providing ample opportunity for public comment. My comments on the EA are as follows:
1. The scope of the EA is consistent with the scope of the proposed action.
The EA appropriately focuses on the impacts of the actions that are currently proposed,
namely the addition of a limited number of commercial flights by two airlines and the
construction of a small terminal at the Airport. The decision to be made, based on the
EA, is not whether commercial air service should be allowed at the Airport. Likewise, the
decision does not involve a so-called role change for the Airport involving the possibility
of commercial air service in any and all imaginable configurations and magnitudes.
It is noteworthy that the possibility that commercial air service would occur at the Airport
was established as early as 1948 with the non-discrimination conditions under which the
then military airport was deeded by the federal government to the County. This
possibility was reinforced by subsequent deeds, the 1978 Airline Deregulation Act, 1990
Airport Noise and Capacity Act, many FAA grant assurances agreed to by the County,
and the conclusions of the 2005-6 Mediated Role Determination community Review
Panel. The 2002 Airport Master Plan Update anticipated and planned for commercial air
service at the Airport and identified a new commercial air service terminal, of greater
size than that proposed in the EA, in its Airport Layout Plan.
Before 2005, when the FAA created four new classes of certification, the Airport’s Part
139 Operating Certificate included commercial air service. In 2005, the Airport was
assigned a Class IV certification rather than Class I because commercial air service was
not taking at place at the Airport when the new classes were introduced. The proposed
action simply reinstates the Airport’s commercial air service operating certification that
existed prior to 2005.

Page 1 of5
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The EA is based closely on specific proposals by two airlines Allegiant and Horizon
that together would provide a limited level of commercial air service at the Airport. The
proposed terminal has been sized specifically to handle just the requirements expressed
by these two airlines, allowing for concurrent use of the terminal by each airline.
Conversely, the level of commercial air service in the proposed action is limited by the
size of the proposed terminal. In other words, future expansion of commercial air service
beyond the capacity of the proposed terminal, if it were to be proposed, would require
expansion of the terminal triggering new environmental analyses that would include the
cumulative effects of commercial and other aviation activities occurring at that time.
-

-

The two airline proposals together represent the most realistic assessment of reasonably
foreseeable commercial air service demand at the Airport for the next 5 years. Anything
more than this would be speculation. Therefore it is appropriate that the details of the
proposals size of aircraft, number of flights, etc. be used explicitly in the EA for
estimating related activities and determining impacts. It is worth noting that commercial
air service operations due to the proposed action are estimated in the EA to be less than
5% of the total Airport operations in 2016- a small change so small variations in
estimates and impacts would not be significant
-

-

-

2. While the EA analysis is adequate as written, further analysis based on the
capacity of the terminal building, and additional historical information, might help
quell fear expressed by some members of the public.
Terminal Capacity
The possible magnitude of commercial air service activity at the Airport is limited by the
size of the proposed terminal. The terminal capacity was evaluated in the Hirsch
Associates Memorandum dated April 23, 2009 (Appendix K of the EA.) The proposed
terminal includes two gates sized together to concurrently handle one 150-seat aircraft
and one 76-seat aircraft, matching the Horizon and Allegiant proposals. Hirsch states
that a typical spoke (non-hubbing) airport will average four to six departures per gate
day. Assuming on the high side that six departures are made per day per gate using the
maximum size aircraft, commercial air service activity would total 8,400 annual
commercial aircraft operations, 401,600 annual passenger enpianements, and 1,176
daily vehicle trips. These values provide a basis for evaluating the potential impacts
based on the terminal capacity.
Noise
The EA noise analysis shows that the proposed action has insignificant noise impacts.
Commercial air service would amount to less than 5% of total aircraft operations at the
Airport in 2016. The area on the ground enclosed by the 65 DNL contour that which
defines the threshold limits for critical noise impacts would increase only 2.5% due to
commercial air service by the year 2016. The 65 DNL noise contour would remain
primarily on airport property and, otherwise, on compatible commercial or industrial
designated land. Increasing the number of aircraft operations to 8,400 to reflect the
capacity of the terminal would increase the number of commercial air operations from
4.9 to 5.1% of the total aircraft operations in 2016— a negligible increase.
—

-

Moreover, noise analyses were done in 2006 for the community panel tasked by the
County Executive to review the Airport Mediated Role Determination (MRD) document. I
Page 2 of 5
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a public meeting on May 4, 2006, Ryk Dunkelberg of Barnard Dunkelberg & Company
presented the results of noise analyses for four commercial air service scenarios
Regional Low, Regional High, National Low and National High that utilized close to the
capacity of the airport’s main runway. The National High scenario annually involved
391,000 total aircraft operations, 43,678 commercial air service operations and
1,560,000 passengers. This level of commercial air service would be four to five times
greater than the capacity of the pràposed terminal. The number of total operations
analyzed far exceeded 2016 projections for the airport. Yet, even under this much higher
level of operations, the 65 DNL contour still stayed on airport property or on
commercial/industrial designated land. This analysis shows that noise impacts in
scenarios far beyond the scope of the proposed action would not be significant. I have
enclosed a copy of this analysis and suggest that the County and the FM adopt it by
reference as part of its environmental review of the proposed action.
—

—

Noise projections at the Airport have declined steadily over the past several decades.
The noise issues of the 1970’s were primarily caused by military and pie-Stage 3 Boeing
aircraft. The four alternatives analyzed in the 1977 Airport Community Plan Draft
Environmental Analysis Summary projected the 65 DNL contour to encompass between
1,703 and 2,548 acres in 1995. The preferred alternative chosen in 1979—a
combination of two of the alternatives projected the 65 DNL to encompass
approximately 2,000 acres. The 1980 Airport Draft EIS and 1981 Airport Master Plan
projected the 65 DNL contour to encompass 1,227 acres in 2000. The 1995 Master Plan
and Noise Study Update projected the 65 DNL contour to encompass 632 acres in 1999.
The Environmental Checklist completed for the 2002 Airport Master Plan Update and
Noise Exposure Maps projected the 65 DNL contour to encompass 796 acres in 2008,
while the NEM itself projected 644 acres. The proposed action projects the 65 DNL to
encompass 704 acres in 2016. Noise is not the problem it once was at the Airport, with
or without commercial air service.
—

Traffic
The number of peak hour trips is an indicator of the contribution that the proposed action
would make to area traffic congestion. The Gibson Traffic Impact Analysis (Appendix F
of the ER) established a conservatively high estimate of peak hour trips by assuming
that two aircraft utilize the terminal during the same peak hour and that all embarkations
and disembarkation of passengers from both flights occur during one peak hour. The
analysis used Allegiant’s and Horizon’s historical load factors and assumed numbers of
passengers per vehicle that were below (and more conservative than) Horizon’s
estimate. Therefore, the peak hour forecast developed by Gibson represents the
maximum peak hour impact at full capacity of the terminal, because the terminal cannot
handle larger aircraft or more frequent flights based on its size. The calculated 212 peak
hour trips were determined to not add significantly to traffic congestion.
Further, the Gibson analysis determined that 956 average daily trips should be used to
evaluate the impacts of the proposed action. This number of average daily trips is close
to the 942 average daily trips of the readily approved and constructed 2009 Korry
Electronics development at the Airport. (The traffic study for the Korry project was filed
with the County.) The Hirsch analysis determined that the number of daily trips that
would be generated if the terminal were operated near its capacity would be 1,176. The
difference between 1,176 and 956 trips is small as a potential traffic impact, particularly
considering that all of the additional trips would occur outside the peak hour.
Page 3 of 5
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Finally, the Gibson analysis considered all vehicle trips to be new trips; none of the trips
were considered to be redirected from other destinations such as Sea-Tao or Bellingham
airports or distant destinations such as Spokane or Portland. This approach greatly
overstates the true traffic impacts of the proposed action. It is reasonable to assume that
some portion of these trips will be redirected trips made by people looking for a more
efficient way to travel in the region. Consideration of redirected trips should more than
compensate for the small difference between the trips that could be generated at
terminal capacity and the number of trips given in the Gibson analysis.
Air Quality
Passenger vehicles, not aircraft or ground support equipment, would be the primary
source of air emissions for the proposed action. Specifically, of the total 2016 project CO
emissions of 75.90 tons, 50.02 (66%) would be from vehicles, 16.5 tons (22%) from
aircraft, and 9.38(12%) from ground support equipment
The air quality analysis in the EA makes the assumption that all vehicle traffic trips would
be new trips. It does not take redirected trips into account. This assumption greatly
overestimates air quality impacts because redirected 15-mile trips to the Airport would
replace longer trips to Sea-Tac (30 miles), Bellingham (74 miles), Spokane (280 miles),
Portland (200 miles) and other destinations. The conservative assumption used in the
EA of 15 average miles per trip1 rather than the 9 miles used in other analyses, further
overstates vehicle miles and air emission impacts. The actual impact of the proposed
action could be a net reduction in air emissions because of a net reduction in vehicle
miles.
Based on the terminal capacity, the total project CO emissions would fall below the de
minimus threshold, even while using the conservative 15 miles per trip and without
taking redirected trips into account. Increasing the 2016 surface travel VMT CO project
emissions by the ratio of trips at terminal capacity to trips used in the EA analysis, and
the 2016 aircraft and ground support equipment Co project emissions by. the ratio of
operations at terminal capacity to operations used in the EA analysis, would result in
total 2016 CO project emissions of 88.6 tons 17% greater, but still below the de
minimus threshold of 100. Based on equivalent calculations, the increase in 2016 project
emissions for other pollutants at terminal capacity compared to the EA analysis would be
19% for VOC, 9% for NOx, 4% for SOx, 11% for PM1O and 12% for PM2.5.
—

Air quality impacts would not be significant based on the capacity of the terminal, despite
using overly conservative vehicle trip assumptions.
Other Environmental Issues
Use of the terminal capacity in the analysis would have negligible or no additional
impacts beyond those identified in the EA for the other issues studied coastal
resources; compatible land use; construction impacts; Department of Transportation Act
Section 4(f); fish, wildlife and plants; floodplains; hazardous materials, pollution
prevention, and solid waste; historical, architectural, archeological, and cultural
resources; light emissions and visual environment; natural resources, energy supply and
sustainable design; secondary (induced) impacts; socioeconomic environment,
—
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environmental justice, and children’s environmental health and safety risks; water
quality; wetlands; or cumulative impacts.
3. Based on the results of the EA, a Finding of No Significant Impact should be
issued.
The proposed action is consistent with what has been planned for in the 2002 Airport
Master Plan. The EA has shown that its impacts would not be significant. The public has
had ample opportunity to review and comment on the EA. The proposed commercial air
service would provide a valuable alternative transportation mode for businesses and
citizens in Snohomish County.
Again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on the EA.
Sincerely

_____

Hubert C. Townsend
Work Address:
728 134~ Street SW, Suite 200
Everett, WA 98204
—

Enclosure:
Noise Analysis Presentation for Mediated Role Determination Panel Meeting,
May 6, 2006, Ryk Dunkelberg, Barnard Dunkelberg & Company
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Background on Forecast Scenarios
bNL contours for each Scenario
Population Counts.for each Scenario
Leq 15 Contours
Questions and Comments
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Background
Scenarios
Base Case Scenario
4 Regional Service Low
4 Regional Service High
-1 National Service Low
4 National Service High
-*

ncg~inri

Base Case 2021 Forecast
-3 Assumes no passenger service at the
airport. General aviation operations are
largeet càtegb~, 339,700 annUal
operations. In addition, there are
-approximately 6,000 operations associatedwith Boeing and 2,000 military operations.
Approximately 348,000 total operations.
-3 Please refer to the Airport Master Plan
forecast chapter for more detail.
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d

Regional Service Lo
Adopted Forecast
4 Passenger service with only regional
destinations, apprwdmately 500 miles, and
passengers from 30 minute drive time on
aircraft primarily with less than 60 seats.
Resulting in approximately 153,000
passengers in 2021 and 11,462 passenger
service operations (3lfday)that same year.
Approximately 359,000 annual operations.

•1

Regional Service High
4 Passenger service with only regional

destinations, approximately 500 miles, and
passengers increased to include Snohornish,.
Skagit and Island counties and the 30
minute drive time on aircraft primarily with
less than 60 seats. Resulting in
approximately 239,000 passengers iç~ 2021
and 17,975 passenger service operations
(49/day)that same year Approximately
366,000 annual operations.
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National Service Low
-*

Passenger service with both national and
regional destinations, passengers from 30
minute drive time. Resulting in
approximately 996,000 passengers in 2021
and 27,858 annual passenger service
operations (76/day)that sameyear.
Approximately 375,500 annual operations.

National Service High
4

Passenger service With both nàtidna[ and
regional destinations, service area increased
to include all of Snohomish, Skagit and
Island counties in addition to 30 minute
dhvetime. Resulting in apprOximately
1,560,000 passengers in 2021and. 43,678
passenger service operations (120/day)that
same year. Approximately 391,000 annual
operations.
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Aircraft Differences
Scenarios
N

-,

REGIONAL LOW and HIGH
Utilize primarily Dash 8-200 and -400, and a few CRJ
• 700 type aircraft for short stage lengths (<500 miles).
There are some long stage lengths modeled in the
contours.

—

S NATIONAL LOW and HIGH
—

Utilize primarily Dash 8-200, and -400, and a few CRJ
700 type aircraft for short stage lengths (<500 miles),
and utilize CRJ-700, 8-737-700 and -900 type aircraft
for longer stage lengths (500-3,500 miles).
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DNL Contour Comparison
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~ Additional information
to provide

‘-

-ì Mr. Bill Dolan
—

—

—

-)

Paine Field
Phone Number. 425-353-2110
FAX Number. 425-355-9883

Mr. Ryk Dunkelberg
—

—

—

Barnard Dunkelberg & Company
Phone Number. 918-585-8844
FAX Number. 918-585-8857
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Response to Comment
Dear Hubert Townsend:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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From: Trimpaula@aol.com [mailto:Trimpaula@aol.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 29, 2009 8:00 PM
To: Air Service Comments
Subject: Commercial Air Service Paine Held
-

12/29/09
To Whom It May Concern:
I am opposed to commercial air service at Paine Field. We purchased our home in the Harbour
Pointe area in 1979 before it was incorporated into the city of Mukilteo. We believed Paine
Field would remain a small airport serving private aircraft and Boeing only. When we learned a
few tears ago that it was likely to grow into something larger with commercial air traffic, we sold
our Mukilteo home and rented a condo in Mukilteo until we decided to purchase in the Silver Lake
area of Everett last year. I still believe Everett will also be impacted by commercial air traffic at
Paine Field so we may not have moved far enough away.
--

I loved living in Mukilteo and have many friends there so I am saddened by what may happen to
this wonderful city as well as Edmonds and Everett if commercial air traffic begins at Paine Field.
I believe the current county council is looking for sources of revenue without taking into
consideration the negative impact those sources will have on the county as a whole. I believe it is
time for a change in the county council and I’m watching the decisions they make closely so I’ll
know who to support and who to oppose in upcoming elections.
Please listen to the input of your public!
Paula Trimble
620 112thSTSE UnitlO3
Everett, WA 98208
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Response to Comment
Dear Paula Trimble:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the following
general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-6:
General Response 1-15:
General Response 2-1:
General Response 6-1:

What are the FAA and County roles in this EA and has a decision been made
to move forward?
EA did not reflect the opposition of the community
MRD document
Significance of Project Effects
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—Original Message—
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Monday, January 25, 2010 3:07 PM
To: Waggoner, Dave; Dolan, Bill; Ryk Dunkelberg; Ryan Hayes
Cc: Patricia.Deem@faa.gov; Caroline.CTR.Poyurs@faa.gov;
Roland.J.McKee@faa. gov
Subject: Fw: Comment To Draft Environmental Analysis For Commercial Air
Service at Paine Field Washington

Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 01/25/2010 02:06 PM

I

>

I

From:

I

>

>

I “Bob Tucker” <cougar1987@comcast.net>

>

I
I To:
I

>

I
>

>

I Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA@FAA
>

I

I

>

Date:

I

I
>

>

101/23/2010 03:30 PM
>

I
I Subject:
I

>

I
>

>
IComment To Draft Environmental Analysis For Commercial Air Service at
Paine Field Washington
>
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Ms. Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
1601 Lind Avenue S.W.
Renton, WA 98057—3356
Dear Ms. Morgan,
Please accept the following comments into the official record for the Draft
Environmental Analysis (DEA) for commercial air service at Paine Field
Washington.
We feel the DEA is flawed and therefore inadequate for the following
reasons:
1.
The Draft EA provides useful information but fails to provide full
transparency concerning assumptions, scope, and analysis in a number of
areas. Outside of construction activities, all assessment is based on
minimal flight activity proposed by the airlines themselves, and thus the
EA minimizes the overall impacts in virtually all areas.
2.
The EA document is fatally flawed as to its scope. The scope should be
matched to the change of the airport’s role and to the airport’s capacity,
not to the low level of flights initially suggested by the airlines or
their conservative estimates of growth. ALL OTHER IMPACTS TIED TO FLIGHT
AND PASSENGER LEVELS MUST ALSO INCLUDE ASSESSMENT OF MAXIMUM ACTIVITY
IMPACTS.
The project is defined to include an operation certificate
amendment for Paine Field, which changes the airport from a Category IV
airport (which does not allow scheduled service) to a Category I airport,
which allows virtually unlimited operations by all types and classes of
aircraft.
Facilities already exist in the existing terminal (1600 square
foot, see Master Plan page C.35), as well as that portion of the approved
Master Plan projected for development as a new terminal (30,000 square
feet, see Master Plan, page C.35) that can be added to the modular terminal
to meet the “unconstrained demand” projected in the current Master Plan
(see Master Plan, p. C.33)
Therefore, the Project allows a virtually
unlimited number aircraft operations, to meet unconstrained demand, with
more than sufficient facilities to accommodate the increased operations.
Nevertheless, the DEA uses only the number of operations forecast by the
first two carriers to request access, Horizon and Allegiant.
It does not
take into consideration the potential for a far greater number of
operations created by the modular terminal when combined with the existing
and projected terminal space. Master Plan, page B.16, fo~ecasts that by
2016, the last year analyzed in the DEA, anywhere from 16,817 to 40,872
schedule air carrier operations could occur, representing anywhere from
144,630 to 1,461,553 passengers using Paine Field.
Thus, the DEA severely
understates the scope of the project, its prospective capacity, and its
resulting impacts.
.

3. why study the impact of a small number of flights claimed by those two
airlines motivated to get started (Horizon and Allegiant) when they will be
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under no obligation to restrict their flights or those of other airlines
that want in? The public deserves and NEPA demands an assessment of the
reasonable worst case associated with changing the airport role to allow
scheduled service.
4.
If scheduled service is initiated out of Paine Field, the airport
cannot discriminate against other carriers that want in. So why does the
DEA only discuss the impacts from 6 to 10 flights/day from Horizon and 2 to
10 flights/week from Allegiant? If the FAA allows for a “role change” for
Paine Field then they should be forced to consider the impacts from
“unconstrained activity” as required by their own regulations.
5.
On the one hand, the FAA wants to assess/mitigate the impacts of this
role change on a relatively low level of activity while on the other hand
their regulations require that the airport accept any and all activity
literally 24/7. Good deal for the FAA, bad deal for communities: the FAA
finds little or no impact from this proposal and the surrounding
communities get to shoulder the load of all of the “unconstrained” future
growth. This conflict of interest is apparent throughout this DEA, as the
DEA makes contradictory and unreasonable conclusions in several key
findings.
6.
Paine Field has incorporated two terminals into the airport’s Master
plan: the “Proposed Modular Terminal Addition” and a much larger “Future
Passenger Terminal”. The environmental effects of the “Future Passenger
Terminal” and its “Access and Parking” have been incorrectly omitted from
this DEA analysis. As a result, the DEA should be re—done. A two gate
225—passenger terminal can accommodate more than one MD—SO and four
Dash—80s a day. In addition, the “future Passenger Terminal” being planned
can handle even more aircraft, none of which is addressed in this DEA.
Indeed, significant throughput is possible at modern airports. E—ticketing,
kiosks, efficient ground transportation, better security screening, etc.
have all helped to improve passenger through—put far beyond the basic
models employed by the FAA since 1982, many of which are still used for
capacity analysis.
7.
The DEA refers to an air emissions timetable requirement of 2016. This
should not be the basis for forecasting scheduled service activity levels
of any proposal. The airlines are not motivated to provide you the maximum
level of potential activities. The FAA itself requires much longer planning
horizons than 5 years or 2016 and so they should forecast that far for
alternatives in the DEA.
8.
The statement in the DEA that no residences or schools are within the
project area indicates a thought process and approach that is incorrect.
This is not just about the construction of a terminal. The FAA, the County,
airport officials and the airlines are well aware that the major concerns
are about the activities associated with starting up and expanding
scheduled service. Impacts to schools, children, playgrounds, hospitals,
residents and the communities at large are not restricted to the
construction and existence of a terminal building. Listing a technical
school and one grade school in the entire DEA is absolutely inadequate and
unacceptable. Impacts are not restricted to the terminal construction or
the day/night noise line that “averages” noise over a 24—hour period.
9.
Requirements to fully consider all impacts to children alone should
have driven a rigorous analysis of this issue and not of just a few flights
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but the maximum level. A rigorous analysis must include more than just
noise but air emissions, traffic, disruptions to learning, health impacts
to children and so on. The Executive Order 13045 referenced in the DEA
should be adhered to and not dismissed because many schools are in the
flight paths and near to the airport, even if they are not in the immediate
“project area”. We have a child currently attending an elementary school
near Paine Field who will be severally impacted by this proposal.
10.
The DEA does not include the maximum amount of flight activity and
therefore fails to fully assess the noise impacts. Furthermore, the 65 DNL
threshold has a number of flaws, as the FAA is well aware. Noise is a huge
concern and the FAA should be required to assess the maximum activity level
associated with an option involving a change in the airport operating
certificate.
The noise analysis should consider the airport at full
capacity, operating 24 hours per day, seven days a week. This would
significantly affect the 65 DNL noise contour lines and therefore require
revisions of the rest of the environmental impacts.
11.
The DEA obscures the noise impacts the project will have on special
population groups, including minority and special ethnicity neighborhoods.
First, the DEA is internally contradictory with respect to Environmental
Justice.
On the one hand, it acknowledges that the combined populations
within the four Consensus Designated Places (CDP5) potentially impacted by
aircraft noise resulting from the project (the Paine Field
Lake Stickney
CDP, the Picnic Point—North Lynwood CDP, and the Cities of Mukilteo and
Everett) are 7.7 percent Asian and 6.5 percent Hispanic or Latino (DEA, p.
C.20)
On the other hand, it states that “there are no known special
populations groups within the project area.”
(DEA, P. C.19).
Further, by
combining and averaging the populations over the four CDPs, the DEA does
not disclose the actual proportions of Asian and Hispanic population in the
Paine Field
Lake Stickney CDP, where the proportion of Asian and Hispanic
population is far greater.
(For example, within Lake Stickney Census Tract
No. 418.04 the Hispanic population is 11.69 percent, and within Census
Tract 418.06 the Asian population is 8.41 percent.)
The DEA fails to
address the potential Environmental Justice impacts of the project in the
Lake Stickney area.
Moreover, the DEA was circulated only in English, and
nopublic hearings are planned in the Lake Stickney area.
—

.

—

12.
The DEA provides insufficient data to address total air emissions
impacts. First, the DEA must include the option of the maximum activity
levels in order to fully account for all air emissions. Second, there needs
to be a rigorous analysis of PM 2.5 since the County is on the brink of
falling out of attainment on this priority pollutant. Third, the DEA needs
to rigorously assess C02 emissions given EPA’s recent announcement and
pending rules and legislation at the state level. Lastly, there are the
health impacts that can only be assessed following an acceptable air
emissions analysis. The current effort based on two airlines “estimated”
activity should not be accepted by the FAA as suitable for an acceptable
DEA and certainly not adequate to support a finding of non—significance. In
fact, the full consideration of the maximum level of activity should
trigger a much more thorough air National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) assessment.
The Conformity provision of the Clean Air Act
requires that all Federal projects such as this one conform to a State Air
Quality Implementation Plan (SIP)
While Paine Field is in a “maintenance
area,” rather than an area that is in non—attainment of the SIP’s air
quality goals, if a Federal project emits more than 100 tons of Carbon
Monoxide (CO), a full conformity determination must be performed.
Even
.
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based on the limited terminal facilities and forecast of operations, the
DEA predicts that the project will emit 75 tons of Co per year by 2015.
Since the DEA only evaluates the emissions impacts from the current “phase”
of development, the modular terminal, and fails to take into account the
impacts of reasonably foreseeable future projects, emissions of CO could
very well exceed 100 tons by year 2016.
13.
The DEA does not analyze the project’s potential climate change
impacts. While NEPA pre—dates the current climate change sensitivity,
courts have recognized the important of the evaluation of climate change in
NEPA documents.
Specifically, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit stated as recently as 2008, in the Center for Biological Diversity
v. National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 538 F.3d 1172, 1214—1215
(9th Cir. 2008), that it is NEPA’s purpose to insure that environmental
information, including information about climate change is made available
to public officials and citizens before decisions are made and actions are
taken.
The DEA contains no mention, let alone any analysis, of potential
climate change impacts of the project, either individually or, more
importantly, cumulative.
14.
The DEA does not acknowledge or analyze the projects manifest
growth—inducing impacts. A federal government agency is required to
evaluate not merely the direct impacts of a project, but also its indirect
impacts, including those “caused by the action and later in time but still
reasonably foreseeable.” 40 C.F.R., Section 1508.6 (b)
Indirect impacts
include a project’s growth—inducing effects, such as changes in patterns of
land use and population distribution associated with the project.
The DEA
entirely ignores this requirement, although this project is virtually
defined by its growth-inducing impacts. As examples, the project certifies
the airport for virtually unlimited use not previously allowed; the project
permits the construction of new terminal facilities, including new gates to
accommodate such use; and when combined with existing and reasonable
foreseeable, already planned and approved facilities, the project opens the
door to, and enables, the virtually unconstrained demand predicted in the
approved Master Plan.
.

15.
The respect to traffic, the analysis provided good transparency on
assumptions. However, the analysis failed to include the maximum activity
levels instead relying on Horizon and Allegiant Airlines estimates
regarding the number of flights. Even the consultant disagreed with
Horizon’s estimate of passengers per car which would have reduced estimated
car trips by 66%. This is consistent with Horizon low—balling the load
factor for their operations as well.
16. With regard to automobile parking, once again, the analysis failed to
include the maximum activity levels and rely instead on Horizon’s and
Allegiant Airline’s estimates regarding the number of flights. Even the
consultant disagreed with Horizon’s estimate of passengers per car, which
would have reduced estimated parking demand by a significant percentage.
17.
The DEA does not •inform the public that further environmental review
under Washington’s State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) will be required
before the project can be approved.
The NEPA process requires
dissemination of environmental review information to the public, and an
opportunity for public participation.
The DEA makes no mention of SEPA
and, as published, is likely to lead a reader to believe that environmental
review for the project has been completed.
The final EA, or Final
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Environmental Impact Statement (FEllS), should inform the public that SEPA
review will be necessary before the project can be approved and
implemented, and that the public will have a subsequent opportunity to
comment on the SEPA review.
18. We were hopeful that the intent and purpose of NEPA would have been
reflected in the timing of the release of the DEA and public hearings but
sadly, that was not the case. It was disappointing that it took requests
from the city of Mukilteo and citizens to get some modification to the
written comment period and hearings, yet two hearings were still held on
the first two workdays following the holidays.
Respectfully,
Robert and Kittie Tucker
9550 57th Avenue West
Mukilteo, WA 98275
(425) 348—5475
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Response to Comment
Dear Robert & Kittie Tucker:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-10:
General Response 1-12:
General Response 1-13:
General Response 1-14:
General Response 3-4:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 3-7:
General Response 3-12:
General Response 3-14:
General Response 5-5:
General Response 6-5:
General Response 7-6:
General Response 7-8:
General Response 9-2:
General Response 9-4:
General Response 9-5:
General Response 10-1:
General Response 10-2:
General Response 10-5:

Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers
Adequacy of public involvement and release of the Draft EA and Public
Hearings
Additional study should be conducted
What is the role of the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and why is it
not mentioned in EA?
EA Conflicts with proposed terminal in Airport Master Plan
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
Parking capacity
What is the relationship of the two terminals?
What actions will require additional environmental review?
Study Areas
Are there any growth inducing or indirect effects?
What are the existing and future noise impacts?
Where are the schools located on the noise map?
Indirect/induced traffic effects
E.O. 13045 Children's Health and Safety impact analysis
Environmental Justice
Greenhouse gas/climate change
Air quality conformity
Question regarding the analysis of PM10 and PM2.5
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Please also refer to the following individual response.
The Load Factor of the Planned Flights:
Your comments suggested that Horizon Air underestimated the projected passengers per car and the projected
load factor in its letter in Appendix A.
The forecasts in the Environmental Assessment (EA) reflect the best estimates that meet the requirements of the
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) guidance, as
noted in General Response 3-3. The forecasts were not accepted by FAA because they are low, but rather
because they reflect the level of activity that the airlines requesting service plan to operate. The success of the
service, based on area residents purchasing tickets will determine if the forecasts as either low or high. In
response to comment received on the Draft EA, an additional analysis, reflecting the activity level associated
with the theoretical maximum capacity of the proposed terminal was prepared. That analysis is documented in
Appendix P.
Concessions/Terminal Design:
Your comments suggested a number of terminal design considerations for the proposed modular terminal
expansion. The sizing for terminal facilities of various functions was done in accordance with peak hour
projection of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved forecasts. This is discussed in Appendix K
of the Environmental Assessment (EA). From an environmental impact standpoint, only the footprint of the
proposed building is analyzed as shown in Figures A3 and B2 of the EA.
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From: Tuikka, Christine (Seattle) [mailto:Christine.Tuikka@gd-ots.com]
Sent: Friday, February 05, 2010 10:33 AM
To: Air Service Comments
Subject: Paine Reid Service
I am very much for Commercial aviation at Paine Field. I am sick and tired of traveling to SEATAC to pay
enormous sums of money to some company not even in my county to park. Paine Field air service
would be a boost to the economy here and save all flyers out of Paine Field time and money.
I vote YES to commercial flights from Paine Field.
Thank you
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Response to Comment
Dear Christine Tuikka:
Thank you for your comments to Paine Field Airport; they have been noted.
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From: PHIL TURNER [mailto:margritmmt@msn.com]
Sent: Thursday, January 07, 2010 1:05 PM
To: Air Service Comments
Subject: Fw: Pain Field

Original Message
From: PHIL TURNER
To: Cayla.morpan(ä~faa.cov

Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2010 5:21 PM
Subject: Pain Field
Dear Ms Cayla Morgan
On Monday evening I had the opportunity to see the environmental study for
commercial air service out of Paine Field
I would agree that over the next five years commercial air service would not have a
big impact on the environment around
Paine Field But after the 6 years are up what then? will the county be able to close
the doors to other Airlines that
like to fly from Paine Field
I would like to see a study done on the impact after 7 to 10 years.
I think this would be fair to the people that live close to the Airport and perhaps to
you , that way your could use your
talent to give the people a true answer to their concerns.
Also what are the immediate noise levels when a MD 83 takes off?
.

Respectfully Margrit Turner
Mukilteo
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Response to Comment
Dear Margrit Turner:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Paine Field Airport; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 3-5:

Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
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—Original Messag—
From: Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov [mailto:Cayla.Morgan@faa.gov]
Sent: Thursday, February 04, 2010 5:04 PM
To: Waggoner, Dave; Dolan, Bill; Ryk Dunkelberg; Ryan Hayes
Subject: Fw: Paine Field Environmental Impact Study
Cayla Morgan
Environmental Protection Specialist
Seattle Airports District Office
Federal Aviation Administration
425—227—2653
Forwarded by Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA on 02/04/2010 04:03 PM
>
I From:
I

I

>

>

I Marianne Tynan <mariannetynan@yahoo corn>

>

I

>

I To:

>

>

I Cayla Morgan/ANM/FAA@FAA
>

I
I Cc:
I

>

I
>

>

•

ICounty.executive@co.snohomish.wa.us
>
>

I

Date:

>

>
102/01/2010 11:56 PM
>
>

Subject:

I
>
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>—

Paine Field Environmental Impact Study
>

To Whom it May Concern,
I am writing to express my deep concern over the inadequate and incomplete
environmental study regarding the impact on the surrounding communities
of commercial flights at Paine Field.
This study does not take in to
account the unavoidable and most likely rapid increase in flights and
therefore increased noise, pollution, traffic, etc. if Allegiant and
Horizon Airlines are allowed to begin regularly scheduled passenger flights
out
of Paine Field.
Our already decreased home values will diminish even
further not to mention our quality of life in South Snohomish County.
For these reasons, I strongly oppose opening up Paine Field to regular
passenger service flights and feel a new environmental impact study of much
wider scope is warranted at this time.
Sincerely,
Marianne Tynan
Mountlake Terrace, WA
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Response to Comment
Dear Marianne Tynan:
Thank you for your comments to the FAA and Snohomish County; they have been noted. Please refer to the
following general responses (see Appendix S) that apply to your comments.
General Response 1-11:
General Response 3-5:
General Response 6-1:
General Response 6-4:
General Response 9-1:

Flawed/inadequate/biased EA
Why was 2016 selected as the future year?
Significance of Project Effects
What are the quality of life impacts?
What is the impact upon property values?
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PAINE FIELD ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
GENERAL RESPONSES
ISSUE 1, STUDY PROCESS
1-1

Why can’t the County limit or restrict operations?

Comments stated that the County should limit or restrict commercial operations. Other
comments expressed concern that once commercial operations are allowed that there will be no
limit to those operations. The County is not allowed to limit or restrict operations at the Airport,
because it is a public use airport that has accepted federal funding, which requires certain
assurances. In accepting federal funding, the County has agreed to comply with 39 specific grant
assurances. These assurances require that the County, among other things, must “make the
airport available as an airport for public use on reasonable terms and without unjust
discrimination to all types, kinds, and classes of aeronautical activities, including commercial
aeronautical activities offering services to the public at the Airport.” (Grant Assurance 22(a)).
The U.S. government deregulated the airline industry with Public Law 95-504, known as the
“Airline Deregulation Act of 1978.” Since the deregulation of the airline industry in 1978,
certificated U.S. air carriers are free to fly routes of their choice and serve airports of their
choice. Airports that are composed of surplus federal property and/or receive federal funding are
considered public use airports, and must be made available for use on a reasonable basis when a
carrier seeks to start service. A consequence of that Act allowed airlines unrestricted choice as
to which airports they serve. Other than to ensure safety, neither the Airport Sponsor
(Snohomish County) nor the Federal government controls where, when, and how airlines provide
service. Operators of public use airports, such as Paine Field, cannot deny access to an airline if
the aircraft they propose to use can safely operate at that facility. Consistent with its grant
assurance obligations, Snohomish County has been negotiating in good faith with Horizon Air
and Allegiant Air to accommodate proposed passenger service at Paine Field.
If the FAA were to find the Airport in non-compliance with its grant assurances, the
consequences could include the suspension of grant funding, loss of the Part 139 Certificate, and
the County could be required to pay back historical grant funding. The requirements of Grant
Assurance 22a are similar to the requirements of the quitclaim deed for airport property from the
Federal government to Snohomish County. Deed covenants require that the land be used for
public airport purposes for the use and benefit of the public, without unjust discrimination or
granting of exclusive rights. If Snohomish County does not meet these deed requirements, if
portions of the Airport are transferred for non-airport purposes, or if the entire property ceases to
be used as an airport, the property may revert back to the Federal government at their option.1
See General Response 1-4 on grant funding and grant assurances, and General Response 3-15
on what actions would require additional environmental review.

1

Quitclaim Deed, Book 889859, Volume 421, Pages 449-467.
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1-2

What is the Centennial rule? Does it apply here?

Some comments recommended invoking the Centennial Rule at Paine Field to enable the County
to reject the commercial service request at Paine Field. The Centennial Rule, Title 49 U.S. Code
(USC) 47107 (q) and (r), provides an exception test under which a general aviation airport can
prohibit scheduled air passenger service yet otherwise remain “in compliance” and qualify for
federal funding under FAA rules. Specifically, the rule states:
“Notwithstanding any written assurances prescribed in subsections (a) through
(p), a general aviation airport with more than 300,000 annual operations may be
exempt from having to accept scheduled passenger air carrier service, provided
that the following conditions are met: (1) No scheduled passenger air carrier has
provided service at the airport within 5 years prior to January 1, 2002.
(2) The airport is located within or underneath the Class B airspace of an airport
that maintains an airport operating certificate pursuant to section 44706 of title
49. (3) The certificated airport operating under section 44706 of title 49 does not
contribute to significant passenger delays as defined by DOT/FAA in the ‘Airport
Capacity Benchmark Report 2001’. (r) An airport that meets the conditions of
subsections (q)(1) through (3) is not subject to section 47524 of title 49 with
respect to a prohibition on all scheduled passenger service.”
Paine Field does not meet the primary requirement of the Centennial Rule to be a general
aviation airport with more than 300,000 annual operations. Paine Field accommodated
approximately 143,722 annual operations in 2008, 114,784 in 2010 and the Final EA only
forecasts 122,127 annual operations by 2018. Therefore, the Centennial Rule does not apply to
Paine Field.
1-3 An independent investigation is needed because the FAA pushed the County to
approve the terminal
Comments suggested that the FAA pushed Snohomish County to support construction of a
terminal, thus an independent investigation should be completed. Both the FAA and Snohomish
County have followed all applicable rules and regulations in responding to the requests from the
airlines to initiate commercial passenger service at Paine Field. The FAA has taken the
appropriate actions related to the approval process for all Federal actions. The referenced
communications reflect the parties seeking clarity concerning the requirements of the grant
assurances, as well as the Federal agency steps and requirements in approving the Federal
actions. Snohomish County has been and continues to negotiate in good faith with the air
carriers in accordance with those requirements.
The FAA is not requiring, nor do they have the power to require, Snohomish County to change
existing land use, existing zoning, or future planned land use to allow Paine Field to be served by
the air carriers.
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1-4

The County should no longer seek FAA funds

Some comments were received stating that no additional taxpayer money or FAA grants should
be given to Snohomish County for Paine Field and that the County should pay back funds
already received from the FAA.
Even if Snohomish County were to no longer take any FAA grants for Paine Field, the County
would still be obligated due to the tens of millions of dollars already received in FAA grant
funding. The County would also have to pay FAA back for any funds received in the past. The
County does not believe that it is feasible or prudent to pay the FAA back because the County
would then be responsible for the on-going operation of the Airport. The County would likely
have to significantly increase fees charged to tenants or would have to obtain other County
funding (derived from taxpayers), which is not considered prudent in today’s economic climate.
See also General Response 1-1.
1-5

Mitigation

Comments received concerning mitigation were varied. Some comments mentioned the need for
mitigation for anticipated environmental impacts associated with the Airport and the proposed
actions/projects. Other comments questioned what roadway traffic, noise, and air quality
mitigation would be required as a result of the proposed actions and who would be responsible
for that mitigation.
Mitigation is only required for actions where the project-related effects would exceed the
Federally defined thresholds of significance (see also General Response 6-1). As is noted, the
proposed actions and their associated projects are not expected to produce impacts that would
exceed the Federal thresholds and thus, compensatory mitigation is not required for the proposed
actions at Paine Field.
Even though actions may not exceed defined thresholds, the County and airport users undertake
best management practices (BMPs) to regularly reduce the effects of the Airport on the
surrounding community, such as noise abatement measures and emission reduction actions.
These actions are funded by the County or the tenants. These are referred to as BMPs as they are
not mandated because of an exceedance of a federal threshold.
For traffic mitigation, the only required mitigation identified in the EA is traffic mitigation fees,
which are a local requirement. Implementation of the proposed actions and associated projects
will require contributing local mitigation fees to the two WSDOT intersections to aid in funding
improvements to the I-5/128th Street SW interchange, per the interlocal agreement and WSDOT
comments. Traffic mitigation fee payments to the WSDOT and the City of Mukilteo would
mitigate the project’s impacts to the intersection of SR-525 at 84th Avenue NE by allowing the
signal timing of the intersection to be optimized, which is anticipated to allow the intersection to
operate at an acceptable level of service.
Under the Washington State Growth Management Act, state and local communities can impose
impact fees based on new surface traffic that a project is expected to generate. Appendix F,
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Traffic Impact Analysis notes that impact fees would be required based on the passengers that
would be served at the Airport and their use of area roadways and local intersections. The traffic
impact fees that would be paid by the Airport to Snohomish County, WSDOT, and the City of
Mukilteo for the proposed actions have been calculated at approximately $333,262.85.
In regards to noise mitigation, the federal threshold for significance is 65 DNL. As stated on
Page D.21 of the EA, there are no noise sensitive land uses within the 65 DNL noise contour or
greater. Therefore, no noise mitigation is required. See General Response 7-1.
In response to comments about air quality mitigation, Snohomish County is in attainment for all
pollutants as defined by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This means, that
while past pollutant levels in parts of the county may have exceeded standards, currently the
standards are being attained. The area retains a maintenance designation for carbon monoxide
due to exceedances during winter months of the standard during mid-1980s and conditions in
1992.
As the proposed actions would generate emissions less than de-minimis, mitigation would not be
required. However, Snohomish County notes that it continues to work with its existing and
future tenants to reduce emissions and implement best management practices. The County will
investigate participation in the FAA’s Voluntary Airport Low Emission (VALE) grant program
to reduce pollutant emissions from its fleet vehicles and those of its tenants. These programs
(such as participation in the VALE program) are voluntary and not related to the proposed
actions; no mitigation is required from the proposed actions. See General Response 10-2.
1-6

What are the FAA and County roles in this EA and has a decision been made to
move forward?

Some comments requested clarification of the role of the FAA and the County in the EA process
and the environmental decision making process. Also, some comments suggested that the
decision to move forward with the proposed federal actions has already been made.
The FAA is the agency responsible for meeting the requirements of NEPA for federal actions
related to the airport. Because the federal actions were not eligible for a categorical exclusion,
the FAA required the preparation of an EA to determine if the actions would produce significant
adverse effects. Both the FAA and County have been involved in this EA process from the
beginning of scope development.
In the case of actions subject to EAs, FAA guidance enables the FAA to delegate responsibility
for preparing the Draft EA to the Airport Sponsor. As such, Snohomish County’s role in this EA
process is to prepare the environmental documentation (either the County itself or, in this case,
through the use of consultants - See General Response 1-10) for the proposed Federal actions at
Paine Field and submit the Draft EA to the FAA. FAA typically provides funding assistance
through the Airport Improvement Program (AIP) to Airport Sponsors to complete NEPA
documentation. Ultimately, the FAA must accept and sign the EA for it to become a Federal
document used in the decision making process.
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As of the preparation of the Draft EA and response to comments, the decision to approve the
federal actions has not yet been made and cannot be made prior to an official environmental
finding based on the Final EA. Following receipt of the Final EA from the Airport Sponsor, the
responsible FAA official (See General Response 1-7) reviews the EA, the public comments, the
expected impacts, the proposed mitigation, and then makes a decision. The FAA will either
decide that the anticipated environmental impacts are not significant, or have been adequately
mitigated where appropriate, and issue a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI)/Record of
Decision (ROD). Alternatively, the FAA will decide that the anticipated environmental impacts
are significant and recommend the preparation of an EIS.
1-7

Who will make the final environmental determination?

Some comments asked who would make the environmental determination on the proposed
actions. The approving official is the FAA Regional Administrator, Northwest Mountain
Region.
1-8

Adequacy of FAA guidance and use of FAA guidance

Some comments questioned FAA’s implementation of and compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) as well as analysis methodologies used in the EA. Some
comments stated that the EA was biased toward the FAA, and that there was insufficient detail in
the EA.
The FAA has the authority and responsibility, consistent with NEPA and CEQ, to prepare and
issue guidance for the preparation of environmental documents addressing FAA actions. The
FAA has published such guidance and Airport Sponsors are required to follow that guidance
when preparing EA’s.
Preparation of the Draft EA followed the policies, procedures, and guidelines as outlined in FAA
Order 1050.1E Change 1, Environmental Impacts: Policies and Procedures and Order 5050.4B,
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Implementing Instructions for Airport Actions.
These orders outline FAA accepted methodologies, methods, models, techniques, and thresholds
of significance for the impact assessment and preparation of EA documents. The EA was
prepared in compliance with NEPA, and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations.
All environmental documents prepared under FAA oversight follow and adhere to these same
Orders, setting national standards for the preparation of environmental documentation.
1-9

Roles of consultant and their qualifications

Some comments questioned the role of the consultant in the Environmental Assessment (EA)
process and the qualifications/potential for bias of the consultant to complete NEPA analysis.
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) often delegates the preparation of Environmental
Assessments (EAs) to the Airport Sponsor for projects involving federal actions. Snohomish
County, as the Airport Sponsor, retained a third- party, independent consultant to prepare the
Draft EA. The third-party consultant was retained using the County procurement process. The
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process also complied with FAA requirements which ensure a competitive selection is
undertaken. Barnard Dunkelberg & Company was selected.
Compliance with NEPA is not voluntary and it is the FAA’s obligation to ensure that the analysis
is done correctly before accepting the EA as a Federal document. Barnard Dunkelberg &
Company has no financial interest in whether or not a project is constructed or initiated.
Therefore, there is not potential for a conflict of interest. For information on the FAA and
County roles, see also General Response 1-6.
1-10

Scope of the EA analysis for future operations and passengers

Some comments received on the Draft EA stated that the scope of the EA should be broader in
terms of the level of operations analyzed and more long-term in nature, believing that once
commercial service was initiated at the Airport, that the airlines would chose to operate many
more flights and enplane many more passengers than what was projected in the Draft EA. A
majority of the comments questioned the projected numbers of operations and passengers used in
the analysis, indicating that they were too low.
Preparation of the Draft EA complied with applicable FAA Orders and guidance implementing
NEPA (see General Response 1-8). The orders outline FAA accepted methodologies, methods,
models, techniques, and thresholds of significance for the impact assessment and preparation of
EA documents based on actions that are “reasonably foreseeable”. The FAA does not believe
that it is reasonably foreseeable that activity levels will be higher than those projected by the
airlines (Appendix A). Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations implementing
NEPA require that documents address impacts that are "reasonably foreseeable." FAA Order
5050.4B Paragraph 9q defines reasonably foreseeable as:
“An action on or off-airport that a proponent would likely complete and that has been developed
with enough specificity to provide meaningful information to a decision maker and the interested
public. Use the following table to help determine if an action is reasonably foreseeable .”4
(footnote 4: Paragraph 905.c(1) and (2) provide definitions of “connected actions” and “similar actions,” respectively)

The evaluation of operations or enplanements beyond 2018 would be speculative and not
reasonably foreseeable. Not only would aircraft operation numbers be speculative, but the types
of aircraft flown, the destinations flown, and the time of day or night those operations could
occur would also be speculative. An infinite number of possibilities could be imagined, none of
which would be based on actions which are reasonably foreseeable. This is especially true in
response to the comment requesting that the maximum capacity of the Airport be evaluated. The
maximum capacity of the Airport is a theoretical number driven by the type of aircraft, and will
vary based on the aircraft fleet mix. In addition, any additional airlines or aircraft types desiring
to operate at the Airport would be subject to additional environmental documentation. If the
number of passengers exceeded the capacity of the proposed terminal; the terminal would require
expansion or a new terminal. Such expansion of the terminal would in turn require modification
to the Airport Layout Plan (ALP), which would be another Federal action, triggering NEPA
compliance. For more information on what actions would require additional environmental
review, please see General Response 3-15.
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However, in response to these public comments, the FAA tasked the County to prepare an
analysis to disclose the effects should activity grow and reach the maximum capacity of the
proposed terminal. The FAA determined that the terminal is the limiting factor, so the
maximum capacity of the modular terminal was examined as a theoretical scenario. This
additional analysis was prepared for disclosure purposes to respond to comments about activity
levels either above that identified by the airlines or outside the time period which the FAA
believes is reasonably foreseeable. See also General Response 3-12. This analysis evaluated the
Hirsh Report, Terminal Capacity Estimates (Draft and Final EA Appendix K) which reflect a
theoretical activity level of the maximum capacity of the proposed terminal in terms of the
maximum number of enplanements that could be accommodated and the resultant number of
aircraft operations utilizing the proposed aircraft types. This analysis and its results can be found
in Appendix P of the Final EA. For more information on methods, scope and impact analysis,
please see General Responses 1-8 and 1-12.
1-11

Flawed/inadequate/biased EA

Some comments indicated that the EA was flawed and inadequate in its analysis of
environmental impacts of the Airport or the proposed actions and its associated projects.
The FAA and County believe that the EA provides an appropriate assessment of the potential
environmental impacts of the proposed actions both for existing conditions and under reasonably
foreseeable conditions in accordance with all FAA Orders and guidance (General Response 1-8)
and the requirements of NEPA. During the preparation of the EA, the most up-to-date models
were used in all modeling exercises, per FAA Orders. FAA policy is that the same model will be
used throughout the preparation of an EA even if a new model is available. However, based on
public comments, the air quality analysis in the Final EA was updated with the most recent
version of the model. The EA addresses the potential impacts of the proposed actions based on
reasonably foreseeable conditions compared to the thresholds of significance outlined in the
FAA Orders and described in General Response 6-2. The development of the EA and its
conclusions take a critical look at the potential impacts that could occur if the proposed actions
are implemented, as required under the NEPA. For more information on the scope and analysis
within the EA, please see General Responses 1-8, and 6-1.
1-12

Adequacy of public involvement and release of the Draft EA and Public Hearings

Some comments questioned the adequacy of public involvement in the EA process including
both the public review of the draft EA document and the public hearing arrangements. Some
comments related to the timing for the release of the Draft EA, with some suggesting that the
release near the holidays and perceived lack of notification was deliberate in an effort to reduce
the level of public involvement. Also, comments were received noting the lack of space in the
third public hearing in Mukilteo, stating that it was poorly planned and limited the ability to hear
commenters.
FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1, paragraph 208.a states that:
NEPA and the CEQ regulations, in describing the public involvement process, require Federal
agencies to: consider environmental information in their decision making process; obtain
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information from the public regarding environmental concerns surrounding an agency’s
proposed action; fully assess and disclose potential environmental impacts resulting from the
proposed action and alternatives; and provide the public with this information and allow it to
comment on these findings.

The Draft EA was published with electronic versions of the entire EA placed on the County’s
website and hard copies available for review and comment at the following locations:




Snohomish County Planning and Development Services Customer Support Center,
Snohomish County Airport administrative office, and
Seven local libraries.

Public involvement for this EA provided more public hearings than is typical for a FAA EA.
Snohomish County ultimately conducted three public hearings. Each hearing included an open
house to enable the public to discuss the actions/project with the County, the FAA and consultant
staff, followed by a presentation, and a formal comment forum. Notices for the three public
hearings were run in the Everett Daily Herald, the Mukilteo Beacon, and Mukilteo Tribune. In
addition, notices of the hearings were posted at the local libraries where the EA was available, as
well as on the County website.
The Draft EA was released as soon as it was complete and was not timed to occur during the
holidays. Originally two hearings were scheduled for January 4th and 5th. Some early comments
requested that additional public hearings be added not so close to the holidays, allowing people
an opportunity to review the document and be available. Both the FAA and the County were
responsive to these comments, and adjustments in scheduling and access were made. A third
hearing was added on January 21, 2010 to enable those people who could not attend the first
hearing dates (January 4th and 5th) to attend a hearing.
In addition to requests regarding an additional hearing date, requests were made to extend the
comment period. The initial end of the comment period was January 15, 2010. This comment
period was initially extended to January 29, 2010. Then, when a third hearing date was added,
the comment period was extended to February 5, 2010. Although the FAA generally only has
one public hearing on an EA, the County felt that additional hearings were reasonable due to the
public interest in the proposed actions.
All of the hearings were held starting at 6 p.m. to allow adequate time for the open houses, the
hearing presentations, and verbal testimony, while balancing the fact that many people get off
work around 5 p.m. The general process and procedures for the hearings allowed each person to
accept one speaking card that equated to an initial allotment of three minutes for public
testimony. Three minutes is the generally allowed length of comment time used at Snohomish
County public meetings. If, after those three minutes were finished, a commenter wished to
make additional comments, they were invited to submit additional verbal comments after all
other people who wished to give testimony had received their first opportunity to speak. Or the
person was invited to submit their additional comments in writing either at the hearing or by
mailing or emailing their additional comments to the contact addresses. This process ensured
that everyone who wished to provide verbal testimony would have a chance to speak without any
one person monopolizing the entirety of the hearing. Due to the large number of commenters,
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some people did not get a chance to orally finish the entirety of their comments. Recognizing
that this was frustrating, the agencies hope that the commenters took the opportunity to submit
the remainder of their comments in writing.
In regards to the stated inadequacies of the Mukilteo public hearing site, the FAA and the County
worked with local authorities when trying to find a site in Mukilteo as was requested by a
number of early commenters. The Kamiak High School in Mukilteo was found to offer the most
room for a public hearing. There was no way for the agencies to determine the exact count of
those in attendance prior to the night of the public hearing. Although some people were not able
to attend, the same options to submit written comments were available to all interested
individuals.
1-13

Additional study should be conducted

Some comments requested additional study and some comments specifically requested that the
FAA prepare an EIS. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations and FAA guidance
require the preparation of and EISs for certain actions or in cases where an EA has shown
significant adverse impacts.
As described in General Response 1-6, the FAA will review the Final EA, expected impacts,
and proposed mitigation. If the impacts exceed the significance thresholds for any affected
resource, the FAA may then recommend the preparation of an EIS. Should the impacts not
exceed the significance thresholds for any affected resources; the FAA may prepare a Finding of
No Significant Impact (FONSI)/Record of Decision (ROD). Please see General Responses 1-8,
1-11, and 1-12 regarding additional information on EA preparation guidance, scope of the EA,
and comments on the analysis contained within the EA.
The Draft EA for the proposed actions and projects showed that there would be no significant
unresolved project-related effects. Therefore, while an EIS for the proposed actions is not
warranted, in response to comments requesting additional study for higher activity levels, the
FAA asked the Consultants to prepare additional analysis for the maximum capacity of the
proposed terminal. While the FAA does not believe this activity level scenario is reasonably
foreseeable, it has been included in response to comments for disclosure purposes (See General
Response 1-11).
1-14

What is the role of the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and why is it not
mentioned in EA?

Some comments asked why there was no discussion of the requirements of the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) analysis in the NEPA EA. Other comments questioned when
SEPA compliance would be undertaken.
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Certain actions by Airport Sponsors located in Washington must comply with SEPA. Similar to
FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1 and Order 5050.4B, the Department Ecology has issued guidance
on compliance with SEPA, titled “SEPA Handbook”. Snohomish County is responsible for
SEPA compliance.
The County and FAA recognize that SEPA compliance is required. While the approach to the
SEPA process has not been finalized, the County may adopt the NEPA document for purposes of
meeting SEPA requirements in accordance with Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 19711-610. Thus, to preserve this option, the FAA and the County agreed to complete the NEPA
process first and to then begin the SEPA process. The County will comply with SEPA and will
provide public notice in compliance with the SEPA process.
1-15

EA did not reflect the opposition of the community

Some comments stated that the EA did not reflect the opposition of the community to the
proposed actions. Other comments asked what the role of community support was in the EA.
The Draft EA did not discuss community support or opposition to the proposed actions. The
public hearings and comment period provided opportunity for the community to comment upon
the proposed actions and projects. Comments were received both in support of the proposed
actions and in opposition to the proposed action. The FAA and Snohomish County have
considered all comments received concerning the Draft EA in preparing the Final EA. These
comments resulted in modifications to the main body of the EA as well as the preparation of
additional analysis in Appendix P, as described in General Response 1-11.
A detailed response was prepared for all substantive comments, as reflected in this document.
Similar comments were grouped together and responses were then prepared and are provided in
this document. Individual/unique comments were responded to individually. The general
grouped responses are included in Appendix S while the individual responses are provided
either at the bottom of the letter/email or on the page following the letter/email in Appendix Q.
Comments obtained at the hearings were responded to in Appendix R. The Final EA reflects
changes that were made in the Draft EA based on public and agency comments. The next steps
for the EA process are described in General Response 1-6.
1-16

How will the proposal be funded?

Some comments asked how the proposal would be funded and whether this would be a good use
of public funds. The operations specifications for air carrier operations and the amendment to
the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 139 certificate do not require FAA or County
funding. Preparation of the NEPA documentation was funded through the FAA Airport
Improvement Program (AIP) of the Aviation Trust Fund2 and Airport funds. The airlines and the
FAA would be responsible for their own administrative actions. The modification and expansion
of the terminal building is estimated to cost approximately $3 million. Snohomish County has

2

The Trust Fund is generated through fees on aviation activities such as passenger tickets and aircraft parts.
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not yet decided how the proposed modular terminal addition will be funded. Options for funding
the terminal development and the specific approach to the terminal funding will be determined
during negotiations with the airlines to reach agreement on a lease or license.
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ISSUE 2, BACKGROUND
2-1

MRD document

Some comments cited the “mediated role determination” as an agreement or promise by the
County that Paine Field would never have commercial service. In some instances, the
commenters stated that they moved to the area because of the promise that commercial service
would never be implemented. The May 16, 2007 Executive Summary of the Report on the
Mediated Role Determination for Paine Field states the following:
In 1978 at the request of Snohomish County, the University of Washington, Office of
Environmental Mediation convened a panel to recommend the future role of Paine Field. The
“mediated role determination” (MRD) panel suggested that general aviation and commercial
aeronautical work (such as Boeing’s Everett plant) be the dominant uses of Paine Field. The
MRD Panel recommended encouraging those uses, and discouraged any uses incompatible with
community harmony. The existing airport uses that would be discouraged included
supplemental/charter air passenger service, large transport crew training operations, air cargo
aviation, and military aviation.
In late 1978 and early 1979, the Snohomish County Planning Commission adopted the
recommendations and forwarded them to the County Commissioners who adopted the
recommendations with few changes. These two documents are colloquially known as the “MRD
Document.”
The community and aviation business changed dramatically in the past quarter century.
Populations boomed. Aeronautical technologies improved, with larger jets becoming quieter.
Environmental and land use and planning laws became ever more stringent. The form of County
government changed from a commission system (in which the commissioners handle both the
legislative and executive functions of government) to an executive/council form of government
(in which the executive leads, provides policy direction, and operates the government while an
elected council decides overarching policy issues and approves the budget). The 1980s saw
many disagreements around the Country between local jurisdictions and the aviation industry
over noise and other impacts from a burgeoning scheduled passenger air service industry. Those
disagreements led the federal government to pre-empt local attempts to control the type,
frequency, and noise of scheduled passenger air service with the passage of the Airport Noise
and Capacity Act (ANCA) of 1990 (49 U.S.C. 2101 et seq.). Among the requirements of ANCA
was the establishment of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 161 Notice and Approval of
Airport Noise and Access Restrictions. Since the passage of FAR Part 161, only one airport has
met the requirements to enable a restriction on the types of aircraft operating at that airport.
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After booming through the 1990s, the economy saw a downturn with the dawn of the 21st
century. The terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center in New York City exacerbated the
economic problems. Boeing laid off thousands. The County Council and then County Executive
Bob Drewel formed a task force to develop methods of stimulating the local economy. The task
force produced an economic stimulus action plan in 2002.
The 2002 action plan called for exploration of regional air service and for specific steps to
prepare for regional air service at Paine Field. This plan concerned the communities of south
Snohomish County. Many south County residents believed the MRD Document forbade
scheduled passenger air service and were concerned that scheduled passenger air service would
disrupt and diminish the quality of life that attracted them to the area.
In 2005, County Executive Aaron Reardon formed an advisory panel of 12 community members
to review and update the role of Paine Field defined by the Snohomish County Commissioners in
1978, and charged the community panel to update the MRD Document.
The community panel held its first meeting in November 2005 and heard from numerous experts
on such diverse topics as land use, noise, airport operations, and airport law.
Some community panel members viewed the MRD Document as an important, fundamental
social contract between the County government and the citizens and south County cities. Some
of these community panel members would like to see the MRD Document rewritten to more
clearly state a dislike for scheduled passenger air service.
Other community panel members believed the MRD Document has been overtaken by events
and is no longer relevant. They believe the MRD Document is subsumed within Comprehensive
Plans mandated by the State’s Growth Management Act and the County’s Airport Master Plan.
They say the MRD Document informed the decisions made in the Comprehensive and Master
Plans, and the Plans now describe the appropriate role of Paine Field.
These community panel members would like to see scheduled passenger air service at Paine
Field and felt such service would drive economic development and provide a substantial
convenience to users. This perspective was countered by other community panel members who
vehemently disagreed, arguing no evidence supported the claim that scheduled passenger air
service would stimulate economic development and claiming that scheduled passenger air
service would devalue property and diminish a cherished quality of life.
The panel completed its charge in December 2006. The community panel substantially agreed on
how to update the language, though some felt no need to update the MRD Document at all. For
example, the community panel generally agreed that references to military aircraft operations
could be deleted because Paine Field no longer hosts a military aviation unit.
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The efforts of the community panel identified three primary, fundamental factors influencing the
future role of the Snohomish County Airport (Paine Field):
1. Current federal law does not allow the County to prohibit or limit scheduled
passenger air service.
2. Current federal law does not require the County to encourage or subsidize scheduled
passenger air service.
3. The County can and should insist that an airline pay its own way and mitigate its
impacts.
The MRD is advisory in nature. As stated previously in General Response 1-1, federal law does
not allow the County to prohibit or limit scheduled passenger air service.
2-2

Boeing reaction to the Proposed Project and effect of the Project on Boeing

Some comments expressed concern that the proposed actions may negatively affect Boeing
operations and/or cause Boeing to relocate facilities to other airports or other states. According
to a Boeing Company letter sent to County officials on January 8, 2009, “Boeing would not be
negatively impacted by the addition of commercial air service to Paine Field.” Boeing also
expressed concern in the letter that if Snohomish County were to refuse airline service at Paine
Field, the FAA could withhold future airport improvement funding. For further description of
these issues please see General Responses 1-1 and 1-4.
2-3

Airport Master Plan

Some comments asked about the purpose of the Airport Master Plan and its relation to the
analysis in the EA. Other comments indicated that the EA was not consistent with the Master
Plan.
The Airport Master Plan is a plan for long-term physical development that may be needed at the
Airport. The Airport Master Plan’s purpose is to reserve areas for potentially necessary facilities
and to assess how airport land is best used in consideration of anticipated future demand.
Airports typically undertake preparation of a Master Plan every 5-10 years in response to
changing local and national conditions. Snohomish County completed its most recent long-range
plan in 2002 for Paine Field. The 2002 Airport Master Plan included a list of projects to be
implemented over 20 years and other projects to be implemented as dictated by demand. One of
the projects scheduled to be implemented when demand materialized was a commercial
passenger terminal project. As activity levels have changed at the Airport, the County has
pursued recommendations in the Plan. Until receiving the request for service from Horizon and
Allegiant, there was no need to develop the commercial passenger terminal project.
Some comments compared the forecasts included in the EA to the forecasts included in the 2002
Airport Master Plan. Some comments implied that amending the Airport’s Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) Part 139 operating certificate enables an uncalculated and unanalyzed
number of air carrier operations and that the forecasts included in the Airport Master Plan should
be analyzed rather than the forecasts included in the EA. Many conditions have changed since
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the forecasting effort for the 2002 Master Plan was conducted. As such, the FAA required a new
forecasting effort for this EA based on new conditions and the information provided by the air
carriers (Horizon Air and Allegiant Air). In addition, because the proposed action would result
in air carrier service at an airport that does not presently have service, two forecasts were
required – one that reflected the No Action and the other reflecting activity with the proposed
actions. These forecasts were reviewed and approved by FAA as described in more detail in
Appendix G of the Draft and Final EA. The preferred forecast in the 2002 Airport Master Plan
was the regional low forecast (Scenario 3) which indicated approximately 10,861 passenger air
carrier operations by 2016. By comparison, the forecasting effort for the Final EA indicated
approximately 12,055 passenger air carrier operations by 2018 which is only slightly higher than
the Master Plan forecast. See also General Response 1-11.
Some comments also recommended that the EA consider either the regional high or the national
high scenarios included in the Airport Master Plan and evaluate the environmental impacts of
those scenarios. Neither Snohomish County, nor the FAA has any information that would
indicate that either the regional high or the national high scenarios included in the Airport Master
Plan are reasonably foreseeable. For information related to the environmental impacts related to
the maximum capacity of the proposed terminal, please see Appendix P of the Final EA. For
more information regarding the Master Plan and the proposed terminal scenarios, please see
General Response 3-5.
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ISSUE 3, PROJECT AND PURPOSE AND NEED
3-1

What is the purpose and need for the action or project?

Some comments raised questions concerning the purpose and need for the proposed Federal
actions and the need for the County to accommodate commercial passenger operations beyond
that forecast by the two airlines proposing service at Paine Field. The purpose and need are
explained on Pages A.1 through A.4 in the Final EA. The purpose of the proposed action is to
allow passengers to fly between Paine Field and Portland, Spokane and Las Vegas. The need for
the proposed actions is to meet an unmet demand for commercial service within the area, as
identified by Horizon and Allegiant Air. The County is evaluating the development of a new
passenger terminal to satisfy this demand. The FAA must review amendments to operations
specifications and is required to either grant or deny the amendment to the operations
specifications based on a number of criteria. The FAA will review the requests from both
Horizon Air and Allegiant Air for the FAA to amend operations specifications to allow
scheduled commercial air service to Snohomish County Airport/Paine Field to ensure that any
amendments to the FAR Part 139 operating certificate meets all safety standards.
Activity levels beyond what is forecast are not considered reasonably foreseeable and are not
pertinent to the purpose and need of the proposed project. For more information on what
reasonably foreseeable actions were determined and the effects of these actions, please see
General Responses 1-11 and 6-1. Also, the potential addition of new carriers providing service
at Paine Field would require additional environmental review, as described in General Response
3-14.
3-2

What are the effects of the Proposed Project on general aviation?

Some comments questioned the effect of the proposed actions on general aviation operations at
Paine Field. As indicated in Table B2 of the Final EA, passenger air carrier operations are
expected to be approximately 13,931 by 2018 out of a total of 122,127 aircraft operations. In
other words, with the proposed actions, air carrier operations are expected to account for less
than 12 percent of total aircraft operations. General aviation operations are expected to total
104,479 operations in 2018 regardless of whether or not the proposed actions are implemented.
Thus, the initiation of commercial service is not expected to affect the level of general aviation
operations at Paine Field. Furthermore, the Annual Service Volume (ASV), or the number of
aircraft operations that an airport can accommodate without undue delay, was determined to be
367,000 annual operations. As Paine Field would operate well below the ASV with or without
the proposed actions, impacts to general aviation operations due to commercial service are not
anticipated.
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3-3

Concerns that only half of the activity was considered

Several comments stated that there was confusion over the term “enplanements”, and that the
activity reported is only half of what should have been considered in the analysis.
Enplanements refer to passengers boarding flights, deplanements refer to passengers that get off
the aircraft on arrival, and total passengers refers to both enplanements and deplanements. The
Draft and Final EA used total passengers in the assessment. Similarly, total operations (the sum
of all arrivals and all departures) were used. This confusion appears because a standard reporting
of airport activity often occurs through the use of enplanements to enable comparison of one
airport to another. However, for purposes of assessing the effect of the Airport and the proposed
actions, enplaned and deplaned passengers (total passengers) and total operations were included.
Performing environmental assessments using total passengers and operations is standard practice
in FAA NEPA documents.
3-4

EA Conflicts with proposed terminal in Airport Master Plan

Some comments suggested that the proposed terminal expansion conflicts with the planned
permanent terminal in the Airport Master Plan. The County’s proposed project reflects
construction of a modular terminal to accommodate the proposed air service. The alternative to
construct a larger, more permanent terminal was considered in the EA and is described on Page
B.5 of the EA.
The 2002 Airport Master Plan facility requirements were a conservative estimate of spatial needs
based on then forecast growth in activity. The Master Plan forecasts were not based on actual
airline derived passenger projections, but were based on generalized “rule of thumb” airport
planning estimates. The Master Plan used this approach, because at the time, there was not a
specific air service proposal, and thus the needs of a possible carrier could not be precisely
anticipated. This resulted in the Master Plan space requirements that overestimated the space
that may be required so that adequate room was reserved on the ALP to accommodate a terminal.
Recognizing that the Airport currently meets the requirements for both aircraft parking and
automobile parking spaces, the County decided that the larger, more permanent terminal and
parking facilities recommended in the Airport Master Plan and shown on the ALP was not
warranted to accommodate the air service activity proposed by Horizon Air and Allegiant Air. A
more detailed evaluation of the terminal needs was prepared based on the anticipated activity
forecast by Horizon and Allegiant Airlines, which indicated a terminal building smaller than that
reserved on the ALP. Given the uncertainty of the success of the service, the County proposes
the development of a semi-permanent modular terminal. There are many examples throughout
the industry of air service starts and stops as well as airports building terminals only to have
airlines cease operations and the terminal goes unused.
Some comments also suggested that because a larger terminal is shown on the Airport’s ALP, the
expansion of commercial service that might operate within this larger terminal is reasonably
foreseeable and should be addressed in this EA. The purpose of an Airport Master Plan is to
reserve space for potentially needed future facilities and the presence of a facility on an ALP
does not indicate that demand for that facility is imminent or reasonably foreseeable. For
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information regarding the forecasts used in the EA and the Airport Master Plan, please refer to
General Response 2-3 and 3-13.
3-5

Why was 2016 selected as the future year?

Some comments stated that there would be growth beyond the Draft EA future year (2016) and
that those future operations should be analyzed in the EA. The comments questioned why 2016
was selected as the future year and not additional dates further into the future.
Neither the NEPA nor Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations contain
requirements about specific years to be evaluated. Rather, these regulations indicate that NEPA
documents should address the reasonably foreseeable future (See General Response 1-11). The
only reference to analysis of project impacts beyond five years in FAA environmental guidance
is in Section 14 entitled Noise, of Appendix A in FAA Order 1050.1E. Paragraph 14.4g. states
that “DNL (Day-Night Noise Level) contours, grid point, and/or change-of-exposure analysis
will be prepared for the following: (1) Current conditions; and (2) Future conditions both with
and without (no action) the proposal and each reasonable alternative. Comparisons should be
done for appropriate timeframes. Timeframes usually selected are the year of anticipated project
implementation and 5 to 10 years after implementation. Additional timeframes may be desirable
for particular projects.”
The year 2016 was selected, in part, because it is the concurrency timeframe required under the
Snohomish County Unified Development Code (SCC30.66B.155) as well as the timeframe
required in accordance with the Clean Air Act General Conformity analysis years (based on the
year of attainment/maintenance). The Draft EA considered noise impacts, in accordance with
FAA guidance, for the first year of implementation, 2010, and for one future year, 2016, both
with and without the proposed activity levels. There were a number of reasons that this
timeframe was considered reasonable and appropriate. First, the information from both Allegiant
Air and Horizon Air (Appendix A of the EA) was given to the County in two year increments,
starting with year 1, and continuing with years 3 and 5. The forecasts of aviation activity
(Appendix G) were based on these projections supplied by the airlines.
Due to the timeframe required to respond to comments on the Draft EA and changes in
operational activity at the Airport during that time, the aviation activity forecasts and analysis
years from the Draft EA were updated prior to the publication of the Final EA. In the Final EA,
2008 remains the base year or existing year, while 2013 was considered the initial year of
commercial airline service, and 2018 was considered the future year for applicable
environmental consequence analysis.
The growth rates beyond 2018 (if any) cannot be accurately predicted at this time. It is unclear
whether or not the air service would be successful, or if successful, how quickly the air service
would increase. Such increases would be dependent on area residents choosing to fly using
commercial service at Paine Field (See General Response 3-1).
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In response to concerns about future activity levels, the FAA requested that an additional
appendix be prepared that identifies the operating capacity of the proposed terminal and the
associated environmental effects. These issues are documented in Appendix P.
3-6

There should be an alternative future activity scenario

In response to comments received concerning alternative activity scenarios that might arise with
the amended Part 139 certificate and commercial passenger terminal, an expanded analysis was
prepared for the Final EA. This analysis in Appendix P, considers the theoretical maximum
level of operations that could occur at the proposed terminal and the resulting environmental
effect. For more information see General Responses 1-11 and 3-15.
3-7

Parking capacity

Some comments indicated that the EA failed to address parking needs of the passengers or that a
future parking plan was not provided. The vehicle parking requirements associated with the
proposed actions were identified using generally accepted airport planning practices and
estimates of parking demands. The County determined that the existing number of vehicle
parking spaces is adequate based on the anticipated passenger demand. As described on Page
B.7 of the EA, Snohomish County shows a Uniform Building Code (UBC) requirement of 115
parking spaces for buildings similar in size to the proposed terminal and 141 spaces required for
the terminal, the airport office, and Precision Engines (a private business located adjacent to the
terminal and airport office) combined.
FAA Advisory Circular (AC) 150/5360-13 Planning and Design Guidelines for Airport
Terminal Facilities indicates that between 1 space per 500 to 1 space per 700 enplanements is a
general rule of thumb for estimating parking requirements for airports. Estimations using that
guidance would equate to 160 to 224 spaces for the 112,000 enplanements in 2013 and 340 to
476 spaces for the 238,200 enplanements in 2018. FAA AC 150/5360-9 Planning and Design of
Airport Terminal Facilities at Non-Hub Locations, Figure 6-2 indicates 340 to 440 parking
spaces would be required to meet the need for the total 238,200 estimated enplanements in 2018.
There are currently six parking areas near the terminal as follows:
1. SE lot with 70 spaces dedicated to Precision and Aviation Technical Services
(ATS) parking.
2. Adjacent to the existing C1/C2 terminal building with 30 spaces dedicated to
airport staff and Precision parking.
3. Main lot with 177 spaces.
4. North lot with 102 spaces.
5. C4 lot with 35 spaces.
6. C57 lot with 50 spaces planned for long term parking by 2018.
Of these six lots, only the last four can be used for air carrier passenger vehicle parking, enabling
space for 364 cars, or 1 space per 308 enplanements in 2013 and 1 space per 654 enplanements
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in 2018. Therefore, the available parking stalls are expected to meet the requirements for
parking.
3-8

Increase in rental cars/rental car agencies

Comments were received about the use of rental cars or the increase in rental car agencies as a
result of the proposed actions. Enterprise Rent-A-Car currently provides service at Paine Field
to general aviation users of the Airport out of Building Number C84. Enterprise currently rotates
cars to Paine Field from their downtown Everett lot as needed. No additional proposals or letters
of interest from rental car agencies have been received to date. However, it is possible that
additional rental car agencies might consider providing service at Paine Field if commercial
service is initiated. If additional rental car facilities would be constructed, a review would be
conducted at that time to determine if a modification to the Airport Layout Plan (ALP) would be
needed, thereby triggering a federal action, which in turn would require NEPA compliance.
Until a proposal for additional rental car space is received, such increases are not reasonably
foreseeable.
3-9

Public transportation options should be considered

Comments suggested that more analysis of public transportation options, including bus service
and light rail service, should be included in the alternatives chapter.
Local public transportation is technically not an alternative to regional air service.
Improvements to local public transportation may, however, facilitate improved access to other
airports like Bellingham or Sea-Tac. This alternative is addressed on page B.4 of the EA within
the section “Use of Other Area Airports.” This alternative is also represented by the No Action
Alternative because with the No Action Alternative, passengers wishing to travel by air are
required to use other area airports and either use public transportation or private surface vehicle
travel. With or without the proposed actions, neither the FAA nor the County can require
passengers to access Paine Field or other airports using public transportation.
3-10

What is the capacity of the airport?

Some comments requested consideration of the maximum operational capacity of the airfield in
the EA.
The capacity of the airfield system was analyzed and disclosed in the 2002 Airport Master Plan
in accordance with FAA Advisory Circular 150/5060-5, Airport Capacity and Delay. The
Annual Service Volume (ASV) is a reasonable estimate of an airport’s annual capacity (defined
as the level of annual aircraft operations that would result in an average annual aircraft delay of
approximately one to four minutes). According to the Master Plan, under current policies and
practices, the Airport has an ASV of approximately 367,000 operations. In 2008, the Airport
recorded approximately 143,722 annual operations, or approximately 39 percent of the
calculated capacity. Given the dramatic decrease in general aviation activity at the Airport in
2010, the Final EA forecast (Appendix G) indicates the Airport only reaching 122,127 total
operations by 2018 or approximately 33 percent of annual capacity. Consideration or analysis of
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367,000 annual operations is not considered appropriate because neither the County nor the FAA
has received any indication of interest to provide passenger service beyond that proposed by
Allegiant Air and Horizon Air. Consequently, analysis of environmental impacts resulting from
commercial operations and enplanement levels that are not reasonably foreseeable is considered
speculative.
3-11

What is the capacity of the terminal?

Some comments requested consideration in the EA of the maximum operational capacity of the
proposed modular terminal building expansion.
The capacity of the proposed terminal expansion was estimated and disclosed in Appendix K of
the Draft EA, as described in General Response 1-11. Two estimates of terminal capacity were
completed, the maximum capacity of the terminal and the realistic capacity of the terminal. The
maximum capacity estimate was based on the capacity of the terminal’s gates and a range of
departures per gate. Using a number of standard industry assumptions, the capacity range was
determined to be between 252,000 to 401,600 annual enplaned passengers. In other words,
401,600 annual passengers boarding aircraft is considered the maximum theoretical capacity of
the proposed modular terminal expansion. A more realistic capacity considers the mix of aircraft
which might actually serve the Airport based on predicted fleet mix. In consideration of the mix
of commercial service aircraft expected to use the facility, the realistic capacity of the modular
terminal expansion was estimated at 294,000 annual enplanements.
To respond to comments concerning this issue, an analysis was added to the Final EA (in
Appendix P) to examine the probable environmental effects associated with the maximum
theoretical terminal capacity. See also General Response 3-15.
3-12

What is the relationship of the two terminals?

Some comments mentioned the two separate terminals shown in Figure B2 of the Draft EA and
some of the comments suggested that the capacity of both terminals need to be disclosed. The
base map used in Figure B2 of the Draft EA was the existing, FAA conditionally approved
Airport Layout Plan (ALP) for Paine Field. Because the conditionally approved ALP included
the recommendations of the Airport Master Plan, it showed a possible future passenger terminal.
That terminal is conditionally approved because it would still require a NEPA review, separate
from this EA. The Airport Master Plan forecasts indicated that a level of commercial service and
enplanements might occur at Paine Field, at a level greater than what could be accommodated by
the existing terminal building. Consequently, during the Airport Master Plan process, area and
space were reserved for a future terminal and vehicle parking facilities to accommodate that
commercial service activity. See also General Response 3-5.
Following receipt of requests from Horizon Air and Allegiant Air to initiate commercial service,
the County decided that a terminal facility similar to the Airport Master Plan/ALP terminal was
not warranted. An alternative to the Airport Master Plan terminal building was to provide a
modular expansion of the existing terminal building. This is further described on Pages B.2
through B.6 of the EA.
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Two terminals would not be constructed to accommodate the proposed service at Paine Field.
Rather, the modular terminal expansion of the existing terminal would be constructed instead of
the future passenger terminal considered during the Master Plan process and subsequently shown
on the ALP.
3-13

What is a Class I Airport? Explanation of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part
139

Some comments requested clarification on the term Class I airport and an explanation of Federal
Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 139.
The FAA is required by 14 CFR Part 139 to issue airport operating certificates to airports that:




Serve scheduled and unscheduled air carrier aircraft with more than 30 seats;
Serve scheduled air carrier operations in aircraft with more than 9 seats but less than 31
seats; and
The FAA Administrator requires an airport to have a certificate.

In 2004, the FAA revised FAR Part 139 to create four classes of operating certificates . Prior to
this revision, certificated airports could have either a full or a limited operating certificate. Paine
Field has had a full operating certificate since 1974. The certificate was revised in 2005 as a
Class IV certificate because at that time there were no scheduled large air carrier operations at
the Airport. Part 139 does not apply to airports at which air carrier passenger operations are
conducted only because the Airport has been designated as an alternate airport. Airport
Operating Certificates (AOC) serve to ensure safety in air transportation. To obtain a certificate,
an airport operator must agree to certain operational and safety standards and provide for such
things as firefighting and rescue equipment. These requirements vary depending on the size of
the airport and the type of flights available.
Class I airports include airports serving all types of scheduled operations of air carrier aircraft
designed for at least 31 passenger seats (large air carrier aircraft). These airports currently hold
an AOC and may serve any air carrier operations covered under Part 139. Accordingly, the
operators of these airports must comply with all Part 139 requirements. The operating certificate
at Paine Field would be changed to a Class I Airport as part of the proposed Federal actions
assessed in the EA.
Class II airports include airports that currently hold a Limited AOC (or airports that have
maintained an AOC after loss of scheduled large air carrier aircraft service) are either Class II
airports or Class IV airports. Class II airports are those airports that serve scheduled operations
of small air carrier aircraft and unscheduled operations of large air carrier aircraft. Class II
airports are not permitted to serve scheduled large air carrier operations.
Class III airports are airports that serve only scheduled operations of small air carrier aircraft. As
specified in the authorizing statute, airport certification requirements are not applicable to certain
airports in the State of Alaska.
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Class IV are airports that currently hold a Limited AOC (or airports that have maintained an
AOC after loss of scheduled large air carrier aircraft service) are either Class II or Class IV
airports. Class IV airports are those airports that serve only unscheduled operations of large air
carrier aircraft. Air carrier operations are so infrequent at these airports that in the past, FAA
only required them to comply with some Part 139 requirements. This continues to be the case,
but new operational requirements have been added along with modifications to the Airport
certification process and other administrative changes. The proposed actions in the EA include
an approval to the FAR Part 139 operating certificate for Paine Field reclassifying the Airport
from its existing classification as a Class IV airport to a Class I airport.
The change to a Class I airport would enable Paine Field to have scheduled air carrier aircraft
operations at the Airport and Horizon and Allegiant could potentially increase operations beyond
the projected number. However, if carriers other than Horizon and Allegiant would want to start
service at Paine Field, additional environmental review would be required. For additional
information on what other actions would require additional environmental review, please see
General Response 3-14.
3-14

What actions will require additional environmental review?

Some comments asked if this would “open the door” entirely to unconstrained commercial air
service actions and what would require additional environmental review prior to implementation.
Such review could be one of the following levels of Federal environmental review:




Categorical Exclusion (CatEx)
Environmental Assessment (EA)
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Federal actions that may require further environmental review include:





An operations specifications amendment request by another airline to begin service to
Paine Field.
An operations specification amendment to add a new aircraft type by an existing airline.
Additional city destinations not currently covered by Horizon’s or Allegiant’s operations
specifications.
FAA funding for a new or expanded terminal building beyond that proposed in this EA or
other airport facility development

Additional service by either Horizon Air or Allegiant Air to the cities included in their request
letters in Appendix A of the EA or service to other cities included in the airlines’ approved
operations specifications would not constitute a Federal action and would not likely require
additional environmental review unless FAA funding of further terminal expansion was required
to accommodate that service or a new aircraft type was proposed.
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ISSUE 4, ALTERNATIVES
4-1

Alternative airports should be used

Some comments requested that other airports, such as Sea-Tac Airport, be used in lieu of Paine
Field. The airlines’ use of another airport other than Paine Field was examined as part of the
Alternatives Analysis in Chapter B of the EA.
The use of other area airports by both Horizon Air and Allegiant Air in place of Paine Field is
reflected in the No Action Alternative because Horizon Air already offers scheduled commercial
air service at Sea-Tac Airport, approximately 30 miles south of Paine Field, and Bellingham
International Airport, located approximately 74 miles north of Paine Field. Allegiant Air offers
scheduled commercial air service currently at Bellingham International Airport. There has been
no indication from these airlines that, should the proposed actions not be implemented, they
would initiate service to any other area airport beyond those used today. Further, Snohomish
County is not aware of any airport in the area with sufficient runway length that is specifically
marketing itself to receive air carrier service other than the airports that Horizon and Allegiant
are already operating as reflected in the No Action Alternative. Therefore, this alternative is not
prudent and feasible, nor would it meet the purpose as described in Chapter A of the EA. The
FAA cannot require airlines to choose one airport over another and therefore, this is not a viable
alternative to the Proposed Action.
4-2

What is the relationship of the Proposed Project to WSDOT’s Long-Term Air
Transportation Study (LATS)

Some comments asked about the relationship of the airline proposals and the EA to the recently
completed study by the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) known as the
Long-Term Air Transportation Study (LATS). LATS was a strategic planning effort based on
the first comprehensive review of the aviation system in the State of Washington in over two
decades. The result of the study was a set of realistic recommendations to address the state’s
future aviation needs. One of the identified future aviation needs was additional airside and
landside capacity for scheduled commercial air service. LATS recommended consideration of
other airports in the Puget Sound Area with the potential to absorb future commercial capacity
including Snohomish County Airport/Paine Field, Olympia Regional Airport, King County
International Airport/Boeing Field, and Bremerton National Airport. However, the report
qualified the recommendation that these airports could provide additional capacity by stating that
the provision of commercial service at these airports is dependent on the interest of the airlines.
The planning process for the LATS included several regional public meetings in July 2008 and
March 2009. Concern was expressed at these meetings and in written comments about the
potential impacts of commercial service at Snohomish County Airport/Paine Field and at
Olympia Regional Airport. Participants encouraged the Aviation Planning Council to explore
non-aviation alternatives to relieve capacity for in-state travel and alternatives to airport
expansion or new airport constructions. The purpose of the proposed actions at Paine Field is
not to increase capacity or to provide regional capacity relief. Rather the purpose of the Federal
action by the FAA is to evaluate the requests from both Horizon Air and Allegiant Air for the
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FAA to amend operations specifications to allow scheduled commercial air service to Paine
Field, to approve an amendment to the Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 139 operating
certificate for Paine Field and the construction of the modular terminal.
4-3

What is the demand for this proposal and how does it fit with regional planning?

Some comments questioned whether regional demand was sufficient to support commercial
service at Paine Field. Other comments suggested that additional regional planning and analysis
of the regional demand for air service should be conducted.
The decision to initiate commercial service at an airport is a business decision by the airlines.
Other than to ensure safety, neither the Airport Sponsor nor the Federal government controls
where, when, and how airlines provide service. Should demand prove to be lower than that
projected by the airlines, the airlines would likely choose to reduce the number of flights or cease
service at Paine Field.
The purpose and need as identified in this EA is not to address the concerns related to regional
demand/capacity. Rather the EA addresses the responsibility of the FAA and County in
responding to the request of two carriers to begin service at the Airport. Per Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) and FAA guidance, alternatives considered in NEPA process must
address the underlying purpose or need.
In this case, the EA has considered the possible use of other airports (See General Response 41). However, as noted, if the carriers who are seeking to use Paine Field wished to serve other
area airports they are not currently serving, they would make the request to those airports. These
two airlines have identified demand for commercial air service at Paine Field and have
consequently proposed to initiate service to accommodate that demand. In accordance with
Federal grant assurances, the County has limited discretion to deny an airline request to operate
at Paine Field. Since additional analysis on regional demand does not meet the purpose and need
identified in this EA, it is not warranted.
For comments regarding the capacity at other airports, please see General Response 4-4.
4-4

Relationship between capacity at other airports and Paine Field

Some comments question the relationship between unused capacity at other airports and the
proposed service at Paine Field. Comments suggested that expanded airline service at Sea-Tac
Airport is a better alternative than the introduction of commercial service at Paine Field.
In regard to the recent "capacity" improvements at Sea-Tac, the third runway was not constructed
to relieve or otherwise accommodate projected demand at Paine Field. The use of the third
runway is separate from the purpose and need for the proposed action considered in this EA.
The proposed Federal actions that are the subject of this EA respond to requests from two
specific airlines to initiate service at Paine Field.
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Regarding the “demand” for operations at Paine Field, the airlines’ use of another airport other
than Paine Field was examined as part of the Chapter B, Alternatives Analysis, in the EA. As
described in General Response 1-1, the FAA and Snohomish County cannot require an airline
to serve a specific airport nor can they restrict an airline from a specific airport if the airport is a
public use airport and the proposed aircraft can safely operate at that airport, regardless of which
airport has more unused capacity.
4-5

Other modes of transportation may be better alternatives

Some comments suggested that either high speed rail, bus service, or other modes of
transportation would be a better alternative to initiating commercial air service at Paine Field.
Use of public transit is discussed in General Response 3-9 and local public transportation is
technically not an alternative to regional air service. Other modes of transportation were not
considered in the alternatives analysis as they do not meet the purpose and need for the proposed
Federal actions; the decision to take different forms or modes of transportation rests with the
passenger, and under the current Federal regulatory process, neither the FAA or the County can
require passengers to drive or take other surface modes (train or bus).
4-6

What does the term “Preferred Alternative” mean?

Some comments asked about the use of the term "Preferred Alternative."
Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) defines the term Preferred Alternative as “the
alternative which the agency believes would fulfill its statutory mission and responsibilities,
giving consideration to economic, environmental, technical, and other factors.”3 While the Draft
EA was prepared by the Airport Sponsor, it was closely coordinated with the FAA to ensure that
the selection of the preferred alternative would address the FAA's responsibilities under NEPA.
The other alternatives reviewed in Chapter B of the EA were determined not reasonable as they
did not meet the purpose and need. The Draft EA identified the draft Preferred Alternative so
that the public and agencies would have an opportunity to comment upon that selection. A final
confirmation of the Preferred Alternative will be made if the FAA accepts and signs the Final
EA. The Preferred Alternative is also referred to as the Proposed Action, the project or the
proposed project in the EA.

3

CEQ NEPA's Forty Most Asked Questions, Question 4. 46 Fed. Reg. 18026 (March 23, 1981)
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ISSUE 5, AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT/EXISTING CONDITIONS
5-1

Existing aircraft noise concerns

Some comments discussed the level of existing noise and its impact on quality of life. As stated
on page C.16 of the Draft Environmental Assessment (EA), existing aircraft related noise
exposure was defined in the EA through the use of noise exposure maps or contours prepared
with the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA’s) Integrated Noise Model (INM), version
7.0a. The INM is a state-of-the-art, FAA approved software program used to model the noise
exposure levels from aircraft operations and engine testing and produce contours of equal noise
energy. These contours are presented using the 65 Day-Night Average Sound Level (DNL)
noise contour metric where 65 DNL represents significant aircraft noise levels.
DNL metric measures the overall aircraft noise experienced during an entire (24-hour) day.
DNL calculations account for the sound exposure level of aircraft, the number of aircraft
operations and a penalty for nighttime operations. In the DNL scale, each aircraft operation
occurring between the hours of 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. includes a sound level penalty to account for
the higher sensitivity to noise in the nighttime and the expected further decrease in background
noise levels that typically occur at night. DNL provides a numerical description of the weighted
24-hour cumulative noise energy level using the A-weighted decibel scale, typically over a
period of a year.
Because DNL is a cumulative metric, while areas can receive single event noise levels above 65
dB, it is the average of these noise levels over the course of a year that provides for the 65 DNL
contour. Although the FAA recognizes that noise occurs outside of these contours, the 65 DNL
contour has been federally accepted at the level at which residential and other noise sensitive
land uses are non-compatible with aircraft noise. Because the existing 65 DNL noise contour,
shown on Figure C6, page C.18 of the EA, does not encompass any noise sensitive land uses
(homes, schools, churches, etc.) the existing land use in the vicinity of the Airport is considered
compatible with aircraft operations and aircraft generated noise under the federal guidelines.
See General Response 7-6 regarding the existing and future noise impacts.
5-2

Current curfew is broken

Some comments stated that the Airport currently operates under a noise curfew and that the
curfew is already broken.
The County has a voluntary noise abatement program that discourages touch-and-go flights and
repetitive training flights by jet, turboprop, and large propeller aircraft and requires air carrier
aircraft with more than 30 passenger seats between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. to receive prior
permission from the Airport Director. The voluntary noise abatement program does not prevent
aircraft from operating at the Airport and is not a mandatory noise curfew as suggested by some
comments. The program requests those aircraft to have prior permission during those hours.
Other aircraft are still allowed to depart/arrive at the Airport during those times without the
request of prior permission. See also General Response 7-11.
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5-3

Aircraft currently fly low and very close to houses

Some comments mentioned that aircraft already fly very low, and close to houses.
The height of aircraft on final approach to a runway or departure from a runway is controlled by
the FAA. The standard traffic pattern altitude for small aircraft is 1,600 feet Mean Sea Level
(MSL) while the traffic pattern altitude for large aircraft is 2,000 feet MSL. An airfield traffic
pattern is a standard path followed by aircraft on takeoff or landing while maintaining visual
contact with the airfield. Aircraft typically begin descending from pattern altitude in the
downwind leg of the pattern when landing and on a 3-degree approach slope for the final leg of
the pattern.
According to Title 14, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 91.119, Minimum safe altitudes; in
general, there are minimum standards for operations of fixed wing aircraft (excluding when
necessary for takeoff/landing). Over congested areas, an altitude of 1,000 feet above the highest
obstacle within a horizontal radius of 2,000 feet is required, except for under take-off and
landing procedures. Complaints on low-flying aircraft may be filed with the FAA, Office of
Flight Standards, which monitors aircraft operations. Once the facts have been recorded, an
FAA aviation safety inspector attempts to identify the offending aircraft operator. For more
information on low flying aircraft complaints, please visit the following website:
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/field_offices/fsdo/
5-4

Existing Traffic

Some comments indicated that existing surface traffic in the area is already very bad and that
additional traffic analysis should be included in the EA.
The surface traffic analysis was based upon the existing level of traffic compared to the future
levels under the Preferred Alternative. Local jurisdictions establish thresholds which determine
if a road segment or intersection is operating at an acceptable level or at a deficient level of
service (see General Response 8-1). Currently all roads analyzed are operating at acceptable
levels of service. However, there are currently two intersections that operate at deficient levels
of service and a total of four intersections that are anticipated to operate at deficient levels of
service in the future whether or not the proposed action is implemented. These four intersections
are SR-525 at Beverly Park Road (WSDOT Intersection), SR-99 at Airport Road (City of Everett
Intersection), the I-5 northbound ramps at 128th Street SW/SR-96 (WSDOT intersection), and
SR-525 at 84th Street SW (City of Mukilteo intersection). The City of Everett has identified that
capacity improvements for single-occupant vehicles to the intersection of SR-99 at Airport Road
are not practical due to the existing land configuration and lack of right-of-way. The project’s
impacts to the WSDOT intersections will be mitigated through the WSDOT mitigation fees in
accordance with the interlocal agreement between Snohomish County and WSDOT. The City of
Mukilteo intersection would operate at an acceptable level of service with optimized timings,
which may occur as part of the normal maintenance of the signal. However, the traffic
mitigation fees that will be paid to the City of Mukilteo will mitigate the impacts of the proposed
action.
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5-5

Study Areas

Some comments questioned the boundaries used for evaluation of various resource areas in the
EA and stated that expanded study areas should have been considered. Also, some comments
stated that the area identified for various resource evaluations for the EA should be the same as
the Airport Influence Area, as designated in the Snohomish County 2025 Comprehensive Plan.
As stated in General Response 1-8, the purpose of the EA is to analyze potential environmental
impacts from the proposed Federal actions in accordance with NEPA and the associated FAA
Orders. These Orders include guidance for study methodologies to identify project-related
effects and thresholds of significance, which result in determining resource study areas for each
environmental resource category. The analysis in the EA follows those methodologies,
significance thresholds, and other guidance for determining the boundaries of resource study
areas as described in the EA.
The scope of each environmental resource category is slightly different and consequently, not all
study areas for these resource categories are identical. For instance, two resource study areas
were examined for historic/cultural resources. The first resource study area includes the direct
impact area that is limited to the ground that would be affected during construction where
artifacts might be located. Therefore, the study area for that resource category is limited to the
direct construction impact area where the terminal footprint is proposed. However, impact on
historic properties was also examined within the context of environmental affects that would
occur off airport, such as aircraft noise, outside the construction footprint. Federal guidance state
that noise above a 65 Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) level is not compatible with land uses such
as certain historic properties, schools, and residences.
The EA does not state that noise would not occur outside the 65 DNL contour, but rather
presents the area of significant noise exposure as defined by the 65 DNL and area that would be
incompatible with various land uses. Changes in the noise environment would occur outside this
contour with or without the proposed actions; however, the 65 DNL contour is the federally
accepted threshold of the beginning of significant aircraft noise levels and therefore is the
contour used to disclose any significant impacts.
Similar to historic/cultural and noise resources, study areas were also established separately for
air quality, water quality, and wildlife resources among others. For instance, the resource study
area for air quality is based upon the Central Puget Sound Region airshed. Likewise, water
quality impacts are considered over potentially affected watersheds, and wildlife habit impact
areas are considered for the species potentially affected.
The Airport Influence Area, shown on Figure C1 of the EA, is designated in the Snohomish
County 2025 Comprehensive Plan as “property within the environs of the Airport where land
uses are either influenced by, or would influence the operation of the Airport in a positive or
negative manner.” (See also General Response 7-14). The study area boundaries for the EA
resource categories are those where the proposed actions would exert a change and where the
context and intensity of the impact should be identified. Therefore, the resource areas for the EA
were established following that guidance in accordance with the agency's guidance on the
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individual environmental discipline. The Airport Influence Area does not coincide with the
guidance regarding identifying study areas for resource evaluation.
5-6

Sources of existing air pollution

Some comments requested a description of existing pollution sources compared with the airport
pollution sources. A number of documents identify the likely sources of emissions at airports,
which typically represent the following:







Aircraft and auxiliary power units (APU) on the aircraft
Ground support equipment (GSE) - the vehicles that service the aircraft
Ground access vehicles, roadways, and parking lots - the vehicles that transport
passengers, employees, and goods and services that use the airport on the area
roadway system
Stationary sources - such as generators, heating and cooling systems, etc.
Fire training
Maintenance and construction activity

Other sources of pollution not associated with the airport and its operations are not the subject of
the EA.
Information provided by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency indicates that airport-related
emissions are less than 5 percent of total Puget Sound air emissions. Surface vehicle emissions
within the Puget Sound Region are the single largest source of emissions.
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ISSUE 6, GENERAL PROJECT EFFECTS
6-1

Significance of Project Effects

Some comments disputed that the project-related effects would not rise to the level of the
significant thresholds; comments indicated that the project would generate significant adverse
effects.
As stated in General Response 1-8, the EA was prepared according to NEPA and associated
FAA guidance. The Draft and Final EA identify all anticipated project-related effects associated
with the proposed actions. However, while there would be project-related effects, these effects
are not expected to exceed the significance thresholds identified in Appendix A of FAA Order
1050.1E, Change 1. Therefore, because these effects are not significant under NEPA, no
mitigation measures are required.
6-2

How is significance defined?

Some comments suggested that either the term significance is ambiguous or that it is not well
defined in the Draft EA.
FAA Order 5050.4B paragraph 9s provides the following definition:
s. Significant impact threshold. The impact level or “threshold” that the responsible FAA official uses
to determine if the environmental effects of a proposed action or its reasonable alternatives would cause
significant environmental effects. If FAA has established a threshold for a resource, the responsible FAA
official must use that threshold to determine impact severity and context.
Note: For convenience, Table 7-1 of Chapter 7 of this Order provides the verbatim text of significant impacts in FAA Order
1050.1E, Appendix A, for many environmental resources. The Table also presents information about those thresholds to help
analyze airport-related environmental impacts.

FAA defined thresholds of significance for each environmental resource category are described
and explained in Appendix A of FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1. The thresholds of significance
are described in Chapter D of the EA.
6-3

What are the project benefits?

Some comments questioned what the benefits of the proposed projects are and whether or not the
cost outweighed the benefits.
It is important to note the purpose of the EA is not to assess the cost/benefit of the proposed
actions. The effects that would be beneficial to the area are of a socio-economic nature, which
are discussed in Chapter D, Environmental Consequences. The Proposed Action is not expected
to significantly change the socioeconomic environment around the Airport. It would temporarily
increase jobs during the construction phase and would increase use of local goods and services.
There would also be a slight increase in business both at the Airport and in the vicinity of Airport
Road from the increase in vehicle traffic. However, no major shifts in public service demand are
expected. Overall, there would not be a significant change in the socioeconomic environment
around the Airport. It is true that the airlines would likely benefit from the proposed project.
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6-4

What are the quality of life impacts?

Some comments mentioned that their quality of life would be impacted due to changes in noise,
air quality, and potential decreases in property value.
“Quality of life” is not a category that is specifically called out in NEPA or FAA guidance.
However, the concept of quality of life is tied into several environmental resource categories
addressed in NEPA documents, including noise, water quality, air quality, children’s health and
safety, etc. While the proposed actions are not expected to generate significant adverse effects,
there will be project-related effects. In accordance with the requirements of NEPA, the purpose
of the EA is to assess and disclose the environmental impacts of the proposed action and make a
determination as to the significance of the impact(s). While some of the environmental resource
categories would have project-related environmental effects, as is noted in General Response 61, these effects would not exceed FAA defined thresholds of significance.
6-5

Are there any growth inducing or indirect effects?

Some comments asked about the secondary impacts or indirect effects of the project that could
induce additional growth.
Secondary (induced) impacts are described on page D.32 of the EA. Major development projects
can potentially influence induced or secondary impacts on the surrounding community. Some of
these induced impacts could include the relocation of people or a substantial change to traffic
patterns in the area. The analysis in the Draft and Final EA considered the induced effects of the
proposed actions. Minor traffic changes are anticipated to the roadway systems in the vicinity of
the Airport as presented in the Surface Transportation Section (Page D.34 of the EA) and in the
Traffic Impact Analysis Report found in Appendix F, and further described in General
Response 9-2. However, these traffic changes are not expected to induce growth or otherwise
significantly impact the community.
The proposed actions are not considered a major development project. Due to the low number of
project related commercial aircraft operations and enplanements, shifting in patterns of
population movement and growth or changes in public service demands are not likely. No
significant secondary impacts are expected as the result of the proposed Federal actions.
6-6

The document does not refer to “pollution”

Some comments questioned where the EA analyzed pollution impacts since the document did
not refer to the word pollution.
“Pollution” is not a term used in the EA because pollution is an overarching word that refers to
several separate resource categories within an EA. Pollution, by definition, could be a
contamination of air, water, or soil by substances that are harmful to living organisms.4 Within
4

The American Heritage Science Dictionary, Houghton Mifflin Company, 2005.
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the EA, the air quality, noise, water quality, hazardous materials, and fish, wildlife and plants
analysis, all address with different aspects of potential pollution. Therefore, per FAA Orders
5050.4B and 1050.1E, Change 1, impacts are examined based on those specific environmental
resource categories, and not “pollution” as a whole. As stated in each of the sections within
Chapter D, Environmental Consequences, based on federal thresholds of significance there are
no expected significant environmental impacts to water quality, air quality, or noise and no
significant impacts relating to hazardous materials or fish, wildlife and plants. Therefore, there
are no significant impacts related to the broader category of pollution that encompasses all of the
resource categories that relate to pollution.
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ISSUE 7, NOISE AND LAND USE

7-1

Use of DNL

Some comments asked, “why is the Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) used as the basis for the noise
analysis within the EA.”
DNL is the standard required metric for quantifying aircraft noise exposure. As a result of the
1979 Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA), Congress required the FAA to select a
single metric to standardize the evaluation of aircraft noise. In response to ASNA, through
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning, FAA formally
adopted DNL as its primary metric for evaluating aircraft noise to ensure consistency across the
country. FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1, Paragraph A14.1, states “For aviation noise analysis,
the FAA has determined that the cumulative noise energy exposure of individuals to noise
resulting from aviation activities must be established in terms of yearly day/night average sound
level (DNL) as FAA's primary metric.”
DNL is the 24-hour average sound level in A-weighted decibels (dBA). This average is derived
from all aircraft operations during a 24-hour period that represents an airport’s average annual
operational day. DNL reflects the inclusion of a penalty to each aircraft operation occurring
during nighttime hours (10 p.m. to 7 a.m.). This penalty attempts to compensate for people’s
heightened sensitivity to noise during this period. Significant project-related effects are defined
as impacts to noise sensitive land uses at or above the 65 DNL that experience a project-related
increase of at least 1.5 DNL.
DNL contours were prepared with the FAA’s Integrated Noise Model (INM), version 7.0a. The

INM is a state-of-the-art, FAA approved software program used to model the noise exposure
levels from aircraft operations and engine testing and produce contours of equal noise energy.
These contours are presented using the 65 DNL noise contour metric where 65 DNL represents
significant aircraft noise levels, and project-related significant impacts are identified based on a
project-caused increase of 1.5 DNL within the 65 DNL contour for noise sensitive land uses.
Although the FAA recognizes that noise occurs outside of these contours, the 65 DNL contour
has been federally accepted as the level at which residential and other noise sensitive land uses
are non-compatible with aircraft noise. Because the existing 65 DNL noise contour shown on
Figure C6, page C.18 of the EA, does not encompass noise sensitive land uses (homes, schools,
churches, etc.), the existing land use in the vicinity of the Airport is considered compatible with
aircraft operations and aircraft generated noise under the federal guidelines.
The compatibility of various land uses with noise above 65 DNL has been based on scientific
research concerning public reaction to noise exposure. The Schultz curve, predicts
approximately 14 percent of the exposed population would be highly annoyed with exposure to
the 65 DNL. At 60 DNL, this rate of annoyance decreases to approximately 8 percent of the
population would be highly annoyed. For more information on additional requests for noise
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analysis, please see General Response 7-2, and for more information on perception of noise and
general noise methods, please see General Response 7-3.
7-2

Noise Measurements and Supplemental Metrics requested

Some comments requested that noise measurements be conducted and that alternative noise
metrics (including change in decibel) be used for the analysis. As described in General
Response 7-1, the analysis of aircraft noise exposure was prepared in compliance with Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) Orders. Those orders require the use of noise exposure contours
using the FAA’s Integrated Noise Model (INM) showing the area affected by 65 Day-Night
Noise Level (DNL) and greater noise levels. While alternative metrics can be informative, they
are often associated with further understanding the effects associated with 65 DNL and greater
sound levels when noise sensitive land uses are located within the 65 DNL noise contour. While
FAA guidance indicates that the use of supplemental metrics such as Lmax and Leq is warranted
in special circumstances such as areas of natural quiet or sleep disturbances, the FAA has
determined that in this case, use of supplemental metrics is not warranted. For more information
on noise perception, please see General Response 7-3. Therefore the standard DNL metric and
65 DNL threshold would be used to determine significance of the potential impacts on noise
sensitive land uses.
Noise measurements, commonly referred to as noise monitoring, is a process used to confirm and
verify the accuracy of the modeled contours. Noise monitoring is not a process used to test
public reaction to a proposed action.
7-3

Noise analysis methodology

Some comments were received on the noise analysis questioning the use of the INM model, and
the validity of the analysis. Other comments suggested that the analysis did not include
additional noise sources such as engine run-up noise.
The noise methods used in the EA comply with the FAA environmental orders concerning
aircraft noise. The noise contours were developed using the Integrated Noise Model (INM) 7.0a,
which was the most current INM model at the time the report was created. The operational
inputs were based on the FAA approved forecasts in Appendix G.
The INM model included aircraft engine run-ups that take place on the Boeing ramp on the
northeast quadrant of the Airport. The “bubbling out” of the noise contour in the south central
part of the Airport and to the northeast near the Boeing ramp is a result of aircraft run-ups from
Boeing operations and Aviation Technical Services (ATS) operations. Because these noise
events can be quite loud, they have a substantial effect on the contour, pushing the contour out to
the east. However, the proposed actions are not expected to increase or change these aircraft
run-ups. Taxiing operations are not included in the noise model as the INM does not model
taxiing noise because it is believed to be overshadowed by landing and takeoff noise.
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7-4

Flight tracks should be shown

Some comments requested that the flight tracks be shown on maps in the EA and asked if any
changes would occur to the flight tracks as a result of the proposed Federal actions. In response
to this request, the flight tracks are included in Figure C6 of the Final EA. Flight tracks are not
expected to change with implementation of the proposed actions.
The Integrated Noise Model (INM) uses multiple input variables such as flight track data along
with fleet mix, number of operations, etc. to produce noise contours. The flight track data from
the Part 150 Study was used in preparing the noise contours for the Draft and Final EA. Data
from the Part 150 included both flight track location and flight track use by type of aircraft.
There would not be any change to the flight tracks as a result of the Proposed Action.
7-5

Proposed commercial fleet mix

Some comments were about the type of aircraft proposed for commercial service. Some
comments suggested that the Allegiant MD83 aircraft should not be allowed to operate at Paine
Field because of the noise levels that it generates.
The fleet mix used in evaluating the proposed actions in the EA was based upon communications
with both Horizon and Allegiant. Horizon plans on using the Q400 for the proposed service at
Paine Field and Allegiant plans on using the MD83. The Integrated Noise Model (INM) noise
contours were completed based on these aircraft types and therefore the contours take into
account the relative “noisiness” of each aircraft. Horizon also listed the CRJ 700 as a substitution
aircraft for scheduling conflicts, so 1% of the Horizon traffic was modeled for that aircraft. Both
turboprops and jets already operate at Paine Field.
In the early 1980s, the FAA began issuing rules and regulations that control aircraft noise at the
source, the aircraft fuselage and engines. These aircraft noise standards established by the federal
government must be met by aircraft manufacturers through newly-designed engines and aircraft.
The government established timetables for airlines to comply with these noise standards,
commonly known as Stage 1, Stage 2, Stage 3, and Stage 4 (in the international area these stages
are referred to as Chapter 1 through 4).
Full compliance with Stage 2 standards was established in January 1, 1988 (Federal Aviation
Regulations (FAR) Part 36). Subsequent to this timeframe, Congress passed the Airport Noise and
Capacity Act of 1990 [ANCA], PL 101-508, 104 Stat. 1388, which established two broad
directives for the FAA. The first directive established a method to review aircraft noise and airport
use or access restrictions imposed by airport proprietors, and the second was to institute a program
to phase-out Stage 2 aircraft over 75,000 pounds by December 31, 1999. In early 2000, the
International Civil Aviation Organization established the Stage 4 requirements that require newly
manufactured aircraft engines to meet Stage 4 levels by December 31, 2006.
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To implement ANCA, the FAA amended FAR Part 91 and issued a new FAR Part 161. Part 91
addresses the phase-out of large Stage 2 aircraft and the phase-in of quieter Stage 3 aircraft. FAR
Part 161 was promulgated as a stringent review and approval process for implementing use or
access restrictions by airport proprietors, such as curfews and caps on operations.
This is in keeping with one of the major reasons for ANCA, which was to discourage local
restrictions more stringent than ANCA’s 1999 Stage 2 phase-out. Part 161 makes it more difficult
for airports or any others to implement use or access restrictions, especially those associated with
Stage 3 aircraft. These difficulties are so significant that to date there has been only one Part 161
plan approved by the FAA. This plan was approved for Naples Airport in Florida for restricting
Stage 2 smaller aircraft (under 75,000 pounds). Worth noting, airport/aircraft use restrictions in
place at airports before the passage of ANCA were “grandfathered” and therefore allowed to
remain in place as long as the airports did not modify the restrictions making them more stringent.
Airports and state and local governments are preempted from regulating the operations of aircraft,
with one exception. They may exclude aircraft from an airport for noise reasons as long as the
exclusion is reasonable and nondiscriminatory. In addition, it must comply with the provisions of
the ANCA, through FAR Part 161, and it must not regulate military aircraft. In 2005, the FAA
adopted a new noise standard for jet airplanes that ensures the latest available noise reduction
technology be incorporated into new designs. This noise standard, Stage 4, applies to any person
submitting an application for a new airplane type design on after January 1, 2006.
The Q400 is a Stage 4 aircraft and the MD 83 is a Stage 3 aircraft. Therefore they meet all noise
regulations related to aircraft stages.
7-6

What are the existing and future noise impacts?

Some comments stated that the existing noise is already intolerable, and mentioned that the
proposed project would only make the problem worse and open the floodgates for even more
noise. The comments also indicated that the analysis was flawed and did not represent the true
change in noise.
The analysis of aircraft noise exposure in the EA was prepared in compliance with FAA Orders
1050.1E, Change 1 and 5050.4B. Those orders require the use of noise exposure contours using
the FAA’s Integrated Noise Model (INM) showing the area affected by 65 Day-Night Noise
Level (DNL) and greater noise levels.
The FAA and the County have taken steps over the years to assess existing levels of aircraft
noise and develop noise abatement procedures to reduce the impacts on residential and other
noise sensitive areas. As a result, under current conditions (without aircraft operating in
commercial service at Paine Field) there are currently no noise sensitive uses exposed to 65 DayNight Noise Level (DNL) noise levels at Paine Field. This existing 65 DNL noise contour is
shown in Figure C6, page C.18 of the EA. The 65 DNL does not encompass any noise sensitive
land uses (homes, schools, churches, etc.). Therefore, as described in General Response 5-1,
the existing land use in the vicinity of the Airport is considered compatible with aircraft
operations and aircraft generated noise according to Federal guidelines.
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With the proposed actions, a slight change in noise would occur increasing the 65 DNL contour
by approximately 17 acres in 2018. As seen starting on page D.21 of the Final EA, the proposed
actions and their associated projects would not result in noise sensitive uses within the 65 DNL
noise exposure contour. Because no significant noise impacts would occur to sensitive land uses
within the FAA defined thresholds of significance (65 DNL contour), no mitigation is required.
For more information on the use of DNL please see General Response 7-1 and for more
information regarding noise perception compared to this significance analysis, please see
General Response 7-3.
7-7

Noise impacts on schools

Some comments stated that there will be impacts on schools from increased noise as a result of
the Proposed Action.
As stated in General Response 7-1, the noise and land use impact analysis presented in the
document were prepared in accordance with Federal guidelines and showed that while aircraft
noise would change slightly with the proposed project (increasing the 65 DNL contour by
approximately 17 acres in 2018), there would continue to be no noise sensitive uses exposed to
65 Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) or greater noise levels. No schools would be exposed to 65
DNL or greater noise levels with or without the proposed actions. Part 150 Land Use
Compatibility Guidelines indicate that schools are compatible with aircraft noise levels less than
65 DNL. For comments regarding the use of additional noise metrics in the analysis, please see
General Response 7-2.
7-8

Where are the schools located on the noise map?

Some comments requested that the locations of the schools be included in the EA.
In response to these comments, the locations of the schools have been placed on the noise
exposure maps for both existing and future base case and with project scenarios in the Final EA.
Please see Figures C4, and D1 through D6 of the Final EA. As described in General Response
7-2, use of the Lmax or Leq metric would not be warranted in this case. See General Response
7-7 for information regarding the noise impacts on schools.
7-9

What are the health effects of noise?

Some comments were received questioning the impacts of noise on public health. According to
various studies and scientific research, noise can have varying effects on people. From these
effects, criteria have been established to help protect the public health and safety and prevent
disruption of certain human activities. These criteria are based on effects of noise on people,
such as hearing loss (not a factor with typical community noise), communication interference,
sleep interference, physiological responses, and annoyance.
The health effects were taken into account when the FAA was required by Congress, through the
Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA) of 1985, to select one metric for describing
aircraft noise levels. As stated in General Response 7-1, the FAA selected the use of the DayNight Noise Level (DNL), which is required for use in FAA NEPA documents. The DNL
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reflects the Schultz curve, which predicts that approximately 14 percent of the exposed
population would be highly annoyed with exposure to the 65 DNL. This annoyance level has
been correlated to health effects due to stress; hearing loss would not be expected at sound levels
experienced off-airport in the vicinity of Paine Field. The Proposed Action would not subject
any noise sensitive land uses to exposure of 65 DNL or greater; therefore, no significant projectrelated noise impacts are expected.
As stated above, noise is known to have adverse effects on people and these effects have helped
establish criteria to protect the public health and safety and prevent disruption of certain human
activities. These criteria are based on effects of noise on people, including hearing loss,
communication interference, sleep interference, physiological responses, and annoyance. Each
of these potential noise impacts is briefly discussed in the following points:

5



Hearing Loss is generally not a concern in community/aircraft noise situations, even
when close to a major airport or a freeway. The potential for noise induced hearing
loss is more commonly associated with occupational noise exposure in heavy
industry; very noisy work environments with long-term, sometimes close-proximity
exposure; or, certain very loud recreational activities such as target shooting,
motorcycle, or car racing, etc. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) identifies a noise exposure limit of 90 dBA for eight hours per day to protect
from hearing loss (higher limits are allowed for shorter duration exposures). Noise
levels in neighborhoods near airports, even in very noisy neighborhoods, do not
exceed the OSHA standards and are not sufficiently loud to cause hearing loss.



Communication Interference is one of the primary concerns with aircraft noise.
Communication interference includes interference with hearing, speech, or other
forms of communication such as watching television and talking on the telephone.
Normal conversational speech produces sound levels in the range of 60 to 65 dBA,
and any noise in this range or louder may interfere with the ability of another
individual to hear or understand what is spoken. There are specific methods for
describing speech interference as a function of the distance between speaker, listener,
and voice level. The following figure entitled QUALITY OF SPEECH
COMMUNICATION IN RELATION TO THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE TALKER
AND THE LISTENER5 shows the relationship between the quality of speech
communication and various noise levels.

Source: Noise Effects Handbook, EPA
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QUALITY OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION IN RELATION TO THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN THE TALKER AND THE LISTENER



Sleep Interference, particularly during nighttime hours, is one of the major causes of
annoyance due to noise. Noise may make it difficult to fall asleep, create momentary
disturbances of natural sleep patterns by causing shifts from deep to lighter stages,
and may cause awakenings that a person may not be able to recall.
Research has shown that once a person is asleep in their own home, it is much more
unlikely that they will be awakened by a noise. Some of this research has been
criticized because it has been conducted in areas where subjects had become
accustomed to aircraft noise. On the other hand, some of the earlier laboratory sleep
studies have been criticized because of the extremely small sample sizes of most
laboratory studies and because the laboratory was not necessarily a representative
sleep environment.
An English study assessed the effects of nighttime aircraft noise on sleep in 400
people (211 women and 189 men; 20-70 years of age; one per household) living at
eight sites adjacent to four U.K. airports, with different levels of night flying. The
main finding was that only a minority of aircraft noise events affected sleep, and, for
most subjects, that domestic and other non-aircraft factors had much greater effects.
As shown in the following figure entitled CAUSES OF REPORTED AWAKENINGS6,
aircraft noise is a minor contributor among a host of other factors that lead to
awakening response.

6

Source: Federal Interagency Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN), 1997
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CAUSES OF REPORTED AWAKENINGS

Likewise, the Federal Interagency Committee On Noise (FICON) in a 1992 document
recommended that sleep disturbance be assessed based on laboratory studies of sleep
disturbance. This review was updated in June 1997, when the Federal Interagency
Committee on Aviation Noise (FICAN) replaced the FICON recommendation with an
updated curve based on the more recent in-home sleep disturbance studies. The
FICAN recommended consideration of the "maximum percent of the exposed
population expected to be behaviorally awakened," or the "maximum awakened."
The FICAN recommendation is shown in the following figure entitled
RECOMMENDED SLEEP DISTURBANCE DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP
along with a more common statistical curve. The differences indicate, for example, a
10% awakening rate at a level of approximately 100 dB SEL, while the "maximum
awakened" curve prescribed by FICAN shows the 10% awakening rate being reached
at 80 dB SEL. (The full FICAN report can be found on the internet at
www.fican.org). Sleep interference continues to be a major concern to the public and
an area of debate among researchers.
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RECOMMENDED SLEEP DISTURBANCE DOSE-RESPONSE RELATIONSHIP



Physiological Responses reflect measurable changes in pulse rate, blood pressure, etc.
Generally, physiological responses reflect a reaction to a loud short-term noise, such
as a rifle shot or a very loud jet over flight. While such effects can be induced and
observed, the extent to which these physiological responses cause harm is not known.



Annoyance is the most difficult of all noise responses to describe. Annoyance is an
individual characteristic and can vary widely from person to person. What one
person considers tolerable may be unbearable to another of equal hearing capability.
The level of annoyance also depends on the characteristics of the noise (e.g.,
loudness, frequency, time, and duration), and how much activity interference (e.g.,
speech interference and sleep interference) results from the noise. However, the level
of annoyance is also a function of the attitude of the receiver. Personal sensitivity to
noise varies widely. It has been estimated that two to 10 percent of the population are
highly susceptible to annoyance from noise not of their own making, while
approximately 20 percent are unaffected by noise. Attitudes are affected by the
relationship between the listener and the noise source (Is it your dog barking or the
neighbor's dog?). Whether one believes that someone is trying to abate the noise will
also affect their level of annoyance.
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7-10

What potential exists for a project related increase in vibrations?

Some comments stated that aircraft noise associated with Paine Field causes vibrations in homes
and some of the comments stated that these homes are located outside of the 65 Day-Night Noise
Level (DNL) contour. Some comments stated objections to the potential vibrations that could
result from additional aircraft activity as a result of the Proposed Action.
As shown on Figure C6 of the EA, there are no homes or other noise sensitive land uses located
within the 65 DNL or greater noise exposure contour. Residences in the vicinity of Paine Field
are subject to vibration associated with existing aircraft. The vibrations are caused by waves of
energy emitted from both aircraft engines and the physical airframe of the aircraft as they pass
through the air. Vibration, sufficient to cause structural damage, typically only occurs in areas of
close proximity to the runway end, usually with areas exposed to 80 DNL and greater sound
levels.7 As 80 DNL conditions do not occur outside the immediate confines of the runway ends
at Paine Field, no adverse vibration effects sufficient to result in damage or hazards would be
expected.
7-11

Call for noise curfew/activity restrictions

Some comments called for a noise curfew, or for activity restrictions or other measures to
mitigate the impacts of the proposed project and general noise at the Airport.
Because there are no noise sensitive land uses within the 65 Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) and
there are no project-related effects that rise to the level of being significant, no mitigation
measures are required. See General Response 1-5.
In terms of restrictions or curfews, the Airport Noise and Capacity Act (ANCA) of 1990
restricted local Airport Sponsor’s ability to impose a curfew or restrict activity at a public use
airport. Restrictions or required curfews can put an unreasonable burden on interstate commerce
(which is an area of regulation reserved for the Federal government), and also results in
discriminatory regulation that violates the tenets of the constitution. Therefore, these types of
restrictions cannot be put into place at a public use airport. However, in 1997, the Airport
enacted a voluntary noise abatement procedure for large commercial aircraft with more than 30
passengers from 9 p.m. to 7 a.m., where aircraft cannot land or take off without receiving prior
permission from the Airport. This procedure is voluntary since ANCA makes it impossible to
impose a required curfew or activity restriction and it also serves as a safety measure to inform
pilots of potential head to head conflicts when the tower is closed. See also General Responses
2-1 and 5-2.

7

FAA Aviation Noise Effects, FAA-EE-85-2, March 1985.
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7-12

How are the potential noise impacts compatible with surrounding residential land
uses?

Some comments questioned how the potential project-related aircraft noise impacts can be
compatible with surrounding residential land uses.
The FAA selected the use of the Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) noise metric, which is required
for use in FAA NEPA documents. See General Response 7-1.
In accordance with the land use compatibility guidelines as defined in 40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, certain land uses are compatible with various noise exposure levels.
Most notably, residences, schools, churches, and other noise sensitive uses are compatible with
noise levels less than 65 DNL (See Figure D7 in the Final EA). As shown in the Draft and Final
EA, no noise sensitive uses would be affected by 65 DNL or greater noise levels. However,
please see General Response 7-3 regarding people’s perception of noise.
7-13

What is the effect of the proposed project on parks?

Some comments stated that the proposed actions would have an impact on parks in the
community.
Figure D7 of the EA shows land uses, including parks, relative to various levels of aircraft noise.
Recreational uses of all kinds are compatible with noise below 65 Day-Night Noise Level
(DNL). While there would be a project-related increase in noise to several parks in the airport
vicinity, because no parks or recreation facilities are located in areas with noise exposure above
65 DNL, FAA land use compatibility guidelines indicate that the existing and future noise
exposure with the proposed actions would be compatible with the anticipated noise. Therefore,
no significant project-related impact to these parks is expected. For more information on noise
see General Response 7-1.
7-14

What is the Airport Influence Area?

Some comments stated that the Airport Influence Area was designated by the local government
to be an area appropriate for residential development, and that because of this designation, local
officials had promised that commercial service would not occur at Paine Field.
The Airport Influence Area is defined in the Snohomish County General Policy Plan as “the
property within the environs of the airport where land uses are either influenced by, or will
influence, the operation of the airport in a positive or negative manner.” As described in General
Response 5-5, the Airport Influence Area does not relate to the EA thresholds of significance or
project area boundaries. The Airport Influence Area includes the Land areas within the Federal
Aviation Regulations (FAR) Part 77 conical and approach surfaces within three miles from the
ends of the Airport’s runways. The Airport Influence Area was not a consideration of the
Mediated Role Determination.
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ISSUE 8, TRAFFIC
8-1

Traffic analysis

Some comments were received questioning the validity of the surface traffic impact analysis.
The traffic impact analysis for the proposed action (“the project”) was performed in accordance
with Snohomish County’s requirements for new developments and the interlocal agreements
between Snohomish County and WSDOT and the City of Mukilteo. Snohomish County does not
have an interlocal agreement with the City of Everett and therefore the City of Everett’s SEPA
traffic impact analysis requirements for developments were used when determining the scope of
analysis required for the trips generated by the project impacting City of Everett intersections.
Reviewing jurisdictions generally require impacts to be analyzed during the typical PM peakhour (within the 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM time period) and sometimes the AM peak-hour (within the
7:00 AM to 9:00 AM time period). Snohomish County, WSDOT, the City of Mukilteo and the
City of Everett do not require analysis of impacts during Boeing shift-changes, peak ferry times,
during holidays or other non-typical peak times. In addition, the daily count data along 128th
Street SW (the closest Snohomish County critical arterial unit) shows that the 4:00 PM to 6:00
PM traffic volumes are the highest volumes during the day. Snohomish County and the
surrounding jurisdictions do not have a weekend or holiday peak analysis requirement for this
area since the standard weekday commuter peaks typically have higher traffic volumes than
weekends in the study area and seasonal peaks are only for 2-3 months of the year.
The exact schedule for the flights is not currently known. Therefore, to analyze the highest
impact scenario it was assumed that the peak trip generation of the project would occur during
the existing weekday commuter peaks (7:00 AM to 9:00 AM and 4:00 PM to 6:00 PM). This
analysis timeframe was scoped with Snohomish County during the traffic scoping meeting held
on September 17, 2009. During the scoping process the distribution of trips and
intersections/arterials that were required to be analyzed were also determined.
The peak trip generation of the project assumes that during a 60-minute period the following
trips will occur:




One Horizon Air turn, all passengers arriving and departing
One Allegiant Air turn, all passengers arriving and departing
A quarter of the 17 employees will arrive and a quarter of the 17 employees will leave

These Paine Field trip generation assumptions were compared to the operations at Bellingham
International Airport, which serves Horizon Air and Allegiant Air. It was found that the time
between a full turn for Horizon Air and Allegiant Air at Bellingham is closer to two hours.
Therefore, the assumption that all of the Paine Field trips will occur during one hour is
conservatively high.
The trip generation calculations for the proposed action were also compared to the analysis
performed by The Transpo Group for the Bellingham International Airport, dated November
2009. The Bellingham International Airport analysis shows that the existing 1,100 daily
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enplanements, which equates to approximately 385,000 annual enplanements, generates 131 PM
peak-hour trips. In comparison, the proposed action is anticipated to have 238,200 annual
enplanements in 2018, approximately 40% fewer enplanements than the existing annual
enplanements at Bellingham International Airport. However, the anticipated peak-hour trip
generation for the proposed action is 212 PM peak-hour trips, which are 60% more trips from
40% fewer enplanements. The trip generation calculations performed for the proposed action are
also similar to the maximum peak-hour trip generation calculations that were calculated by Hirsh
Associates in their analysis. The three comparisons of the peak-hour trip generation of the
project show that the trip generation is conservatively high.
All of the trips generated by the proposed action (i.e. trips to and from the new terminal) were
assumed to be new trips to the road system for the purposes of performing the level of service
analysis. This assumption that all trips are new, despite the fact that it is likely that the project
will divert some existing trips to Paine Field from Sea-Tac International Airport and Bellingham
International Airport that are presently traveling along the local road system, represents the
highest impact scenario. The diversion of trips on a microscopic scale, intersection by
intersection, is nearly impossible to determine. However, the diversion of trips can be calculated
on a macroscopic level, the level at which the VMT analysis was performed, since the
macroscopic level analysis is performed over a large area and is not based on turning movement
volumes at specific intersections. A diversion of trips has therefore not been included in the
level of service analysis for the traffic impact analysis. This assumption means that all of the
trips generated to the project are new to the analyzed intersections and arterials, which represents
the highest estimate of the impacts of the project.
The analysis of the impacts of the development are based on the Snohomish County and City of
Everett standards for all developments and the interlocal agreements between Snohomish County
and WSDOT and the City of Mukilteo and City of Everett standards for all developments.
WSDOT, the City of Mukilteo and the City of Everett evaluate impacts of a development based
on the operation of intersections. Snohomish County evaluates the impacts of a development
based on the operation of arterial segments. The level of service criteria for WSDOT, City of
Mukilteo and City of Everett intersections is summarized in Table 1, which is consistent with
Table 1 of the traffic impact analysis.
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Table 1: Level of Service Criteria for Intersections
Level of 8
Service

Expected
Delay

A
B
C
D
E
F

Little/No Delay
Short Delays
Average Delays
Long Delays
Very Long Delays
Extreme Delays9

Intersection Control Delay
(Seconds per Vehicle)
Unsignalized
Signalized
Intersections
Intersections
<10
<10
>10 and <15
>10 and <20
>15 and <25
>20 and <35
>25 and <35
>35 and <55
>35 and <50
>55 and <80
>50
>80

The City of Mukilteo and the City of Everett have a level of service threshold of LOS D for the
operation of their intersections. WSDOT has a level of service threshold of LOS D for
intersections along SR-525 and SR-526 and a threshold of LOS E for I-5 interchange ramps.

8

Source: Highway Capacity Manual 2000.

LOS A: Free-flow traffic conditions, with minimal delay to stopped vehicles (no vehicle is delayed longer
than one cycle at signalized intersection).
LOS B:

Generally stable traffic flow conditions.

LOS C:

Occasional back-ups may develop, but delay to vehicles is short term and still tolerable.

LOS D: During short periods of the peak hour, delays to approaching vehicles may be substantial but are
tolerable during times of less demand (i.e. vehicles delayed one cycle or less at signal).

9

LOS E:

Intersections operate at or near capacity, with long queues developing on all approaches and
long delays.

LOS F:

Jammed conditions on all approaches with excessively long delays and vehicles unable to move
at times.

When demand volume exceeds the capacity of the lane, extreme delays will be encountered with queuing which
may cause severe congestion affecting other traffic movements in the intersection.
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The level of service criteria for Snohomish County arterials is summarized in Table 2, which is
consistent with Table 2 of the traffic impact analysis.
Table 2: Level of Service Criteria for Arterials
Level of
Service

Expected
Delay

A
B
C
D
E
F

Little/No Delay
Short Delays
Average Delays
Long Delays
Very Long Delays
Extreme Delays

Average Arterial Speed
(miles per hour)
Urban,
Urban,
Category II
Category III
> 35
> 30
> 28
> 24
> 22
> 18
> 17
> 14
> 13
> 10
< 13
< 10

Snohomish County has a level of service threshold of LOS E for the operation of their arterials.
There are two arterials that are Urban Category II arterials:



Arterial Unit #227 – Beverly Park Road, SR-525 to Airport Way
Arterial Unit #231 – Airport Road, 106th Street SW to Kasch Park Road

The only Urban Category III arterial impacted by the project is:


Arterial Unit #228 – Airport Road/128th Street SW, SR-99 to I-5 Southbound Ramps

The analysis of the Snohomish County arterials is based on a model that has been calibrated to
field collected data to ensure that the model accurately represents the existing operation of the
arterial and can accurately predict the operation with the additional traffic.
It should be noted that Arterial Unit #223 was analyzed as part of the traffic impact analysis in
the Draft EA, but not the Final EA. This arterial was no longer a critical arterial unit at the time
of the traffic impact analysis included in the Final EA.
A scoping meeting was held with Snohomish County staff on September 17, 2009 and a scoping
memorandum was received from WSDOT. Scoping discussions were held with City of Everett
staff and a scoping request was made to the City of Mukilteo, but a response from the City of
Mukilteo was never received. These scoping discussions were performed to, in part, determine
the scope of analysis required for the project. The interlocal agreement between Snohomish
County and WSDOT sets a threshold of 10 total PM peak-hour trips for analysis of WSDOT
intersections. The following WSDOT intersections, designated by their associated study
intersection numbers, are impacted with 10 or more PM peak-hour development trips and were
analyzed as part of the traffic impact analysis:
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4. SR-525 at Beverly Park Road
12. I-5 Southbound Ramps at 128th Street SW
17. I-5 Northbound Ramps at 128th Street SW
20. Airport Road at SR-526 Westbound Ramps
Additional WSDOT intersections were not analyzed since the either did not meet the threshold of
10 PM peak-hour trips or were not requested by WSDOT for analysis during the scoping
process. A review letter from Lorena Eng of WSDOT, dated January 20, 2010, agreed with the
analysis of impacts to WSDOT intersection.
The interlocal agreement between Snohomish County and the City of Mukilteo requires arterial
intersections impacted with 10 or more directional PM peak-hour trips to be analyzed. The only
City of Mukilteo intersections meeting this criteria that will be impacted by 10 or more
directional PM peak hour trips from the project, designated by their associated study intersection
numbers, are:
21. SR-526/Paine Field Boulevard at 84th Street SW
22. 44th Avenue W at 84th Street SW
23. SR-525 at 84th Street SW
The Traffic Impact Analysis included these intersections.
Snohomish County and the City of Everett do not have an interlocal agreement. However,
impacts to City of Everett intersections have been analyzed following the City of Everett SEPA
impact threshold of 50 PM peak-hour trips. The intersection of the SR-526 westbound ramps at
Evergreen Way which is a City of Everett intersection, was also analyzed at the request of
WSDOT even though it is not impacted with 50 PM peak-hour trips. The following City of
Everett intersections, designated by their associated study intersection numbers, were analyzed
as part of the traffic impact analysis:
5. Beverly Park Road at Airport Road
6. SR-99 at Airport Road
18. Airport Road at 112th Street SW
19. Airport Road at Casino Road
24. SR-526 Westbound Ramps at Evergreen Way
The project does not impact any other City of Everett intersections with 50 or more PM peakhour trips. A review letter, dated February 3, 2010, from Allan Giffen, the SEPA Responsible
Official of the City of Everett, agreed with the analysis of impacts to City of Everett intersection.
The traffic impact analysis determined that the project’s impacts to these arterials and
intersections would decrease the travel speed on the arterials and add delay to the intersections.
However, the analysis showed that the project will not have a significant impact on the
surrounding roadways since the project will not cause any of the arterials or intersections to
change from an acceptable level of service without the project to an unacceptable level of service
with the project. This increase in delay is not anticipated to significantly affect emergency
vehicles that will use the major roadways in the site vicinity, especially since Snohomish County
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provides pre-emptive operation for emergency vehicles. The increase in delay is also not
anticipated to significantly change the existing travel patterns since the project will not cause any
arterials or intersections to operate at a deficient level of service.
The project will add trips to one City of Everett intersection, SR-99 at Airport Road, one City of
Mukilteo intersection, SR-525 at 84th Street SW, and two WSDOT intersections, SR-525 at
Beverly Park Road and 128th Street SW at the I-5 northbound ramps, which will operate at LOS
F without the addition of the project and will meet the respective impact thresholds for the
jurisdiction. The City of Everett did not require mitigation for impacts to this intersection since
capacity improvements for single-occupant vehicles are not practical. The City of Everett
supported the recently implemented Swift bus rapid transit as its strategy for multi-modal
transportation improvements to this corridor and is in the process of evaluating the entire
Evergreen Way corridor in this area for comprehensive transportation enhancements. The
project will be contributing mitigation fees as part of the WSDOT traffic mitigation fees to aid in
funding improvements to the I-5/128th Street SW interchange, per the interlocal agreement and
WSDOT comments and the intersection of SR-525 at Beverly Park Road is at its ultimate
configuration. The City of Mukilteo intersection of SR-525 at Beverly Park Road is anticipated
to operate at a deficient level of service under the 2018 with project conditions and the existing
signal timings. However, the intersection is anticipated to operate at an acceptable level of
service under the 2018 with project conditions if the signal timings are optimized. Traffic
mitigation fees are proposed to be paid to the City of Mukilteo that will help mitigate the impacts
to City of Mukilteo roadways.
The calculated peak-hour trip generation for the Paine Field project, which is used for all of the
impact analysis in the traffic impact analysis, has been shown to be consistent with the trips
generated at Bellingham International Airport for a Horizon Air and Allegiant Air arrival and
departure over approximately 2 hours. The peak-hour trip generation of the project is therefore
conservatively high since it has been assumed that all of the trips will occur in 1 hour, as
opposed to 2 hours. This assumption is also consistent with the analysis in the Hirsh Associates
report (Appendix K of the Draft EA and Final EA). The peak-hour trip generation is also higher
than the peak-hour trip generation that would be calculated using the Institute of Transportation
Engineers trip generation data.
8-2

Why weren’t diverted trips accounted for?

Some comments questioned why the analysis did not account for diverted trips.
Diversions are expected. However, it is not possible to determine on an intersection-byintersection basis the diverted traffic. Evaluating diversions would require knowing, on a
neighborhood-by-neighborhood and street-by-street basis, how many passengers are likely to use
Paine Field instead of Sea-Tac International Airport or Bellingham International Airport. The
FAA determined that such micro level scale location information was not available and thus, the
impact analysis should focus on a conservative evaluation. For these reasons a diversion of trips
(reduction in trips) was not applied to the microscopic analysis that is required for the traffic
impact analysis. Therefore, a conservative analysis of the impacts of the project was used.
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ISSUE 9, SOCIOECONOMIC
9-1

What is the impact upon property values?

Some comments expressed concern that the proposed actions would have a negative impact on
property values in the area.
A limited number of studies have attempted to measure the impact of aircraft noise on property
values. No specific studies of the impact of noise at Paine Field on real property values have
been conducted. Studies conducted at other airports have concluded that airport noise has only a
slight impact on property values within the 65 Day-Night Noise Level (DNL) or greater noise
contour. Additionally, comparison of older studies to more recent studies indicates that the
impact was greater in the 1960’s, when jet aircraft first entered the fleet, than in the 1980’s or
1990’s. This presumably is the result of stabilization of real estate markets following an initial
adjustment to noisier jets, and of noise reduction in more modern Stage 3 planes.
An FAA summary report on aviation noise effects states:
“Studies have shown that aircraft noise does decrease the value of residential property located around
airports. Although there are many socio-economic factors which must be considered because they may
negatively affect property values themselves, all research conducted in this area found negative effects
from aviation noise, with effects ranging from 0.6 to 2.3 percent decrease in property value per decibel
increase of cumulative noise exposure ... The studies can be divided into two groups and some
conclusions drawn. The first group of estimates ... was based on 1960 data (and included New York,
Los Angeles and Dallas) and suggests a range of 1.8 to 2.3 percent decrease in value per decibel
(DNL). The second group of estimates, covering the period from 1967 to 1970, suggests a mean of 0.8
percent devaluation per decibel change in DNL... The bottom line is that noise has been shown to
decrease the value of property by only a small amount -- approximately 1 percent decrease per decibel
(DNL). At a minimum, the depreciation of a home due to aircraft noise is equal to the cost of moving
to a new residence. Because there are many other factors that affect the price and desirability of a
residence, the annoyance of aircraft noise remains just one of the considerations that affect the market
value of a home.”10

One of the difficulties in evaluating the effect of aircraft noise on property values is the
application of findings from one location to another. The Effect of Airport Noise on Housing
Values, a report prepared in 1994 by Booz-Allen & Hamilton for the FAA, outlined a viable
method of examining the effects of airport noise on housing values at the national level by using
an approach referred to as the "neighborhood pair model." A series of studies conducted at
Baltimore-Washington International, Los Angeles International, and New York LaGuardia and
Kennedy International Airports determined that the neighborhood pair model can be used to
establish the boundaries of the effect that airport noise has on housing values at a given airport.
However, Booz-Allen recommended that their approach not be used at this time to determine
property values.

10

Aviation Noise Effects, J. Steven Newman and Kristy R. Beattie, Report No. FAA_EE-85-2, March, 1985
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In the Summary and Conclusions section of the report, it was stated "the magnitude of this
impact [of noise on property values] cannot be estimated at the national level at this time, since
the results varied across a wide range for the Airports studied, and only a small sample of
airports was considered."
9-2

Indirect/induced traffic effects

Some comments questioned the evaluation of indirect and induced impacts, specifically relative
to traffic.
The evaluation of indirect and induced impacts was conducted in accordance with FAA Orders
1050.1E Change 1 and 5050.4B. Major development projects can potentially influence induced
or secondary impacts on the surrounding community. Some of these induced impacts could
include relocation of people or a substantial change to traffic patterns in the area. Minor traffic
changes are anticipated to the roadway systems in the vicinity of the Airport as presented in the
Surface Transportation section of the EA (Page D.34) and in the Traffic Impact Analysis Report
found in Appendix F. Growth induced impacts are addressed in General Response 6-6, job
impacts and socioeconomic impacts are addressed in General Response 9-3.
9-3

Socioeconomic Impacts

Some comments generally questioned what socioeconomic impacts would occur as a result of
the proposed actions. Other comments questioned what impacts the proposed actions would
have on the community, specifically in terms of jobs.
According to FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1, a socioeconomic impact is significant if it requires
extensive relocation, with insufficient replacement housing available, extensive relocation of
community business that would cause severe economic hardship for affected communities,
disruption of local traffic patterns that substantially reduce the Levels of Service (LOS) of roads
serving the airport and its surrounding communities, or a substantial loss in community tax base.
As stated in the Final EA, an increase in the number of jobs and use of local goods and services
as a result of the Proposed Action can be expected. The proposed actions would specifically
generate additional jobs, payroll, and expenditures in the airport vicinity. It is estimated that 6 to
10 airline jobs would be created. However, some of these employees (such as fuel service
providers) may be existing Fixed Base Operator (FBO) contracted employees. It is also
estimated that up to 17 new Transportation Security Administration (TSA), rental car, and
maintenance jobs would be permanently created at the Airport. There was concern from some
commenters that these jobs created would be “lower-paying jobs,” and this issue is addressed in
General Response 9-7.
Because the Proposed Action would not require relocation of businesses or residences, there
would be no significant change in either the tax base or the economic vitality of the area. No
significant impacts on property values are expected and therefore, no induced impacts resulting
from a negative change in the tax base are expected. There would be a slight change in traffic as
described in General Responses 8-1 and 9-2, but this impact would not be significant.
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9-4

E.O. 13045 Children’s Health and Safety impact analysis

Some comments stated that children’s health and safety were not analyzed in the EA.
The analysis of impacts to children’s health and safety was prepared in accordance with FAA
Orders 1050.1E Change 1 and 5050.4B. Per Executive Order 13045, Protection of Children
from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks Federal agencies:
(a) shall make it a high priority to identify and assess environmental health risks and safety
risks that may disproportionately affect children; and
(b) shall ensure that its policies, programs, activities, and standards address disproportionate
risks to children that result from environmental health risks or safety risks
The analysis of children’s health and safety was included in the EA and can be found on page
D.32 of the Final EA. In response to comments, the locations of schools were added to the noise
contour figures in the EA (General Response 7-8). There are no anticipated significant noise
impacts on schools (General Response 7-7 and see Figures D1 through D6 of the Final EA) and
there are no other general effects on schools regarding air quality, water quality or other
resources which could affect the health of children or impact schools. Because there are no
significant adverse impacts (including noise) to any population groups or neighborhoods
according to FAA defined thresholds of significance, there are no significant adverse impacts or
disproportionate impacts to children’s health or safety.
9-5

Environmental Justice

Some comments stated that the EA did not address environmental justice or special population
issues.
Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations directs federal agencies to identify and address, as
appropriate, disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its
actions on minority populations and low-income populations. The effects of the proposed
actions were addressed in the Draft and Final EA in the section titled Socioeconomic
Environment, Environmental Justice, and Children’s Environmental Health and Safety Risks.
There are no significant impacts to any population group or neighborhoods based on the 65 DayNight Noise Level (DNL) noise contour and the FAA’s threshold of project-related significance;
consequently, there can be no disproportionate adverse effects to special population groups,
minority populations or low-income populations. The “project area” in the EA either refers to
the actual construction footprint of the modular terminal and/or the 65 DNL noise contour. While
there are special population groups in the surrounding community, there are no special
population groups or neighborhoods located within the direct impact area (construction footprint)
or within the 65 DNL noise contour (the indirect impact area); therefore there would not be any
significant direct or indirect impacts on special population groups or neighborhoods. No land
acquisition is associated with the Proposed Action and the only off-airport effects of the
Proposed Action are in the areas of surface transportation and noise. No significant impacts are
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expected and no improvements are required for the roadway system as a result of the increased
traffic attributable to the Proposed Action and the 65 DNL noise contour remains primarily on
airport property and does not encompass any residential development.
9-6

What is the impact of the project on crime?

Some comments stated that the proposed actions will increase crime in the community.
There is no known published research that would indicate a correlation between the initiation of
commercial air service or conduct of commercial aviation and local crime or prostitution.
Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate such conditions relative to the proposed actions.
9-7

Project will bring in lower income people and low paying jobs

Some comments stated that the proposed actions will bring in lower income people and low
paying jobs that would have a negative impact on the community.
The proposed actions are not expected to alter population patterns in the airport area, as the
actions are not expected to result in residential or business displacements or result in a material
change in employment patterns. The jobs that would be created as a result of the Proposed
Action are expected to have a positive impact on the local community. See also General
Response 9-3 on the number of created jobs resulting from the proposed actions. No negative
socioeconomic impacts are expected to result from jobs, which would help stimulate the
economy. Also see General Response 9-1 concerning perceived loss in property values and
General Response 9-4 regarding general socioeconomic impacts.
9-8

What are the health and quality of life effects associated with the project?

Some comments stated that the proposed actions will have an adverse effect on health and
quality of life.
“Health” is not a category that is specifically called out in NEPA or FAA NEPA guidance.
However, each of the environmental resource categories addressed in the EA can be related back
to health effect. For example, in the area of air quality, the national ambient air quality standards
are established by the USEPA to protect public health and welfare. Thus, the air quality
evaluation considers the effects of the proposed actions relative to these standards. Similarly,
FAA’s consideration of aircraft noise exposure ensures the protection of public health and also
the compatibility of land uses with various sound levels. Each section in Chapter D of the EA
discusses the environmental resources. As noted, in accordance with FAA NEPA guidance, the
project-related effects of the proposed actions are not expected to exceed the FAA’s thresholds
of significance, and thus, no significant health-related effects are expected.
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ISSUE 10, AIR QUALITY/EMISSIONS
10-1

Greenhouse gas/climate change

Some comments requested that the EA address project-related greenhouse gas emissions and
climate change.
In response to these comments and in close coordination with the Puget Sound Clear Air
Agency, the FAA included the following discussion in the Final EA:
In January 2012, the FAA issued FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1 Guidance Memo #3
titled "Considering Greenhouse Gases and Climate Change under the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA): Interim Guidance". 11 This section addresses the
effects of the proposed actions at Paine Field in accordance with the FAA guidance.
Of growing concern is the impact of proposed projects on climate change. Greenhouse
gases are those that trap heat in the earth's atmosphere. Both naturally occurring and
anthropogenic (man-made) greenhouse gases include water vapor (H2O), carbon
dioxide (CO2),12 methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and ozone (O3).13
Research has shown that there is a direct link between fuel combustion and greenhouse
gas emissions. Therefore, sources that require fuel or power at an airport are the
primary sources that would generate greenhouse gases. Aircraft are probably the most
often cited air pollutant source, but they produce the same types of emissions as cars.
Aircraft jet engines, like many other vehicle engines, produce CO2, water vapor,
nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, oxides of sulfur, unburned or partially combusted
hydrocarbons [also known as volatile organic compounds (VOCs)], particulates, and
other trace compounds.
According to most international reviews, aviation emissions comprise a small but
potentially important percentage of human-made greenhouse gases and other emissions
that contribute to global warming. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) estimates that global aircraft emissions account for about 3.5% of the total
quantity of greenhouse gas from human activities.14 In terms of relative U.S.
contribution, the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) reports that aviation accounts
“for about 3% of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions from human sources” compared
with other industrial sources, including the remainder of the transportation sector (23%)

11

http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/environ_policy_guidance/guidance/media/NEPA_GHG_Guidance_Final.pdf

12

All greenhouse gas inventories measure carbon dioxide emissions, but beyond carbon dioxide different inventories include different
greenhouse gases (GHGs).

13

Several classes of halogenated substances that contain fluorine, chlorine, or bromine are also greenhouse gases, but they are, for the most
part, solely a product of industrial activities. For example, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) are
halocarbons that contain chlorine, while halocarbons that contain bromine are referred to as bromofluorocarbons (i.e., halons) or sulfur
(sulfur hexafluoride: SF6).

14

IPCC Report as referenced in U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) Environment: Aviation’s Effects on the Global Atmosphere Are
Potentially Significant and Expected to Grow; GAO/RCED-00-57, February 2000, p. 4.
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and industry (41%).15 The 2012 USEPA nationwide inventory of greenhouse gas
emissions, notes that aviation-related emissions represented about 2.1% of emissions.
That report also found "Across all categories of aviation, CO2 emissions decreased by
20.6 percent (36.9 Tg) between 1990 and 2010." 16
The scientific community is developing areas of further study to enable them to more
precisely estimate aviation's effects on the global atmosphere. The FAA is currently
leading and participating in several efforts intended to clarify the role that commercial
aviation plays in greenhouse gas emissions and climate change. The most
comprehensive and multi-year program geared towards quantifying climate change
effects of aviation is the Aviation Climate Change Research Initiative (ACCRI) funded
by FAA and NASA. ACCRI will reduce key scientific uncertainties in quantifying
aviation-related climate impacts and provide timely scientific input to inform policymaking decisions. FAA also funds Project 12 of the Partnership for Air Transportation
Noise & Emissions Reduction (PARTNER) Center of Excellence research initiative to
quantify the effects of aircraft exhaust and contrails on global and U.S. climate and
atmospheric composition.
Aviation activity levels and airport development projects have the potential to both
affect climate change and be affected by climate change. Changes to generation and/or
use of natural resources such as air quality and energy supply can potentially affect
climate change (e.g., by increasing the amount of greenhouse gases emitted), but
projects can also be impacted by climate change (e.g., rising sea levels). At this point,
there is no consistent scientific indication of when and how the climate will change.
Research has shown that there is a direct link between fuel combustion and greenhouse
gas emissions. Therefore, sources that require power/fuel at an airport are the primary
sources that would generate greenhouse gases. Aircraft are probably the most often
cited air pollutant source, but they produce the same types of emissions as cars. Based
on FAA data, operations activity at Snohomish County Airport, relative to aviation
throughout the United States, represents less than 1% of U.S. aviation activity.
Therefore, assuming that greenhouse gases occur in proportion to the level of activity,
greenhouse gas emissions associated with existing and future aviation activity at the
Airport would be expected to represent less than 0.03% of U.S.-based greenhouse
gases. Therefore, emissions of greenhouse gases from this project are not expected to
be significant.
As discussed above, changes to resource categories such as air quality and natural
resources and energy supply can potentially affect climate change (e.g., by increasing
the amount of greenhouse gases emitted), but projects can also be impacted by climate
change (e.g., rising sea levels). At this point, there is no consistent scientific indication
of when and how the climate will change.

15

Ibid, p. 14; GAO cites available EPA data from 1997.

16

Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks: 1990-2010, United States Environmental Protection Agency, Report EPA 430-R-12001, April 15, 2012; page 3-13/
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The EA adequately addresses FAA guidance and requirements for Air Quality and Climate
Change. There is no FAA requirement for GHG quantitative evaluation. At this time a full
airport and project-related greenhouse gas inventory has not been prepared. However, parts of
the information are available, and others will be generated when the County prepares its
Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) documentation. The following data is
available:

Pollutant

Year 2008
Aircraft
Ground Service Vehicles
Ground Access Vehicles
Total
Year 2013*
Aircraft
Aircraft
14,95423,527
Ground Service
Vehicles
Ground
Service
Vehicles
16,57925,159
1,625632
Ground Access Vehicles
Construction
Ground
GroundAccess
ServiceVehicles
Vehicles NA
Total
NA NA
Year
2016
Total
Aircraft
Ground Access Vehicles NA
Ground Service
Vehicles
1,712260
1,712260
Ground Access Vehicles
Total
Total 14,95423,527 18,29126,419
Year 20183,3372,
Aircraft
Ground Service Vehicles
Ground Access Vehicles
Total

CO2 Operational Emissions (Tons)
No Action
Preferred
Project-Related
CO2 Operational
Emissions (Tons)
Alternative
Emissions

17,068
NA
NA
17,068

NA
NA
NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

23,527
NA
NA
NA
23,527

25,159
NA
1,260
316
26,735

1,632
NA
1,260
316
3,208

23,424
NA
NA
23,424

27,276
NA
1,713
24,696

3,852
NA
1,713
5,565

23,432
NA
NA
23,432

27,283
NA
2,166
29,449

3,851
NA
2,166
6,017

BridgeNet Consulting Services, July 2012 Using EDMS 5.1.3; Surface emissions: Synergy Consultants, July 2012. Note that EDMS is not able
to quantify CO2 emissions from GSE and CO2 emissions for ground access vehicles assumes no diverted trips. GAV calculated assuming
average MPG of 22.5 and 19.56 lbs of CO2 per gallon fuel. * Project-related emissions for 2013 are conservative and assume a full year of
operations in addition to construction of the proposed terminal.
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10-2

Air quality conformity

Some comments stated that the EA did not address general conformity or fully address air
quality impacts.
The General Conformity Regulation requirements of the Clean Air Act (40 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 93) are very clear. Any actions of the federal government must be
shown to conform with the State Implementation Plan (SIP) for the area. In undertaking a
conformity analysis, the conformity regulations identify the steps of the process, which first
starts with a determination of whether or not the regulation applies, through the preparation of
an applicability analysis. If the total project-related emissions are less than the de-minimis
threshold for the pollution, a conformity determination is not required. The Draft and Final EA
contain that applicability analysis. Because the Puget Sound Region is in attainment for all
pollutants, but is subject to a maintenance plan for carbon monoxide, the conformity analysis is
only required for that pollutant. The de-minimis threshold for a carbon monoxide maintenance
area is 100 tons of project-related emissions per year. (40 CFR Part 93.153(b)(2). The air
quality modeling indicated that the proposed project would not trigger the de-minimis
threshold (i.e. the project would produce less than 100 tons of project-related emissions per
year).
In response to questions and comments about the emissions being low because the evaluation
only focused on the proposal by two carriers, it is important to understand the basis by which
NEPA documents are prepared. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations
implementing NEPA requires that NEPA documents address impacts that are "reasonably
foreseeable".
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Order 5050.4B Paragraph 9q defines reasonably
foreseeable as:
An action on or off-airport that a proponent would likely complete and that has been
developed with enough specificity to provide meaningful information to a decision
maker and the interested public. Use the following table to help determine if an action
is reasonably foreseeable.4
(footnote 4: Paragraph 905.c(1) and (2) provide definitions of “connected actions” and
“similar actions,” respectively)
Similar to the requirements of NEPA, the General Conformity Regulations also contain a
related definition. 40 CFR 93.153 defines "reasonably foreseeable emissions" as:
... are projected future indirect emissions that are identified at the time the conformity
determination is made; the location of such emissions is known and the emissions are
quantifiable, as described and documented by the Federal agency based on its own
information and after reviewing any information presented to the Federal agency.
While the action of constructing a new modular terminal is reasonably foreseeable, and thus is
ripe for consideration in the EA, how and when activity levels may change beyond that
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predicted by the two proposing airlines is not foreseeable. Such information is required to
evaluate the environmental effect. To disclose the effects of activity at the maximum capacity
of the proposed terminal, the Final EA includes Appendix P. It is important to note that some
commenters indicated that the proposing carriers may increase their activity to that capacity
level, or that additional carriers may choose to operate at Snohomish County Airport. The
results of the impact evaluation would differ based on the fleet mix assumptions and activity
assumptions of the carriers operating. Appendix P describes one such scenario. Without a
clear understanding of the carriers that would be operating in a specific timeframe, the impacts
on air quality could not be identified, as emissions vary based on aircraft type and the
associated engines. For these reasons, the FAA determined that such conditions are not
reasonably foreseeable and therefore will not be modeled or assessed in this EA.
10-3

Outdated model: EDMS

Some comments indicated concern with the modeling process and use of an outdated model in
the EA to assess air quality conditions.
At the time the analysis was initiated, it was conducted using the most recent version of the
model required by the FAA for use in NEPA documents – the FAA’s Emissions Dispersion
Modeling System (EDMS). This is the same model used by the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
(PSCAA) in preparing inventories for airports that are represented in the maintenance plan/State
Implementation Plan (SIP). FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1 Appendix A.2.2 notes: "In conducting
air quality analysis for purposes of complying with NEPA or conformity, the FAA requires use
of the Emissions and Dispersion Modeling System (EDMS) model for aviation sources (aircraft,
auxiliary power units, and ground support equipment)."
The emissions inventory presented in the Draft EA was prepared using FAA's EDMS version
5.1. Preparation of the Draft EA was initiated in early 2009. At that time, Version 5.1 was the
most recent version of EDMS offered by FAA. Subsequently, the FAA issued Version 5.1.3. As
noted on the FAA's web site, Version 5.1.3 corrected several output reports associated with the
FAA's Voluntary Airport Low Emission (VALE) grant program, which is not related to analysis
used in this EA. However, because a new forecast was prepared the most recent version of the
EDMS was used.
FAA Order 1050.1E Appendix A.2 states:
2.4c. Modeling Requirements. The EDMS is FAA’s required methodology for
performing air quality analysis modeling for aviation sources. EDMS also offers the
capability to model other airport emission sources that are not aviation-specific, such as
power plants, fuel storage tanks, and ground access vehicles. (underline added)
2.4d. Except for air toxics or where advance written approval has been granted to use
an equivalent methodology and computer model by the FAA Office of Environment and
Energy, the air quality analyses for aviation emission sources from airport and FAA
proposed projects conducted to satisfy NEPA, general conformity, and 49 USC 47106(c)
requirements under the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 (as amended) must be
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prepared using the most recent EDMS model available at the start of the environmental
analysis process. In the event that EDMS is updated after the environmental analysis
process is underway, the updated version of EDMS may be used to provide additional
disclosure concerning air quality but use is not required. (Underline added)
Although the consultant had already completed the emissions inventory modeling, due to
public comments, the EDMS model was re-run with the most recent version of the model,
EDMS 5.1.3. The quality modeling results presented in the Final EA reflect the analysis using
the most recent version of the model.
EDMS was accepted as an U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) “Preferred Guideline”
model in 1993 under Title 40 CFR part 51 Appendix W. In 2005 the FAA and EPA recognized
that EDMS employs a suite of standalone compliance models already listed in the “Preferred
Guideline” such as MOBILE6.2, NONROAD, AERMOD, AERMET, and AERMAP.
Consequently, EDMS was relocated to section 6.2.4 “Modeling Guidance for Other
Governmental Programs” in 40CFR51 Appendix W to coincide with FAA’s policy that EDMS
is the required model to assess airport emissions.
10-4

Would there be an increase in fuel dump/fuel smell/residue?

Some comments stated that there would be added fuel dump, smell and residue as a result of the
proposed project. Rarely does fuel dumping actually occur. If an aircraft needs to jettison fuel,
it is in an emergency situation. Most aircraft have the capability of taking off with more weight
than they can safely land with. This means that in an emergency situation after takeoff, the
aircraft would need to reduce its weight to make a safe return landing. Depending on the nature
of the emergency, the pilot has two options, either jettison fuel or fly in a holding pattern until
enough fuel has been burned to reduce the weight to below the maximum certified gross landing
weight. According to federal directive 7110.65T paragraph 9-4-1 through 9-4-4, aircraft may
dump fuel as necessary in a declared emergency state. There are no restrictions as to where the
aircraft may or may not dump fuel. However, each airspace area has a recommended, predesignated fuel dumping area for instances where fuel needs to be dumped if time permits.
7110.65T states controllers are to "assign an altitude at least 2,000 feet above the highest
obstacle within 5 miles of the route or pattern being flown." For the Central Puget Sound Region,
this is typically over Puget Sound at an altitude of above 5,000 feet to allow time for the fuel to
evaporate before reaching the ground, and to prevent non-evaporated fuel from reaching
populated areas. Because any fuel release is irregular and restricted to emergency conditions,
impacts to human or natural habitats would be minimal and rare.
It is important to note that not all aircraft even have the capability to jettison fuel. Some are
designed and stressed to be able to takeoff and land with the same weight, so fuel jettisoning is
not necessary. Boeing information indicates that fuel dumping is not available on the MD80
aircraft as this aircraft is designed with a high landing weight.
Citizens also noted that soot or particles are deposited on their property due to aircraft flights.
The FAA has conducted soot analysis at many airports across the country with the uniform result
that samples collected on and near the airport bore little chemical resemblance to either unburned
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jet fuel or soot from jet exhaust. Instead, the collected material was found to be chemically
similar to general urban pollution, particles from burning heavy fuels, and motor vehicle exhaust.
Odors from aircraft typically have more of an oily smell versus an odor like one would
experience when fueling an auto. The pollutants that comprise this type of smell are accounted
for in the air pollutant assessment presented in the Environmental Assessment (EA) for precursor
pollutants -- pollutant levels where the standards exist to protect human health and welfare.
There are many different types of odorous hydrocarbon compounds in jet exhaust which may be
responsible for periodic “odor episodes”. Typically, the most reactive or “volatile” hydrocarbons
have the most potential to cause odor (i.e., cause a detectable odor at a lower concentration).
The principal odor-causing hydrocarbon species in jet exhaust are the aromatic (fuel-related) and
oxygenated (partially burned) hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbon emission rates are greatest during the
low-power idle and taxi modes of the Landing-Take-Off (LTO) cycle, when the engines are not
operating as efficiently. During takeoff and climbout, for example, hydrocarbon emissions are
greatly reduced since the engines operate with greater efficiency.
The most recent study concerning odors from jet engine exhaust was conducted at Boston’s
Logan Airport (“Identification of Odorous Compounds From Jet Engine Exhaust at Boston’s
Logan Airport”, December, 1992). Based on air monitoring at Boston Logan, three compounds acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and naphthalene - were present on a consistent basis above their
respective odor recognition thresholds. Each of these compounds could be generated by the
incomplete combustion of jet fuel. The odor impact depends on wind speed and direction,
turbulence, and distance between the source and nearby residents. The odor recognition
characteristics of these compounds is generally characterized as follows: Acetaldehyde is
described as sweet, “apple ripened” and pungent; Formaldehyde is described as odor like hay,
straw-like, and pungent; Naphthalene is described as having odor like tar, creosote, and
mothballs.
As noted by the Boston study, the results were based on the minimum detectable limits because
overall concentrations for these compounds were generally small. Additionally, no specific
source or activity was identified as the primary source of these compounds. Moreover, the
Boston study notes that motor vehicle exhaust also contains many of these same compounds. No
conclusion was drawn as to the source, concentration, or potential impact to human health.
The air quality modeling within the EA covers many of the pollutants that relate either directly or
indirectly to fuel “smells,” and covers all the pollutants regulated federally that relate to human
health. Since the project does not trigger any federal thresholds of significance for air quality for
these pollutants, there are no significant impacts relating to the air quality.
10-5

Question regarding the analysis of PM10 and PM2.5

Some comments stated that particulate matter needed to be rigorously analyzed in the EA. The
EA considered emissions of particulate matter within the evaluation capabilities of the models
that are required for use (Emissions Dispersion Modeling System – EDMS). The inventory
presented in the EA considered the two particulate matters for which there are national ambient
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air quality standards (PM10 and PM2.5). The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
designated the Snohomish County as attainment for both PM10 and PM2.5.
The EPA, Washington State Department of Ecology, and the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency
(PSCAA) conduct measurements throughout the State for purposes of monitoring compliance
with the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). The closest air quality monitoring
station to Paine Field is located in Marysville (7th Ave) about 10 miles north of the Airport, and
Lynnwood (on 212th) about 9 miles south of the Airport. Two other sites also measure
concentrations in Snohomish County – Darrington (Fir Street) and Woodinville. Both of these
monitoring sites measure PM2.5 concentrations. The 2007 Air Quality Data Summary Report17 by
the PSCAA states:
The agency, along with partners, continued to monitor the region’s air quality in 2007.
Over the last decade, criteria air pollutant concentrations for some pollutants have
fallen well below levels of concern in our jurisdiction. For example, levels of carbon
monoxide, a pollutant that the region was formerly in nonattainment for, have fallen to
levels so low that the Washington State Department of Ecology discontinued many of
the monitors in 2006 in order to focus its monitoring resources on higher priority
pollutants.
The same is true for the criteria pollutants sulfur dioxide, lead, and nitrogen dioxide.
While the area enjoys improving air quality, we are facing new challenges. After more
than a decade of attaining all federal standards, the agency faces nonattainment,
potentially in multiple areas, for PM2.5 and ozone. This is due to recent revisions to the
national fine particulate and ozone standards to better protect public health….
... sites in Snohomish and King Counties are close to the daily fine particle federal
standard. … While efforts to reduce fine particulate emissions will be tailored to
different areas, they generally target wood smoke emissions reductions, as the highest
PM2.5 levels occur in heating months when wood stoves and fireplaces contribute the
majority of PM2.5. (Page 3)
Relative to particulate emissions, the PSCAA has noted that “Concentrations at the Marysville
and Darrington monitors, both in Snohomish County, are on the brink of violating the new daily
standard” (35 μg/m3 which was adopted in 2006). Daily PM2.5 measurements in Snohomish
County have shown that measurements at Lynnwood have not exceeded the federal standard
since measurements began in 2002, but measurements at Maryville equaled or exceeded the
standards between 2001 and 2007, except in 2006. Relative to the annual PM2.5 standard,
measurements at the two Snohomish County sites have been below the standard between 2001
and 2007. PSCAA notes that the primary contributor to PM emissions is from residential wood
stoves and fireplaces.

17

Puget Sound Clean Air Agency, 2007 Air Quality Data Summary,
http://www.pscleanair.org/news/library/reports/2007AQDSFinal.pdf , October 2008
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The air quality modeling within the EA covers the analysis for both PM10 and PM2.5. Since the
project does not trigger any federal thresholds of significance for air quality for these pollutants,
there are no significant impacts relating to the air quality under NEPA.
10-6

Toxics/HAPS

Some comments addressed hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) and their potential increase due to
the proposed project. FAA guidance states:
e. Airport-related hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). The Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has identified roughly 25 individual HAPs that are associated with emissions from
aircraft and airport ground service equipment (GSE). However, EPA does not specify
aircraft and airports in the definitions and categories of HAP sources in Section 112 of the
Clean Air Act (CAA) (“Hazardous Air Pollutants”). Nor has EPA established standards
for HAPs. When compared with existing urban backgrounds, air quality monitoring
studies near several large airports have not shown that increased HAP levels occur near
those facilities. In fact, only a small percentage of an urban area’s overall air pollution is
attributable to airport emissions. Nevertheless, due to the emission levels of unburned
hydrocarbons and particulates near airports, EPA’s National Air Toxic Program notes that
airports are complex facilities that emit HAPs.
Therefore, to comply with NEPA’s disclosure requirements, FAA reports HAPs emissions
in its environmental documents for information purposes only. FAA does not use that
information to assess human health risks. The responsible FAA official should consider
whether 40 CFR Section 1502.22, which addresses incomplete and unavailable
information, applies to HAPS emissions for major airport development projects.
(1) For major projects normally requiring an EIS (e.g., new airport, new runway, major
runway extension), the responsible FAA official should decide, in consultation with
Federal, State, and local air quality agencies whether it is appropriate to conduct a HAPs
emission inventory. This is, especially so when the action would occur in areas that are
classified as nonattainment or maintenance for O3 or particulate matter (PM).
(2) As needed, consult APP-400 to determine the HAPs FAA will analyze and the
methodology FAA will use to conduct that analysis.
In 2003, the Puget Sound Clean Air Agency (PSCAA) completed a toxics evaluation for the
Puget Sound region. Relative to airports, the following was concluded:
Emissions from the two airports (Sea-Tac and Boeing Field) could impact the Sea-Tac
and Georgetown monitors. However, the results do not reflect significantly higher
pollutant levels at these locations when compared with other sites. In fact, SeaTac
potential risks appear slightly lower than Beacon Hill. It is possible that the airport
emissions do not significantly impact the monitors because the emissions are diluted over
the area. It is also possible that the pollutants of concern at the airport are not those
included in the monitoring study.
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Because of this information, the FAA did not feel that the evaluation of HAPs would be
warranted.
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ISSUE 11, OTHER RESOURCE CATEGORIES
11-1

What is the impact on wildlife?

Some comments stated that there would be impacts on wildlife as a result of the proposed
actions.
Potential action-related impacts to wildlife as a result of the Proposed Action were assessed in
Chapter D of the EA in accordance with FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1. There are no
endangered, threatened, or special status species or habitat in the study area. The area of direct
effect is located entirely on airport property and consists of pre-disturbed ground that does not
contain any native habitats. No natural habitats would be impacted by the construction activities.
Concerns were raised over the project study area of potential effect with respect to wildlife,
suggesting that wildlife outside of airport property and construction area could be impacted,
especially with respect to areas within the flight pattern from aircraft activities or noise.
Public observations of special status species were located outside the project area. Because the
area of construction consists of pre-disturbed ground on airport property, and because flight
paths would not change, it was determined that no substantial impacts to wildlife would occur to
species outside the construction area. Additionally, no significant impacts are expected with
respect to air quality, noise, wetlands or water quality that would affect surrounding habitats on
or off airport property that would warrant examining a larger biotic project area or require a
large-scale survey. No habitats would be affected, and according to FAA Orders, no additional
coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is required.
Although there are documented special status species, such as the Bald Eagle and Spotted Owl
within Snohomish County, the Proposed Action is not expected to alter any important natural
habitat of any kind. According to FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1, for federally listed species, a
significant impact would occur if, “a proposed action would likely jeopardize a species’
continued existence or destroy or adversely affect a species’ critical habitat.” Since the Proposed
Action would not destroy any natural habitat, and there are no significant indirect impacts from
changes in noise, air quality, wetlands, or water quality, there are no expected significant impacts
to Federally-listed species. For non-listed species, FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1, states that the
FAA should “consider scientific literature on and information from agencies having expertise on
addressing the affected species. Consider information on: project effects on population
dynamics; sustainability; reproduction rates; natural and artificial mortality (aircraft strikes); and
the minimum population size needed to maintain the affected population.” As stated above,
while there would be an increase in the number of flights, the additional aircraft operations
would use the same flight paths that are currently used today. Therefore, there are no significant
impacts to fish, wildlife or plants as a result of the Proposed Action.
Additionally, the Airport discourages the siting of land uses (such as ponds) that are wildlife
(specifically bird) attractants through a provision within the Snohomish County 2025
Comprehensive Plan’s designated Airport Influence Area. This applies directly to the area on
the Airport and immediately surrounding the Airport due to the safety risks of bird strikes. This
provision does not pertain to the natural features outside this direct area, such as the ravines,
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bluffs, and hillsides within a larger area around the Airport. It is merely a pre-existing means to
prevent aircraft/wildlife safety issues. The Airport regulates wildlife through its Wildlife Hazard
Management Plan, which pertains to wildlife on airport property. No changes in this policy
would occur as the result of the Proposed Action and the continued management of wildlife on
airport property would not change. The Airport has no authority over the preservation of open
spaces within the County, and can only manage wildlife and wildlife attractants within airport
property. Additionally, the Proposed Action would not result in the removal of any trees.
11-2

Migratory Bird Treaty Act and ESA threshold of effect were not considered

Some comments stated that the EA did not address the Migratory Bird Treaty Act or the
Endangered Species Act.
The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) was not specifically discussed in the Draft EA as the
proposed actions will not affect migratory birds. As outlined in FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1,
MBTA prohibits private parties (and depending on the judicial circuit, federal agencies), from
“intentionally taking a migratory bird, their eggs, or nest. Take is defined as ‘pursue, hunt,
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect’ (50 CFR 10.21). The MBTA prohibits taking,
selling or other activities that would harm migratory birds, their eggs or nests unless the
Secretary of the Interior authorizes such activities under a special permit.”
Because there are no migratory birds known to be located within the construction area, no
migratory birds would be intentionally taken or impacted as a result of the Proposed Action.
Therefore, there would be no significant impacts to migratory birds under the MBTA and
coordination with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is not required.
The endangered, threatened, and special status species impacts are described in Chapter D,
Environmental Consequences. FAA Orders 1050.1E, Change 1 and 5050.4B require FAA to
make an affect determination for Federally-listed species. If the FAA determines that the
Proposed Action may affect a Federally-listed species or critical habitat, then further consultation
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is required. If the FAA determines that the Proposed
Action would not affect a Federally-listed species or critical habitat, consultation with the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service is not required.
Based on regular on-airport surveys, there are no endangered, threatened, or special status
species that are known to be permanent residents in the project area, the area where the proposed
terminal would be completed. There is also no known habitat of importance to any special status
species within the project area. Of all the species listed during the weekly surveys, only two
special status species were observed (the Bald Eagle and Peregrine Falcon). The Peregrine
Falcon was observed only once since 2001 and the Bald Eagle observations are infrequent.
According to FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1, for federally listed species, a significant impact
would occur if, “a proposed action would likely jeopardize a species’ continued existence or
destroy or adversely affect a species’ critical habitat.” The area of direct effect is located entirely
on airport property and consists of pre-disturbed ground that does not contain any native habitats.
No natural habitats would be impacted by the construction activities. Concerns were raised over
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the project area of potential effect with relation to special status species, suggesting that wildlife
outside of the airport property and construction area could be impacted, especially with respect
to areas within the flight pattern from aircraft activities, noise, air pollution or water quality
impacts that could occur outside of the area of direct impact. Public observations of special
status species such as the Spotted Owl were located entirely outside the project area. Because
the area of construction is within pre-disturbed ground on airport property and the additional
aircraft operations would use the same flight paths that are currently used today, it was
determined that no significant impacts to wildlife would occur to species outside the construction
area.
11-3

What is the potential for additional bird strikes?

Some comments expressed concern over the safety of commercial service operations in an area
with birds and the potential for additional bird strikes.
The Airport discourages the siting of land uses (such as ponds) that are wildlife (specifically
bird) attractants through a provision within the Snohomish County 2025 Comprehensive Plan’s
designated Airport Influence Area. This applies directly to the area on the Airport and
immediately surrounding the Airport due to the safety risks of bird strikes. This provision does
not pertain to the natural features outside this direct area, such as the ravines, bluffs, and hillsides
within a larger area around the Airport. It is merely a pre-existing means to prevent
aircraft/wildlife safety issues.
The Airport attempts to control wildlife through its Wildlife Hazard Management Plan, which
pertains to wildlife on-airport property that could be a risk to aircraft safety. Snohomish County
contracts with the United States Department of Agriculture to manage wildlife on airport
property. While there would be an increase in the number of flights as a result of the Proposed
Action, the additional aircraft would use the same flight paths that are currently used today. The
Proposed Action is not expected to increase bird strikes at the Airport.
11-4

Effect on culture of local community

Concerns were raised on the change in local community culture as the result of the Proposed
Action and that the EA “disregarded the culture of the local community.”
Following FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1 guidance, impacts to local communities are generally
analyzed based on the significance of noise impacts or required relocations that could fracture a
community or otherwise disrupt the community physically or economically. Aircraft noise
already exists from current operations, although no noise sensitive uses are located in significant
aircraft noise exposed areas. The proposed actions are not expected to generate significant
aircraft noise exposure (See General Response 7-6). No homes, businesses or other community
resources would need to be relocated (See General Response 9-4). Additionally, no historic,
cultural, architectural or archaeological sites are located within the project’s area of potential
effect (APE). No significant health effects are anticipated (See General Response 9-9). No
significant impacts on children’s health of safety or schools are anticipated (General Response
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9-5). Therefore, no significant impact on the local community or cultural values is expected as a
result of the Proposed Action.
11-5

What are the health impacts compared to safety?

Some comments expressed concern with health and safety of the community relating to the
proposed addition of commercial service at Paine Field.
The continuing mission of the FAA is to provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in
world. Air carriers and airports must meet various safety certifications and operating
requirements required by the FAA. Both Horizon Air and Allegiant Air currently meet FAA
safety certification requirements and air worthiness standards for their respective fleets.
As stated in General Response 9-9, because no significant adverse impacts were identified,
there are no predicted significant impacts to human safety, or health as a result of the Proposed
Action. Safety is further described in General Response 11-6.
11-6

Safety: No mention of accident history or airline safety

Some comments were received on the safety of initiating commercial service at Paine Field,
specifically about the lack of discussion in the EA on accident history of the airlines or overall
airline safety.
The continuing mission of the FAA is to provide the safest, most efficient aerospace system in
world. Air carriers and airports must meet various safety certifications and operating
requirements required by the FAA. Both Horizon Air and Allegiant Air are in good standing and
meet current safety certification requirements and air worthiness standards for their respective
fleets. Paine Field meets all applicable FAA standards.
11-7

Security: terrorist attack

Some comments questioned the security of adding commercial service to Paine Field, citing the
fact that commercial service aircraft have been used for terrorist activity.
The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) protects the nation’s transportation systems to
ensure freedom of movement for people and commerce. Security screening (including both
passenger and baggage screening) associated with the proposed commercial service would be
conducted by TSA using all required technology and equipment. For more information on
general safety issues, please see General Response 11-6.
11-8

Cumulative impacts

Some comments suggested that the overall cumulative impacts of the proposed Federal actions
were not adequately assessed in the Draft EA, while others suggested that the future timeframe
for the assessment of impacts (2016) was not appropriate and that an additional outlier year
should be considered in the cumulative impacts analysis.
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Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations state that cumulative impacts represent the
“…impact on the environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when
added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions, regardless of what agency
(Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions. Cumulative impacts can result
from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking place over time.” The
cumulative impacts assessment, which was prepared in accordance with CEQ regulations and
FAA Order 1050.1E Change 1 and Order 5050.4B, is described in the Final EA in Chapter D,
Environmental Consequences starting on page D.40. The cumulative impacts section in the
Final EA describes past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects on and adjacent to the
Airport that have the potential for cumulative impacts when considered with the proposed
actions. The analysis in the Final EA has been refined to address the comments received, and
states that based on Federal significance thresholds, there would be no significant cumulative
impacts.
In regard to the future timeframe for the assessment of impacts (2016), as stated above, CEQ
regulations state that future actions being considered for cumulative impact analysis must be
“reasonably foreseeable.” As mentioned in General Response 3-5, the aviation activity
forecasts and analysis years from the Draft EA were updated prior to the publication of the Final
EA. In the Final EA, 2008 remains the base year or existing year while 2013 was considered the
initial year of commercial airline service and 2018 was considered the future year for applicable
environmental consequence analysis.
Passenger service growth rates beyond 2018 (if any) cannot be accurately predicted at this time
and are therefore not reasonably foreseeable. Accordingly, projects beyond 2018 are not
appropriate for consideration in the cumulative impacts analysis. Also see General Response 35 for additional discussion on the selection of 2018 as the future year of analysis for the proposed
actions.
11-9

How does this project compare to the commercial operations at Bellingham
Airport?

Some comments suggested that the initiation of commercial service at Bellingham Airport was a
good parallel example of what they envision occurring at Paine Field.
In response to comments about the potential parallel between commercial service at Bellingham
Airport and Paine Field, consideration was given to the characteristics of the two airports.
Because of the proximity of Bellingham Airport to the City of Bellingham and Vancouver
British Columbia as well as the distance from Sea-Tac Airport, Bellingham Airport serves a
much broader and larger market than would be served by Paine Field. The lower cost and
relative convenience for British Columbia residents clearing customs at the border instead of at
Vancouver International Airport is also a factor in the popularity of flying to U.S. destinations
from Bellingham Airport.
If commercial service is initiated at Paine Field, the airlines will be serving a completely
different market. Given the existing service at both Sea-Tac and Bellingham airports, the service
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at Paine Field would likely draw traffic from primarily Snohomish County and those closest to
the airport. Growth in traffic beyond that predicted by the carriers proposing the service is not
reasonably foreseeable. See General Response 3-5.
11-10 Water quality impacts
Some comments related to the potential for water quality impacts as a result of the Proposed
Action.
Water quality considerations related to airport development and operation often include
increased surface runoff, erosion, and pollution from fuel, oil, solvents and deicing fluids and
potential impacts from decreased water quality on fish, wildlife, plants, and humans. Potential
pollution could come from petroleum products spilled on the surface and carried through
drainage channels off of the Airport. State and Federal laws and regulations have been
established that include standards for above ground and underground storage tanks, leak
detection and overflow protection.
Paine Field currently operates under a Master Drainage Plan which includes stormwater
detention and water quality requirements. According to the Master Drainage Plan, all runoff
from the Airport is detained for stream protection standards as set forth in the 1992 Department
of Ecology (DOE) Manual and the Snohomish County Addendum to that manual. The Airport
also operates under Permit #SO3000428C issued to Snohomish County under the State of
Washington’s Industrial Stormwater General Permit.
Only a small amount of additional impervious area (approximately 1,000 square feet) is
anticipated as a result of the Proposed Action, as described in the water quality section starting
on page D.37 of the Final EA. Commercial aircraft maintenance and washing activities are not
expected as a result of the Proposed Action. All commercial aircraft requiring deicing would use
the approved deicing pad located at Taxiway “A1”. This deicing pad drains to the Boeing
Company sanitary sewer system and outfalls to the City of Everett Treatment Plant, not to
groundwater or other bodies of water. The de-icing run-off would be treated at the treatment
plant. The closest known aquifer is located approximately 220-feet below the Airport and
infiltration or other impacts to this aquifer are considered unlikely. Therefore, there are no
expected water quality impacts resulting from the Proposed Action.
Concerns were raised over the dumping of aircraft fuel before landing and its potential to impact
water quality. Dumping of fuel is a rare practice that generally only occurs during emergency
situations. Aircraft at lower altitudes often show a “trail,” that some people assume is a fuel
dump. However, these vapor trails (contrails) are created due to moisture in the air and are not
evidence of fuel dumping. Therefore, there are no expected water quality impacts related to the
rare practice of fuel dumping.
11-11 Light pollution
Some comments stated that the project could increase light pollution.
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According to the FAA Order 1050.1E, Change 1, Environmental Impacts: Policies and
Procedures, due to relatively low levels of light intensity from airport lighting compared to
background levels associated with airport development actions, light emissions impacts are
unlikely to have an adverse impact on human activity or the use or characteristics of the
protected properties. The metric for measuring impacts is generally a comparison between
existing background lighting/visual impacts compared with the change proposed from the
project. The Proposed Action includes only minor lighting improvements associated with the
modular terminal expansion as well as minor lighting improvements for the commercial aircraft
parking apron. No additional runway lighting would be required. Generally, airfield lighting is
the most visual aspect of an airport. Because the additional terminal lighting meets with the
general background lighting environment within the developed area, and because the existing
Boeing aircraft parking ramp includes lighting, the minor lighting improvements associated with
the terminal are not expected to result in a significant impact.
11-12 Wetlands
Some comments questioned impacts on wetlands.
As stated in the EA on page D.38, according to the Airport’s Master Drainage Plan, there are two
large wetland areas, one wetland mitigation bank and a number of small wetlands located on
airport property. Wetlands on Snohomish County Airport/Paine Field property have been
impacted by fill, clearing and/or surrounding land use over the past several years. However, no
wetlands were identified that could be potentially impacted by the proposed project.
Additionally, as stated in General Response 11-10, no significant water quality impacts are
expected. Because increased stormwater and deicing practices would not exceed the capacity of
the stormwater detention systems and permits, no water quality impacts are expected and
therefore, no indirect wetland impacts are expected.
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